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Dear Mr. Bartlett, Executive Director
Dillon Consulting Limited (Dillon) is pleased
to provide the following professional planning
report for the Eastern Charlotte Recreation
Cost-sharing Feasibility Study. This report has
been prepared in accordance with our agreed
work plan and in partnership with the Project
Steering Committee.
The Southwest New Brunswick Service
Commission has outlined its clear intention
and understanding on the importance of
integrated recreational servicing within the
Eastern Charlotte County Area and throughout
the southwest region. Eastern Charlotte County
Area represents an opportunity to realize a
sustainable cost-sharing framework to meet
recreational needs for its local residents.
Our multi-disciplinary team, with conscious
analysis and understanding of the dynamic
nature of the study area, has undertaken
significant community and stakeholder
engagement to deliver a cost-sharing
feasibility assessment that provides
development scenarios for facilities and

programming to fulfill sub-regional recreational
needs. This report identifies gaps and risks and
has developed recommendations in response to
the Business Plan (2018) submitted by the Eastern
Charlotte Wellness Ad Hoc Committee (ECRRA).
We thank you for this opportunity and look
forward to continue working with the Southwest
New Brunswick Service Commission on recreation
projects in the near future. Should you have
any questions on our submission, please do not
hesitate to contact the undersigned directly at
(506) 633-5000, or by email at csimic@dillon.ca.
Sincerely,

COLIN SIMIC, MPL
PROJECT MANAGER
Saint John Office:
274 Sydney Street, Unit 2000
Saint John, NB E2L 0A8
506.633.5000
www.dillon.ca
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E X E CU TI VE S UM MA RY
The Eastern Charlotte Wellness Ad Hoc Committee
(ECRRA) has been in the planning process to
develop a new indoor multi-purpose facility within
Eastern Charlotte County Area for some time now.
As part of this process, the Committee engaged a
consultant (Silk Stevens Limited) to undertake a
Needs Assessment in 2017 and consulted recent
findings from Horizon Health Network’s Community
Health Needs Assessment (2016). Additionally,
the Committee was included within the Regional
Recreation Master Planning process (2018) that
reviewed the region’s recreation inventory and
provided recommendations to enhance service
provision in the region. These efforts have
culminated in the development of a Business Plan
(2018) to develop and site the Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Activity Centre (ECWAC) within Eastern
Charlotte County Area. The Business Plan (2018)
provides a proposed governance structure, facility
concept, and estimated financial implications.
The contents of this report were completed through
a three-phased approach. The first phase (Phase
1) involved analyzing background information,
which included reviewing prior Needs Assessment
Reports and the Eastern Charlotte Wellness Ad
Hoc Committee Business Plan (2018). Gaps and
risks within all background reports were identified
to ensure a sustainable financial business model
would be developed to support the development
of the Eastern Charlotte Wellness Activity Centre.
Additionally, this phase provided planning context
for the study, including a sub-regional community
profile, local and regional policy review, and a review
of industry standards and trends;

After an in-depth review of background reports and
information, initial findings and questions were then
taken to local user groups, stakeholders and the
general public during Phase 2 of this study. Using
information derived from the background analysis
and public consultation/engagement sessions,
demand indicators for recreation activities and a
sub-regional solution to recreation management
and servicing was identified;
The final phase (Phase 3) of this study involved
synthesizing all information collected from previous
phases and providing recommendations to improve
the Eastern Charlotte Wellness Ad Hoc Committee
Business Plan (2018) and to direct the Southwest New
Brunswick Service Commission Board of Directors
on the feasibility of the Business Plan (2018) in its
current form.
Key findings and considerations from each phase
of this study have been outlined on the following
pages in order to recommend the feasibility of the
submitted Business Plan (2018) and a cost-sharing
approach for recreation facilities and services within
Eastern Charlotte County Area.
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PHASE 1: BUSINESS PLAN (2018) GAPS & RISKS ANALYSIS
The following gaps and risks were identified within the Business Plan (2018) submitted by the Eastern
Charlotte Wellness Ad Hoc Committee:

Proposed Location

Proposed Facility Program & Service Delivery

•

•

•

•

The Business Plan (2018) does not provide a
location for the proposed indoor multi-purpose
recreational facility;
The Business Plan (2018) does not provide
selection criteria or a method of selection to
identify an appropriate site for the proposed
indoor multi-purpose facility; and
The Business Plan (2018) does not consider
local policies and regulations, service and
utility conditions, and site conditions within its
determination for proper siting.

•

Proposed Service Area
•

•

•
•

•

The Business Plan (2018) does not address the
specific population or catchment/service area
for the southwest Region. Only an approximate
figure is provided;
The Business Plan (2018) does not consider the
Parish of Saint Patrick within the analysis. This
community is located within the Fundy High
School Catchment Area (Study Area), described
within the catchment area of the Business Plan;
The Business Plan (2018) does not offer scenarios
or population catchment variations;
The Business Plan does not offer a proximity
analysis to understand the barriers of access for
certain communities; and
The Business Plan has not identified target rates
to indicate how many residents might use this
service based on their location.

Proposed Financial Operations
•

•

•

Proposed Facility Concept & Design
•

•

iii6

The Business Plan (2018) does not provide
specific sources or relative examples to the
square footage for the proposed facility; and
Public engagement has not confirmed whether
or not there is a need for all spaces, as described
within the Business Plan (2018).
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Proposed programs and services within the
Business Plan (2018) state that the field schedule
will contain three hour hours of tennis, running
from 8:00pm to 11:00pm every day of the week,
except Saturday. The time and frequency for this
specific program seems quite vast and should
be further reviewed with user groups and the
general public; and
The Business Plan (2018) states within its
financial analysis that the field house activities,
as described above, are to generate over
$200,000 per year on average. This would assume
that all time slots and all weeks are booked or
at capacity. Programs and services should be
reviewed to determine a feasible approach to
meet the community’s needs and to determine
a more detailed budget for the Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Activity Centre.

•

•

The square footage costs for the multi-purpose
field and additional areas within the facility,
as described within the Business Plan (2018),
should be reviewed to ensure the capital costs
are not underestimated;
Building code compliance, outlined under Soft
Costs within the Capital Cost Table of the Business
Plan (2018), could be increased to accommodate
unexpected building/fire code issues;
The Capital Cost Table within the Business Plan
(2018) considers 11% ($1.44 Million) contingency
toward the project. There is no explanation or
rationale behind why 11% of the project’s capital
costs was chosen;
As noted within the Capital Cost Table of the
Business Plan (2018), land cost is not included
and could further increase the capital costs of
the project;
Within the Operational Cost Table, it has been
identified that the revenue generated from Child
| RECREATION COST-SHARING FEASIBILITY STUDY

•

•

•

•

•

Care is from 105 spaces (60 child care and 40 after
school spaces). However, the facility components
square footage for child care has accommodated
only 85 spaces (40 child care and 45 after school
spaces);
Within the Operational Cost Table, it is displayed
that membership revenues are based on
population living within an 8 kilometre radius
of the proposed facility site. It was anticipated
that 500 local residents, which make up 10% of
the population within this 8 kilometre radius,
would become members. This would account
for annual memberships costing approximately
$600 - $700;
Given that residential development within
Eastern Charlotte County Area is very typical
of rural areas, the modelling method used in
the Business Plan (2018) might not be as valid
as proposed. The population of the study area
is approximately 9000 to 10000 residents, given
this consideration, there is a possibility to expand
the radius, while still considering that 10% of
local residents would be interested in obtaining
a membership for the facility;
Within the Operational Cost Table, it is displayed
that wage and benefits will accommodate for
approximately 25 Staff. Adjustments could be
considered to limit the amount of full-time Child
care workers to minimize expenses;
Within the Operational Cost Table, it is displayed
that advertising will cost approximately $5000
to $6000 per year for the facility. Further
discussions with YMCA, it has been explained
that management fees will include $25,000
of branding and marketing. It can be assumed
that this operational cost should be removed.
This is also exemplified for program supplies,
the YMCA has stated that Admin Staff resources
will accumulate approximately $58,000 of the
management fee budget, indicating that the
program supplies could possibly be reduced; and
Within the Operational Cost Table, the Field

House Operations Revenue is an estimate based
on utilization fees developed during the Field
House analysis for Saint John. Available timeslots, capacity and approximate cost per hour
for programs/services should be developed to
inform approximate revenue streams for the
proposed field house.

Proposed Governance Model
•

•

•

•

The Business Plan (2018) does not provide a
detailed governance framework. There is no
consideration to who will manage the facility.
The Business Plan (2018) provides population
information from the 2016 census and tax base
information from 2018. Information provided
for the Parish of Saint George is incorrect, as the
population of this parish is much greater than
793 residents. In addition, the 2018 Tax Base
information provided is also incorrect.
The Business Plan (2018) indicates that
discussions regarding Tax Levies with Eastern
Charlotte; County communities have been had
and are in progress. No information has been
provided to prove this statement true. It is
recommended that this information be removed
from the business plan in its entirety.
The Business Plan (2018) considers positive
economic impacts for the creation of the
proposed facility but does not consider how the
proposed facility will negatively impact existing
facilities and businesses within the area. An
inventory and analysis of existing facilities and
competitors should have been developed to
identify overlapping services and areas where
future partnerships could be developed.
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PHASE 2: PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT FINDINGS
Three primary forms of public engagement were held during this study: Stakeholder Interviews; Public
Meetings; and a Public (Online) Survey. Key findings from each engagement tactic are provided below:

Stakeholder Feedback on Existing Facilities and Services
•
•
•
•

90% of community leaders believed that recreational services could be improved;
70% of community leaders would politically support the development of an indoor recreation facility in
Eastern Charlotte County Area;
60% of recreation operators and service providers have indicated they are at or near capacity; and
50% of recreation service providers indicated they had to turn people away due to age and space
constraints.

Public Meeting Feedback on Current Recreation Needs
•
•

•
•

63% of all public meeting attendees (61 community members) indicated that current recreation facilities
located within Eastern Charlotte County Area were not meeting their needs or the needs of their family;
Only two individuals who attended the public meetings believed that the status quo was the most
suitable option. Every other individual believed that indoor and outdoor recreation services and
programming could be improved or enhanced.
Community attendees indicated that the primary barriers to accessing recreation facilities were:
(1) Facilities were not available; (2) Transportation Barriers; and (3) Facilities were inadequate; and
Multipurpose gyms, indoor rinks, indoor courts (basketball, volleyball, badminton, etc.), pools and
splash pads, and fitness centres were the most common facilities recommended.

Public (Online) Survey - Feedback on Recreation Solutions for Eastern Charlotte County Area
•
•
•
•
•

V8

43% of local residents believe that investment into existing facilities is the best option for Eastern
Charlotte County Area;
41% of local residents believe that a new, cost-shared facility is the best option for Eastern Charlotte
County Area;
33% of local residents believe that the development of a regional recreation director is the best option
for Eastern Charlotte County Area; and
33% of local residents believe that all of the above are best suited for Eastern Charlotte County Area.
5% of residents believe that none of the above options are best suited for Eastern Charlotte County
Area.
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PHASE 3: CONSIDERATIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS
This report represents a four-month planning study
that provides the following considerations and
recommendations to the Southwest New Brunswick
Service Commission (SNBSC):

3. A basic need to enhance recreation services and
programming in Eastern Charlotte County Area
has been identified. Commission Staff, led by the
Implementation Manager, shall support the SubRegional Recreation Facility Board to undertake
an in depth inventory and analysis of:

Planning & Development Considerations
The following planning and development
considerations have been described in detail within
Section 6.0 to Section 10.0 of this report:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Overview;
Location Rationale;
Participation & Demand;
Management Structure;
Capital & Operational Finances;
Cost-sharing & Resourcing; and
Key Risks & Mitigation Strategies.

Recommendations
The following recommendations were developed
using information collected through intensive
background analysis, public consultation and
engagement, and assessment of feasibility:
1. The SNBSC Board of Directors should not
proceed with the current Business Proposal
(2018) provided by the ECRRA, as this proposal is
unsustainable in its current form;
2. A Sub-Regional Recreation Facility Board should
be developed to manage and oversee ongoing
and future discussions for governance and costsharing of facilities within Eastern Charlotte
County Area.
This action should proceed regardless if a new
or revised business plan is developed, to ensure
that discussions for existing facilities and other
proposals may be pursued.

•
•

•

Recreational facility competitors, within
Eastern Charlotte County Area;
The market (New build potential and
adaptive re-use of facilities by means of
conversion or renovation); and
Service area provisions (i.e. 1: 9,000),
which will ensure that recreational
programs and services will support
and meet the level of need from local
residents and user groups.

Undertaking this additional analysis will confirm
whether a new facility is needed and will help
address preliminary gaps and risks identified
within this Feasibility Study Report.
4. After the Sub-Regional Recreational Facility
Board has undertaken an in-depth analysis of the
local market, competitors and service provisions
to determine a feasible approach (that be a new
facility, adaptive re-use of an existing facility,
or extending recreation services/programs of
an existing facility), it is recommended that the
Sub-Regional Recreation Facility Board shall
collaborate with regional recreation organizations
(ECRRA) and Commission Staff to develop a new
or revised business plan that will address all
other ‘Planning Considerations’ and ‘Gaps and
Risks’ identified from this Feasibility Study. This
will ensure that the proper recreational facilities,
services and programs will be developed to meet
the needs of local residents and user groups and
ultimately enhance recreational services and
programming within Eastern Charlotte County
Area.
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I N T R ODU C TI ON & A PPR OACH
1.1 INTRODUCTION

1.2 APPROACH

The following chapter identifies the study’s goals,
objectives, expectations, and requirements, as
outlined by the Southwest New Brunswick Service
Commission to undertake the proposed Eastern
Charlotte Recreation Cost-sharing Feasibility Study.
Furthermore, a detailed contextual approach for this
study has been described to illustrate the technical
review and public engagement sessions that were
carried out throughout this study.

The planning process undertaken throughout
this study included the following phases:

The purpose of this report is two-fold:
1. To preform an objective feasibility assessment on
the development of a new indoor multi-purpose
facility (Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity
Centre) in Eastern Charlotte County Area; and
2. To prepare cost-sharing solutions which could
fund both the proposed indoor multi-purpose
facility and Blacks Harbour’s existing Patrick
Connor Recreational Complex.
Additionally, this report is designed to determine
if a new indoor multi-purpose facility should be
developed through derived demand indicators.
Furthermore, operations of a new indoor multipurpose facility have been analyzed to determine
sustainability and service implications to Eastern
Charlotte County Area and the surrounding
southwest region.

•
•
•

Phase 1: Background & Analysis
Phase 2: Public Consultation
Phase 3: Reporting & Recommendations

The first phase provided the background
information and policy framework on which
the study is based. This included a review of
relevant local, regional, and provincial policy.
Additionally, analysis was completed to assess
existing and future demographics of the
study area. A review of community recreation
facilities across New Brunswick, as well as
industry standards and service trends for multipurpose facilities nationally was completed
and considered in the preparation of the
recommendations of this report.
The second phase included community
consultation and engagement sessions, such
as: key informant meetings with the Project
Steering Committee and the Commission’s
Implementation Manager; Community meetings
held across Eastern Charlotte County; in-person
and online community user group surveys;
and stakeholder interviews with similar facility
operators in the region.
The third phase comprised of analyzing
the needs assessments and performing the
feasibility assessment portion of the study,
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FIGURE 1: R e c re at i on Co s t- s h a r i n g Fe a s i b i l i t y Stu dy Ap p ro ac h.

which derived demand indicators for a new
community facility from usage data, service
provisions, and examined the financial (capital
and operational) conditions of the proposed
indoor multi-purpose facility and existing Blacks
Harbour Arena Complex. This information was
then examined with community and user group
inputs to confirm if the need, identified by
stakeholder and the local public was aligned with
feasible scenarios.
The ‘feasibility’ approach utilized throughout this
study assisted in identifying the available market,
creating costing scenarios, identifying potential
funding models, and analyzing expected revenues
and costs for proposed and existing facilities.
Furthermore, this feasibility study has confirmed
that an arrangement can be achieved to ensure
long-term viability, identifying resources required
to build, operate, and maintain the proposed
facility and existing facilities within Eastern
Charlotte County Area.

F IGU R E 2: S o ut hwest New B r unswic k .
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1.3 PURPOSE & GOALS
The following report has examined the feasibility
of developing an indoor Eastern Charlotte Wellness
and Activity Centre (ECWAC) by:
•

Undertaking an in-depth review of assessment
and business plan documents provided by
the Eastern Charlotte Regional Recreation
Association (ECRRA);

•

Assessing public feedback and input collected
during the Southwest Regional Recreational
Master Plan Process (2018);

•

Assessing that the proposed ECWAC is aligned
with providing solutions to issues identified
within the Southwest Regional Recreational
Master Plan (2018);

•

Assessing ECRRA’s proposed cost-sharing
approach (Business Plan, 2018);

•

Determining operational costs of the Blacks
Harbour Patrick Connor Recreational Complex;

•

Determining solutions for a cost-sharing
arrangement between regional recreational
facilities within Eastern Charlotte County Area;

•

Developing and conducting community
consultations and engagement activities with
the general public and local stakeholders
throughout the region; and

•

Developing a final report identifying all
assumptions, recommendations and findings
throughout the study’s feasibility process and
analysis.

SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

PROJECT APPROACH
& GOALS
PHASE I
Validate:
• ECRRA’s existing business plan for the
proposed new Eastern Charlotte Wellness
Activity Centre
Determine:
• Associated costs of Blacks Harbour Patrick
Connor Recreational Complex
Establish:
• Workable cost-sharing solutions that could
fund both the proposed Centre and existing
Complex.

PHASE II:
Support:
• A community wide consultation process to
present the revised and complete concept
of the ECCRA’s proposed Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Centre.
• The development of engagement methods
and materials

PHASE III:
Report:
• Assumptions, recommendations and
findings from the consultation process
during Phase II ; and
• Final feasibility based on findings from
Phase I and Phase II.
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P LA N NI NG CONT EX T:
R EG IONAL & LOC A L PR O F I L E
The following chapter provides regional and local context of the geographic area that would be impacted
by the proposed indoor multi-purpose facility. Specifically, this chapter addresses the current and projected
populations for the Southwest Region, Eastern Charlotte County Area and the identified Study Area.
Providing population counts at a regional and local level, will assist in determining how the proposed
facility will impact residents now or in the near future.
In addition to population trends and projections, a situational analysis describes which frames recreational
opportunities and challenges that currently exist within the region. Identifying over arching opportunities
and constraints with respect to recreation, will help identify resident’s priorities, overall needs, and the
justification to develop a new indoor recreational facility.

FIGURE 3: S out hwe s t N e w Bru n s w i ck
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F IGURE 4: M a p of S ou thwe s t N e w Bru n s w i ck S e r v i ce Co m m i ssio n.

2.1 REGIONAL PROFILE: SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE
COMMISSION
The Southwest New Brunswick Regional Service
Commission (SNBSC or RSC) is one of twelve
regional service commissions created by the
Province of New Brunswick in 2013. Planning for
regional infrastructure projects in recreation,
culture, and sports is part of the core services
provided by the RSC governance model. The
SNBSC administers all of Charlotte County except
the parish of Clarendon. The Commission also
serves a portion of York County that abuts the
northern boundary of Charlotte. The two areas
are divided into 23 census subdivisions: 19 in
Charlotte County and 4 in York County (the villages
of Harvey and McAdam, and the parishes of
Manners Sutton and McAdam). Major population
and service centres within the region include: St.
Stephen (Town), St. George (Town), St. Andrews
(Town), and Grand Manan (Village) ( Figure 4 ).
The 2016 Census recorded a population of 25,428
in Charlotte County, which indicates a slight
decline from the population in 2011 (26,549).
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York County’s population, which includes the
City of Fredericton, increased its population by
2.2% over the Census period. However, the four
census subdivisions within the jurisdiction of
the Southwest Service Commission displayed a
loss of 121 residents or 3.5% of their population
over this period of time. The total 2016 Census
population within the SNBSC boundaries was
28,724. This total shows a slight population
decline of 1,253 (-4.2%) from 29,977 in 2011.
For the purposes of this report, the population
projections completed during the SNBSC
Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) will
be adopted for this study’s analysis. On the
following page, Table 1 identifies the current and
projected population counts for all communities
(Municipalities, Rural Community, Parishes, and
Local Service Districts) within the Southwest
Regional Service Commission.

F IGURE 5: Pop ul at i on pro je c ti o n s (2 0 0 1 - 2 0 3 1 ) fo r S o ut hwest New B r unswic k S er vice Co m m i ssio n.

Census Subdivision
Grand Manan (PAR)
Campobello Island (RCR)
West Isles (PAR)
Lepreau (PAR)
Pennfield (PAR)
Blacks Harbour (VL)
Saint George (PAR)
St. George (TWN)
Saint Patrick (PAR)
Saint Andrews (PAR)
Saint Andrews (TWN)
Saint Croix (PAR)
Dufferin (PAR)
Saint Stephen (PAR)
St. Stephen (TWN)
Saint James (PAR)
Saint David (PAR)
Dumbarton (PAR)
Grand Manan (VL)
Manner Sutton (PAR)
Harvey (VL)
McAdam (VL)
McAdam (Par)
SNBSC TOTAL

2001
2006
2011
2016
2021
2026
2031
206
201
175
150
154
150
155
1,225 1,068
924
888
790
692
598
898
849
717
796
783
753
721
887
853
736
686
629
559
488
2,483 2,386 2,228 2,209 2,092 1,962 1,800
1,111
996
990
915
848
784
706
2,423 2,521 2,469 2,367 2,309 2,218 2,102
1,555 1,333 1,540 1,534 1,507 1,458 1,405
699
729
676
684
691
687
661
580
607
591
546
529
511
488
1,882 1,830 1,910 1,826 1,809 1,774 1,729
660
687
605
661
642
637
616
583
554
566
593
594
604
592
1,897 2,152
1976
1872
1797
1718
1624
4,766 4,898 4,848 4,492 4,302 4,093 3,870
1,484 1,393 1,249 1,196 1,109
993
883
1,641 1,537 1,597 1,535 1,481 1,407 1,319
421
359
370
337
313
290
260
2,681 2,522 2,409 2,381 2,262 2,143 1,997
1,912 1,870 1,805 1,830 1,771 1,698 1,594
359
370
363
395
422
476
526
1,618 1,509 1,287 1,276 1,185 1,102 1,010
187
301
255
237
282
329
372
32,157 31,525 30,286 29,406 28,303 27,039 25,514

Change 2016-2031
3.3%
-32.7%
-9.4%
-28.9%
-18.5%
-22.8%
-11.2%
-8.4%
-3.4%
-10.6%
-5.3%
-6.8%
-0.2%
-13.2%
-13.8%
-26.2%
-14.1%
-22.8%
-16.1%
-12.9%
33.2%
-20.8%
57%
-13.2%

TABL E 1: S out hwe st N e w B ru n s w i ck S e r vi ce Co mm issio n - Po p ulat io n Pro jec t i o ns ( 2001 - 2031) .
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F I G U R E 6: M a p o f Stu d y Are a l o cate d wi t hin Easter n Char lo t te Co unt y Area

2.2 LOCAL PROFILE:
EASTERN CHARLOTTE COUNTY & STUDY AREA
More specifically, this feasibility study analyzes the
Town of St. George, the Village of Blacks Harbour,
and the surrounding LSD’s, referred to as the study
area, located within Eastern Charlotte County
(Figure 6). Eastern Charlotte County is located
in the southwest portion of the Province and is
primarily an Anglophone community. Eastern
Charlotte County is primarily a rural area with
multiple settlements and Towns scattered along the
Bay of Fundy coast. In addition to the mentioned
settlements and Town’s, the islands of Grand Manan
and Deer Island are also considered a part of this
area, with access obtained via ferry services.
The Eastern Charlotte County Area has a population
of approximately 10,292 residents (Recreation
Master Plan, 2018). The main employment industries
are fishing, aquaculture, manufacturing and

9
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tourism. Data from the Regional Recreational
Master Plan (2008) planning process and most
recent Census (2016) was used to formulate the
total population and anticipated rate of change
for the Eastern Charlotte County Area from 2016
to 2031( Table 2 ).
To best inform future demand and need of a new
recreational facility in Eastern Charlotte County
Area, the population projections for communities
within the study area were examined ( Table
3 ). The results of this analysis indicate that
communities in Eastern Charlotte County Area
(Town of St. George, Village of Blacks Harbour,
as well as other communities) are anticipated to
experience a slight population decline (-4.59%)
between 2016 and 2031.

F IGURE 7: Pop ul at i on pro je c ti o n s (2 0 0 1 - 2 0 3 1 ) fo r Easter n C har lo t te Co unt y.

Census Subdivision
West Isles (PAR)
Lepreau (PAR)
Pennfield (PAR)
Blacks Harbour (VL)
Saint George (PAR)
St. George (TWN)
Saint Patrick (PAR)
Grand Manan (PAR)
Campobello Island (RCR)
Clarendon (PAR)

2001
898
887
2,483
1,111
2,423
1,555
699
206
1,225
41

2006
849
853
2,386
996
2,521
1,333
729
201
1,068
71

2011
717
736
2,228
990
2,469
1,540
676
175
924
52

2016
796
686
2,209
915
2,367
1,534
684
150
888
63

2021
783
629
2,092
848
2,309
1,507
691
154
790
77

2026
753
559
1,962
784
2,218
1,458
687
150
692
95

2031
721
488
1,800
706
2,102
1,405
661
155
598
117

Change 2016-2031
-9.4%
-28.9%
-18.5%
-22.8%
-11.2%
-8.4%
-3.4%
3.3%
-32.7%
86%

EASTERN CHARLOTTE TOTAL

11,528 11,007 10,507 10,292

9,880

9,358

8,753

-4.59%

TABL E 2: E a ste r n C ha r l o tte Co u nt y Are a - Po p u l at i o n Pro jec t i o ns ( 2001 - 2031) .

TABL E 3: St ud y Are a - Po p u l ati o n Pro je c ti o n s (2 001 - 2031) .
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F IGURE 8: M a p of Lo ca l S e r vi ce D i s tr i c ts l o cate d wit hin St udy Area

2.3 STUDY AREA:
MUNICIPALITIES & LOCAL SERVICE DISTRICTS (LSDs)
Throughout this Feasibility Study, financial analysis
will consider Tax base of Municipalities (Villages and
Towns) and Local Service Districts (LSDs).
What is a Local Service District?
A local service district (LSD) is an unincorporated
unit of local governance in the Canadian province
of New Brunswick; LSDs are defined by Regulation
84-168, the Local Service Districts Regulation Municipalities Act. In 2017 the Municipalities Act
was replaced by the Local Governance Act, which
continued Regulation 84-168. The Provincial
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Environment and Local Government Minister is
responsible for the administration of these districts,
which includes the provision of local services (e.g.
fire protection, street lighting, solid waste collection
and disposal, and the expending of public funds).
LSDs and their associated Tax bases, will be
examined to determine a feasible funding model
that will support the enhancement of recreational
services within the Eastern Charlotte County Area.
Figure 8 identifies each LSD community located
within the identified Study Area.

2.4 CURRENT SITUATION:
OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES
The Southwest New Brunswick Service Commission
(SNBSC) and its residents are working towards
understanding the feasibility of developing a
new Community Recreation Facility (Health and
Wellness Centre) in order to expand the recreation,
leisure and well-being opportunities in the Eastern
Charlotte County Area. Currently Eastern Charlotte
County is served primarily by private fitness and
health facilities and programming is offered
through limited single-use facilities such as Blacks
Harbour’s Patrick Conner Complex (Arena). There is
no indoor activity centre, which focuses on health
and wellness, in Eastern Charlotte County Area. This
has resulted in residents travelling to Saint John
to access recreation opportunities, such as indoor
sport-related activities.
This study is necessary to explore the possible
solutions of cost-sharing recreational services
throughout the region, as recreational
infrastructure assets are aging and are
sporadically located throughout the region.
There is also a high level of acknowledgment of
the role that recreational spaces and facilities
play in contributing to building strong, vibrant
communities.
Opportunities and challenges influencing this
feasibility study and the greater southwest region
of New Brunswick are presented on the following
pages and will help frame the context of this study.

2.4.1 Opportunities
The recent Horizon Community Health Needs
Assessment (2016) and Silk Stevens Limited
Facility Needs Assessment (2017) have
confirmed that while traditional activities remain
important, a strong and growing demand exists
for indoor fitness and sport-related activities,
cultural and educational meeting spaces, and
additional recreational programming. A detailed
description of both Needs Assessments can be
found in Section 3.0 of this report.
In addition to the needs assessments completed
within the southwest region and Study Area,
consultations with residents during the recent
Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018)
Process confirmed that a strong desire still
exists to expand the current framework of
recreation programs and activities available
within southwest New Brunswick ( Figure 9 ).
More specifically, over 138 (42.1%) of survey
respondents within the Regional Recreational
Master Plan (2018) process identified that they
were not satisfied with the current and available
recreational services/programs within the region
( Figure 10 ).

F IGUR E 9: S ur ve y R e s u l ts f ro m R e gi o n a l R e cre atio nal M aster Plan Pro cess ( 2018) .
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2.4.2 Challenges
Although the Needs Assessment Studies confirmed that additional recreational programming and indoor
activities are desired by residents living within the SNBSC, the demand to develop a new facility within
the region is not apparent. Figure 10 describes that the region’s top priority is to “improve recreation
programs”, while “build new facilities” is identified as the 7th ranked priority. In fact, residents living
within the southwest region who took the survey identified that renovating existing facilities was a far
greater priority than building new facilities. Furthermore, the Regional Recreational Master Planning
Process (2018) identified that the majority (72%) of survey respondents were satisfied or very satisfied
with recreation facilities within the Southwest NB Region.
In addition, findings during the Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) planning process identified the
following challenges with recreation facilities and service delivery in southwest New Brunswick:

Population Decline

Population in the region has fallen since 2001 and is expected
to continue to decline at an accelerating rate into the future.
Decreasing numbers of residents naturally results in fewer
recreation participants and fewer taxpayers to financially
support facilities and programs.

Aging Population

Statistics from the most recent Census (2016) indicate that
the population of New Brunswick is older relative to the
national population. Through the Regional Recreational Master
Plan process, older adults living within the region identified
that they participate in more passive individual recreation
pursuits instead of vigorous activities. In addition, older adults
displayed less need for the use of arenas, gyms, and similar
facilities designed for team sports.

F IGURE 10: S ur ve y R e s u l ts f ro m R e gi o n a l R e cre at io nal M aster Plan Pro cess ( 2018) .
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Outdoor Recreation
Facilities

Residents of the region demonstrate a strong interest in
outdoor activities but do not show a need for additional parks.
However, there is a strong interest for trail development, which
the region has considerable potential given its appealing
landscapes.

Recreation
Programming

Lack and connection of programming is the leading recreation
issue in the region according to past survey results. Detailed
information from interviews and the follow-up consultation
suggests that the fragmentation of recreation administration,
the declining supply of volunteers, and lack of communication
across the region are all significant factors.

Inter-Community
Competition

Communication &
Resources

Facility Needs

A leading issue throughout the Regional Recreational Master
Plan (2018) consultation process was the ambition to build
a recreation complex for Eastern Charlotte, which raised
questions about competition with existing facilities (i.e.,
Garcelon Centre), cost-sharing with other communities, and
feasibility. Furthermore, the number of dedicated recreation
staff at the local level in the Southwest New Brunswick Region
is small, which plays into the issue of community resource
competition.
The Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) has indicated
that a number of services are offered throughout the
region. However, certain groups, organizations, including
municipalities and Local Service Districts (LSDs) operate
behind closed doors, with limited direction for recreational
development. As such, recreation is not typically centralized
and most residents are unaware of what activities or resources
are offered in specific communities.
Derived from the Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018)
consultation process, local residents have indicated that a
multi-purpose recreation facility for St. George’s community
and the surrounding areas in Eastern Charlotte County Area
was needed. This need is augmented by the presence of the
Garcelon Civic Centre in St. Stephen and facilities in Saint
John, which many residents in Eastern Charlotte County Area
currently use. The Patrick Connors Complex is the primary
recreation facility in Blacks Harbour, NB. It was built in 1967
and houses a standard ice surface with a two-sheet curling
rink that is not currently in use. The facility would benefit from
refurbishment as it is the primary arena for Eastern Charlotte,
complementing the Garcelon Centre and W.C. O’Neil ice
surfaces in the western half of the county

SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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P R O POS AL CONT EX T +
A N A LYS I S
3.1 OVERVIEW & CONTEXT
In 2015, a group of residents, LSD
representatives and local business members
came together to discuss opportunities to better
serve St. George and its surrounding areas
(Eastern Charlotte County Area) with regards to
year-round recreation opportunities. Through
many meetings, a focus began to develop
around Health and Wellness, with the provision
of services or programs focused on addressing
families, not just one element of the family,
such as is provided with traditional approaches.
A broad range of wellness and activities were
identified as desired assets the Eastern Charlotte
County Area needed. These assets included:
meeting places for community members, indoor
sport-related and fitness activities and programs,
and additional recreational and health services,
which would support existing community
facilities in the area, such as the Fundy High and
Middle School. While Committee members felt
they had a good understanding of community
needs, it became clear that a full professional
appraisal of these needs was required.
The members of this group, also known as
the Eastern Charlotte Regional Recreational
Association (ECRRA), addressed the Town of
St. George with these concerns and began
to work with the Town to further understand
these identified “Gaps & Needs”. Information
provided by the Horizon Networks Community
Assessment Team completed a ‘Community
Health Needs Assessment (2016) to address
the strengths, assets, and needs to improve the
health and wellness of the Eastern Charlotte
County Area population. These findings, in
conjunction with discussions provided by ECRRA
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

E a s te r n C h a r l o tte
We l l n e s s
Ac ti v i t y Ce ntre
(E C WAC )
Proposed
Location:

Easter n Char lotte
Count y Area
( Town of St. G eorge)

Approximate
Size:

50,000 sq. f t.

Estimated
Cost:

$12,580,000

G over nance
M odel:

Joint B oard of Direc tors
Operations Agreement

Financial
M odel:

Cost-Shar ing M odel
(U tilization & Tax
Lev y)

assisted the Town of St. George to commission
another Needs Assessment, undertaken by Silk
Stevens Limited (2017) to address recreational
facility and service needs. Findings from both of
these needs assessments were used to address
regional recreational matters during the SNBSC
Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) process.
The desire to develop or enhance recreational
services, programming and facilities within
Eastern Charlotte County Area was also irritated
throughout this study. Taking all information
developed from 2015 to 2018, ECRRA has
developed a Business Plan (2018) to develop a
new indoor facility (Eastern Charlotte Health and
| RECREATION COST-SHARING FEASIBILITY STUDY
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Wellness Facility) in the Eastern Charlotte County
Area. Understanding the varying challenges, the
SNBSC has commissioned a Feasibility Study to
understand if the proposed recreational facility is
strategically aligned with the Province and Regional
Recreational Master Plan. Furthermore, this feasibility
study will examine solutions for cost-sharing at a
regional scale to understand the feasibility constraints
and challenges with co-sharing operation and
maintenance expenditures for recreational services
and programs throughout the Eastern Charlotte
County Area.
The following sections of this chapter will examine
each assessment report undertaken to-date by
identifying gaps and risks, which will be used to
inform the overall grounding and feasibility of the
proposed Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity
Centre. More specifically, the following documents
will be reviewed as part of the project description:
1. Horizon Health Network - Eastern Charlotte
County Area – Community Health Needs
Assessment (2016);
2. Silk Stevens Limited - Eastern Charlotte Recreation
and Wellness Facility Needs Assessment (2017);
and
3. A Proposal and Business Plan for Feasibility
Assessment, Public Discussion and Consultation of
an Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity Centre
(2018).

17
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3.2 EASTERN CHARLOT TE COUNTY AREA
COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS ASSESSMENT (2016)
In 2012, the Province of New Brunswick released
the Primary Health Care Framework for New
Brunswick, highlighting Community Health
Needs Assessments as an integral first step to
improving existing primary health care services
and infrastructure in the province. Following
the Department of Health’s recommendation
for Community Health Needs Assessments, the
two regional health authorities in the province,
Horizon Health Network (Horizon) and Vitalité
Health Network ( Vitalité), assumed responsibility
for conducting assessments in communities within
their catchment areas.
The Eastern Charlotte Community Health Needs
Assessment ( Figure 11 ) was produced by Horizon
Health Network’s Community Health Assessment
Team in February 2016. This Community Health and
Needs Assessment (CHNA) seeks to identify Eastern
Charlotte’s strengths, assets, and needs to guide
the establishment of priorities that improve the
health and wellness of the population. The goals of
a CHNA are to:
•
•
•

•
•

gather and assess information about the health
and wellness status of the community;
gather and assess information about resources
available in the community (community assets);
determine the strengths and challenges of the
community’s current primary health care service
delivery structure in order to adapt it to the
needs of the community;
establish health and wellness priority areas of
action at the community level; and
enhance community engagement in health
and wellness priorities and build important
community partnerships to address priority
areas.

F IGU R E 11:Ho r i zo n Healt h Net wo r k CHNA (2 0 1 6 ).

As part of this CHNA, key informant interviews
were held with stakeholders working in the areas of
health care. The following key stakeholder groups
were consulted through a focus group interview
method:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mental Health and Addictions Professionals;
Seniors and Senior Supports;
Grand Manan Health & Wellness;
Deer Island Health & Wellness;
Social Supports in the Community;
Fundy Health Centre; and
Eastern Charlotte County Clergy.

One of the predominant findings of this study
indicated that there is a level of need for more
affordable recreational activities for children and
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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youth in the communities. The recommendation
made by Horizon Health Network’s Community
Health Assessment Team stated:
“Through stakeholder partnerships,
review what recreational programs
and services are currently available
in the community, determine where
additions can be made and work to
eliminate barriers to participation.”
Participants of the CHNA study identified the need
to eliminate barriers to participating in activities,
such as membership costs and transportation
which is particularly an issue for children and
youth on the islands and within outlying areas in

the community. Moreover, because of the nature
of shift work in the community, it was found that a
lot of parents within this area are not able to drive
their children to activities, therefore the community
could benefit from organized transportation.
Participants also shared that limited activities for
youth in the community could lead to boredom
and an increase in risky behaviour such as drug and
alcohol use. They also identified that more afterschool programming and organized activities could
be beneficial for children to socialize and stay
active.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
1A.

The CHNA (2016) is focused on analyzing current health and social frameworks and did
not specifically address recreation facility or service needs;

1B.

The CHNA did not provide detailed recommendations for what type of activities or
services are required within Eastern Charlotte County Area to improve health and
wellness needs; and

1C.

Limited public engagement was conducted during this study, as the CHNA addressed
only a small group of recreation and health- care based stakeholders. Furthermore, the
general public was not engaged or consulted during this study.

F IG U R E 12: N B R e cre ati o n .
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3.3 SILK STEVENS LIMITED
EASTERN CHARLOT TE RECREATION AND WELLNESS FACILITY
NEEDS ASSESSMENT (2017)
In February of 2017, Silk Stevens Limited Design
& Construction Engineering in partnership with
Comeau MacKenzie Architecture and the Recreation
Committee for Eastern Charlotte County undertook
a Needs Assessment for the Town of St. George,
which analyzed the need for an Eastern Charlotte
County Multi-Purpose Recreation Facility and
Wellness Centre ( Figure 13 ). The need for this
study was prompted by the Eastern Charlotte
County Area Community Health Needs Assessment
(CHNA), prepared by the Horizon Health Network’s
Community Health Assessment Team in September
2016. This assessment made recommendations
in what was identified as priority areas related to
community supports for health and wellness.
The primary objective of the study was to confirm
the need for a recreation and wellness facility in the
study area. However other objectives of this study
included:
•

•

•

Identifying and polling key stakeholders,
potential user groups and others as identified;
Reviewing recent Eastern Charlotte County Area
Community Health Needs Assessment (CHNA,
2016) documents available for the region;
Reviewing and summarizing stakeholder and
community feedback, and existing “sports,
recreation and wellness” needs for the region;

Preparing a needs assessment document including
the desired components for a Multi-Purpose
Recreation Facility and Wellness Centre for the
Eastern Charlotte Region considering the needs
of youth, seniors, industry, sport, recreation and
wellness requirements; and

SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

F IGU R E 13: Si lk Stevens L im i ted Needs Asse s s ment (2 0 1 7 ).

•

Preparing a programming statements defining
the solutions to the identified needs (i.e. space
and programs).

The following communities in Eastern Charlotte
County were considered during this Needs
Assessment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pennfield Parish;
Pocologan (Lepreau Parish);
Village of Blacks Harbour;
St. George Parish;
Town of St. George; and
Deer Island (West Isles Parish).

| RECREATION COST-SHARING FEASIBILITY STUDY
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As a first step to the needs assessment, potential
user groups were identified within these
communities, including seniors, families with
children, industry groups and institutional groups.
Given the proximity of Clarendon and Lepreau
to Saint John, it was suggested by the Eastern
Charlotte Recreation and Wellness Committee that
those communities would be more apt to travel
to Saint John for recreation and wellness needs.
The community of Pocologan (Lepreau Parish) was
included within this assessment, as the students
from the area attend Fundy Middle High School and
would benefit from the proposed facility.
Silk Steven Limited identified that the proposed
facility would fill a gap that currently exists in
Eastern Charlotte for recreational facilities. It was
stated in the assessment that there are no such
facilities (including privately run fitness facilities)
between St. Stephen and Saint John, resulting in
driving distances of up to 70 km for study area
residents to a recreation facility. In addition, it
was suggested that there were a lack of wellness
centres in the area, as clinics were typically situated
in local drugstores, due to a lack of dedicated
space.
Silk Stevens Limited Needs Assessment was
performed using three methods of data collection:
Demographic analysis, inventory of existing
facilitates; and interviews. The demographic
analysis for this needs assessment was constructed
using data obtained from the 2011 Census, the
most recent Census at this time. Findings from this
analysis indicate that approximately 7,940 residents
were living within the identified communities in
2011. Of this total, 68% of population was aged 1564, 16% of population was aged 0-14, and 16% of
the population was aged 65 or older.
An inventory of existing recreation and wellness
facilities was compiled by Silk Stevens Limited to
assess where gaps might exist for the provision of
services within the Study Area. It was indicated that
the majority of recreational facilities in the area are
owned and operated by provincial and municipal
governments and are centered in higher population
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density areas, namely Deer Island, Blacks Harbour
and St. George. Schools comprise most of these
identified facilities and are available for community
rental, but are limited to outside school hours and
scheduled school use. The study noted the decline
and use of tennis courts and the lack of a public
pool access across all communities. In addition
to existing recreation facilities, an inventory on
health and wellness facilities was also conducted.
Findings from this analysis show that the majority
of health and wellness services (including, medical,
physiotherapy, chiropractic, and mental health
services) are located primarily within the Town of
St. George.
As part of this Needs Assessments twenty-one (21)
stakeholders ranging from local business owners,
community representatives, teachers, and local
professionals were interviewed. These interviews
focused on obtaining information on facility and
infrastructure needs within the general vicinity
of St. George. Findings from these interviews
indicate there is a need for an indoor court,
after school programs, special needs activities,
walking track, workout rooms and senior activities.
Specific concerns raised during these interviews
were focused around affordable and accessible
community transportation for youth and seniors
to the community centre. Furthermore, there was
concern raised regarding the cost of the new health
and wellness centre and the potential issue of
competing services.
The Needs Assessment concluded with a potential
location that might suitable to for the ECWAC.
The lot identified by Silk Stevens Limited can be
identified as PID: 15192362, a piece of land owned
by the Town of St. George, located along Mt.
Pleasant Road, and approximately 1.12 hectares
in size. This lot is located adjacent to Fundy
High School and another larger vacant lot (PID:
01314384), owned by Main Street Investments Ltd.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
2A. Not all Eastern Charlotte communities were considered within Silk Stevens Needs Assessment.
For example, Parish of St. Patrick was not considered, although it is located within the Fundy
High School Catchment area;
2B. Recommendations from Horizon Network’s Community Health and Assessment (2016) were
used to base this study, and does not address facility related issues;
2C. Demographic analysis within the study is out-of-date, as 2011 Census data was used during
the Assessment;
2D. Inventory analysis might not reflect up-to-date services in the vicinity of the study area. For
example, this study did not identify private gym facilities within the area;
2E. Only 21 interviews were undertaken, no input from the general public was conducted.
There is a need to gather information from the public if a health and wellness centre is to be
developed;
2F. There are numerous services already provided in St. George Area, as indicated within the
Needs Assessment. If there is concern for further services, perhaps the proposed facility could
be situated as a Business, Health and Wellness Centre. This way space can be flexible to local
businesses, as well as health and wellness professionals; and
2G. Concerns of cost and flexibility were identified. The idea of conversion was never addressed
within the Needs Assessment. Converting an existing building could decrease the cost,
programming and service fees required to develop the Health and Wellness Centre.

F I G U RE 1 4 : Si te Pl a n - Po te nti a l S i te - Silk Stevens L im i ted Needs Assessm ent ( 2017) .
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3.4 EASTERN CHARLOT TE WELLNESS AND ACTIVITY AD HOC
COMMIT TEE: A PROPOSAL AND BUSINESS PLAN FOR
FEASIBILITY ASSESSMENT, PUBLIC DISCUSSION AND
CONSULTATION OF AN EASTERN CHARLOT TE WELLNESS
AND ACTIVITY CENTRE (2018)
3 . 4 . 1 O ver vie w

3.4.2 Visio n

In September of 2018, the Eastern
Charlotte Wellness and Activity Ad hoc
Committee released a Business Plan for
the development of an Eastern Charlotte
Wellness and Activity Centre. The AD hoc
Committee contains a broad range of
representatives from Eastern Charlotte
Local Service Districts, the Village of
Blacks Harbour and the Town of St.
George. Ultimately, the business plan
was developed in partnership with many
residents and businesses of the region.
However, special assistance from YMCA
Staff of Greater Saint John was provided
to develop the overall building concept,
capital cost, potential programs, and
operating and revenue projections.

The Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity Ad hoc
Committee has provided the following Vision for the
proposed ECWAC facility:

The project described herein is for a
Wellness and Activity Centre in Eastern
Charlotte County, which will be a yearround facility that will be approximately
50,000 square feet and located in the
Town of St. George. The proposed facility
is anticipated to service the entire area of
Eastern Charlotte and be complementary
to existing and similar facilities throughout
the southwest Region. The estimated
capital cost of the facility identified within
the proposal, including land, serving,
construction, and building outfitting is
$12.58 million dollars. The Business Plan
concludes with a five-year operations and
revenue cost projection, which showcases
the proposed facility’s long-term financial
sustainability, provided that an achievable
annual contribution through property tax
rates are achieved.
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“Improving the overall
quality of life of the residents
of Eastern Charlotte
through offering premier
recreation, education, and
wellness programs that
result in measurable and
transformational changes to
the lives of those served.”
3.4.3 M issio n :
The Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity Ad hoc
Committee has provided the following Mission statement
for the proposed facility:
1. Development of an appropriately located indoor facility
which contains programming and services which meet
the needs of the Region;
2. Securing financial participation from all levels of
government and private partners for its construction.
3. Ensuring professional management of the facility.
4. Promoting an accountable governance and sustainable
financial operations model which is inclusive of the
whole Region.
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3 . 4 . 4 Propo se d Fa cilit y
Lo c ation
A specific location for the proposed ECWAC
Facility has not been determined, as of yet.
However, it has been determined that the
proposed facility should be located in close
proximity to St. George and Blacks Harbour. The
Town of St. George successes as Eastern Charlotte
County‘s hub for commerce, education, heritage,
government services and institutions. The
reasons for this are many, however the most basic
element for St. George’s centralizing function is
due to the provincial highway system travelling
through Eastern Charlotte County Area. From a
transportation, social, and synergy perspective, it
was the Committee’s conclusion that the facility
should be located in reasonable proximity to the
highway system and school systems (Fundy High
School).
The Silk Stevens Limited Needs Assessment (2017),
determined that vacant suitable land is available
within one kilometre from Fundy High School, and
if need be, there are many other very suitable sites
with access to the major transportation links and
other community facilities.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
3A.

A location for the proposed indoor
recreational facility has not been
identified;

3B.

Selection criteria have not been
developed to identify an appropriate
site; and

3C.

Proximity and access to the proposed
recreational facility are important,
however no consideration has
been provided to local policies
and regulations, service and utility
conditions, and site conditions.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
4A.

The Business Plan does not address
the specific population or catchment/
service area for the southwest Region.
Only an approximate figure is provided;

4B.

The Business Plan does not include/
consider the Parish of Saint Patrick
within the analysis. This community is
located within the Fundy High School
Catchment Area (Study Area), described
within the Business Plan;

4C.

The Business Plan does not offer
scenarios or population catchment
variations;

4D.

The Business Plan does not offer a
proximity analysis to understand
the barriers of access for certain
communities; and

4E.

Target rates have not been developed to
indicate how many residents might use
this service based on their location.

3 . 4 . 5 Propo se d S er vice Area
The core service area identified in the Needs
Assessment is based on the Fundy High School
capture area and includes a direct service
population of approximately 8,000 residents.
The Committee recognizes from experience that
facilities, such as the Garcelon Civic Centre in St.
Stephen, serve much more than their immediate
area. Residents of Eastern Charlotte regularly
utilize the Garcelon Civic Centre and the Arena
in St. Andrews for wellness activities and events.
Therefore, it is reasonable to calculate that the
service area for a well-developed, programmed
and non-duplicative facility in the Eastern
Charlotte area will create a service area to include
a significant portion of Charlotte County’s total
population of over 26,000, and perhaps beyond.
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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3 . 4 . 6 Propo se d Fa cilit y Co n cep t & D esign
The proposed ECWAC facility, as described within the Business Plan (2018), will be based on a multi-use
concept. The Business Plan (2018) states that a Multi-use concept allows for more flexibility to respond
creatively and efficiently to all needs of the residents of the area in the most cost- effective way. The
current facility concept ( Table 4 ) includes core areas/spaces such as:

TA B LE 4: B usi ne ss Pl a n (2 0 1 8 ) - Fa ci l i t y Co m p o nent s.

A site plan, indicating the design orientation of the facility, has not been developed or described within
the proposed facility’s Business Plan (2018). It is anticipated that this design phase will commence once
the feasibility of the proposed facility has been determined.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
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5A.

The Business Plan (2018) does not provide specific sources or relative examples to the square
footage for the proposed facility;

5B.

Public engagement has not confirmed whether or not there is a need for all spaces, as
described within the Business Plan. It is recommended that these components along with
others be provided to the public for further comment and consideration; and

5C.

The facilities components will play a vital role in the operating and capital budgeting process,
along with the amount of revenue the facility would receive. It is recommended that the public
engagement process should confirm the facility components before the operational and capital
costs analysis is complete.
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3 . 4 . 7 Propo se d Fa cilit y Progra m & S er vice D eliver y
The proposed ECWAC facility will have a multi-purpose field, fitness centre, child-care facility, gymnasium
and additional amenity space, as described within the submitted Business Plan (2018). These specific
facility field house components are anticipated to hold the following programs and services, as described
through communications with YMCA:

Indoor Golf Simulator

Tennis

Indoor Soccer

Youth Programming

Ball Hockey

Open Programming

After School Programming
These programs and services were used to calculate the proposed facility’s financial revenue streams,
which determined that there would be approximately 48 hours per week of programming and services
provided at the facility. An average rate of $80 per hour for rental space was developed and indicated that
the facility would result in a weekly revenue of $3,825 for these programs and services. Understanding
that not all programs and services may be operational 52 weeks of the year, it was estimated that over 38
weeks of programming and services, that the facility would accumulate $145,350 in revenue, provided
that all programming time slots were booked or at capacity.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
6A.

Proposed programs and services state that the field schedule will contain three hours of
tennis, running from 8:00pm to 11:00pm every day of the week, except Saturday. The time and
frequency for this specific program seems quite vast and should be further reviewed with user
groups and the general public;

6B.

The Business Plan (2018) states within its financial analysis that the field house activities, as
described above, are to generate over $200, 000 per year on average. This would assume that all
time slots and all weeks were booked or at capacity. Programs and services should be reviewed
to determine a feasible approach to meet the community’s needs and to determine a more
detailed budget for the ECWAC.
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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3 . 4 . 8 Propo se d Fina ncia l Op erat io n s
The Business Plan (2018) provided by ECRRA has provided capital estimates and a financial pro forma
for the proposed Eastern Charlotte Health and Wellness Centre. The capital estimates and financial pro
forma were developed with advice from operators of existing facilities, recreation specialists, architects,
construction specialists and other professional members located across the southwest region of New
Brunswick.
Capital estimates ( Table 5 ) provided in the Business Plan (2018), were developed primarily by the YMCA,
which showcase a pro forma on financials for the proposed facility:

TABL E 5: B usi ne ss Pl a n (2 0 1 8 ) - Ca pi ta l Co s ts Pro Fo r m a.

The square footage costs for the proposed building structures was provided by Murdock and Boyd,
the YMCA’s architects, which have recent experience building recreational facilities, such as the Q-Plex
in Quispamsis, the Grant Harvey Centre in Fredericton and the Field House in Saint John. Through
discussions with the CAO of the Saint John YMCA, the cost associated for furniture, fixtures and
equipment is approximately 7% of the total cost to build the proposed facility. This is a best practice
across the Country for YMCA new builds.
The proposed facility will have an estimated capital cost of approximately $12.58 million. The Business
Plan (2018) has identified that capital costs for the facility will be gathered through funding provided by
the federal government, provincial government, and private sector sponsors.
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TABL E 6: B usi ne ss Pl a n (2 0 1 8 ) - O pe rati o n a l Co s ti ng.

Table 6 identifies the Operations Cost Model,

submitted for the proposed facility by ECRRA.
Operational costs for the proposed ECWAC
facility are anticipated to be recovered through
member fees, facility rentals for events, and other
opportunities such as child care programs. The
Operational cost model was developed primarily by
the YMCA. Through further discussions with YMCA,
it was determined that:
•

Membership revenues through Year 1 to Year 5
were estimated based on a population base in a
5 kilometre and 8 kilometre radius of proposed
sites;

•

The proposed operational model found in Table
6 accounts for 500 members, which would
approximately be 10% of the population in an 8
km radius;

•

Childcare and After-school cost estimates were

SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

developed for 105 spaces (60 child care and
45 after school). It was also estimated that the
facility would be at 85% capacity based on
current demographics of the area; and
•

Field house revenue was an estimate based
on available time slots and utilization fees
created during the development of the Field
House schedule in Saint John. These utilization
fees, included rentals for sport groups, such as
soccer, tennis, and other community rentals.

Operational expenses, such as a ‘Management
Fee’ include accounting support, brand-training
and communications, HR and Volunteer Support,
professional advisors, IT and accounting
infrastructure, program development and
fund-raising support. It is anticipated that the
ECWAC will be managed by the YMCA, subject to
negotiating a contract. Other anticipated expenses
for the proposed facility include wage and benefits;
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utilities and facility supplies; property tax; program
supplies; staff/volunteer development; advertising;
and bad debt.
It is anticipated that the proposed ECWAC facility
will contain approximately 25 staff, which includes
four staff in membership/fitness, 15 in child
care/ after school programming, and 6 in field/
facilities. The YMCA has identified that a standard
Management Team for such a facility, will include
a General Manager, Supervisor, Coordinator,
Fitness Coach, Front Desk Staff, Housekeeping,
Maintenance, and Educators.

proposed ECWAC will stand in a net deficit position
each year of $135,000 or more. The total net deficit
over 5 years, is anticipated to be approximately
-$785,000.
The revenue model, as displayed in Table 6 , has
suggested the idea of a property tax levy for
communities within Eastern Charlotte County
Area, which would provide additional revenue to
the facility and place the ECWAC in good financial
standing. The following section, ‘Governance’, will
describe the proposed Tax Levy in more detail.

Over the first five years of the proposed facility’s
life, operational expenses are anticipated to
outweigh revenues. It is anticipated that the

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
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7A.

The Altus Group 2018 Canadian Cost Guide has identified that a Multi-use recreational facility/
centre located within Atlantic Canada has an approximate square footage cost of $210 to $300
per square foot. The square footage costs for the multi-purpose field and additional areas
within the facility should be reviewed to ensure the capital costs are not underestimated;

7B.

Building code compliance costing, outlined under Soft Costs within the Capital Cost Table,
could be increased to accommodate unexpected building/fire code issues;

7C.

The Capital Cost Table considers 11% ($1.44 Million) contingency toward the project. There is
no explanation or rationale behind why 11% of the project’s capital costs was chosen.

7D.

As noted within the Capital Cost Table, land cost is not included and could further increase the
capital costs of the project.

7E.

Land Costs have not been considered within the Capital Cost Table, nor has a preferred location
been determined. Items such as insurance, permitting, and servicing have also not been
considered or acknowledged within the Business Plan (2018).

7F.

Within the Operational Cost Table, it has been identified that the revenue generated from
Child Care is from 105 spaces (60 child care and 40 after school spaces). However, the facility
components square footage for child care has accommodated only 85 spaces (40 child care and
45 after school spaces);
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7G.

Within the Operational Cost Table, it is displayed that membership revenues are based on
population living within an 8 kilometre radius of the proposed facility site. It was anticipated
that 500 local residents, which make up 10% of the population within this 8 km radius, would
become members. This would account for annual memberships costing approximately $600 $700.

7H.

Given that residential development within Eastern Charlotte County Area is very typical of
rural areas, the modelling method used in the Business Plan (2018) might not be as valid as
proposed. The population of the study area is approximately 9000 to 10000 residents, given
this consideration, there is a possibility to expand the radius, while still considering that 10%
of local residents would be interested in obtaining a membership for the facility;

7I.

Within the Operational Cost Table, it is displayed that wage and benefits will accommodate
for approximately 25 Staff. Adjustments could be considered to limit the amount of full-time
Child care workers to minimize expenses;

7J.

Within the Operational Cost Table, it is displayed that advertising will cost approximately
$5000 to $6000 per year for the facility. Further discussions with YMCA, it has been explained
that management fees will include $25,000 of branding and marketing. It can be assumed
that this operational cost should be removed. This is also exemplified for program supplies,
the YMCA has stated that Admin Staff resources will accumulate approximately $58,000 of the
management fee budget, indicating that the program supplies could possibly be reduced.;

7K.

Within the Operational Cost Table, the Field House Operations Revenue is an estimate based
on utilization fees developed during the Field House analysis for Saint John. Available timeslots, capacity and approximate cost per hour for programs/services should be developed to
inform approximate revenue streams for the proposed field house.

3 . 4 . 9 Propo se d G over na nce M o d el
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
As discussed within the Business Plan (2018), typically operations and management of large multipurpose recreation facilities are funded by local governments. For example, in the past the Town of St.
George and Village of Blacks Harbour have funded facilities such as indoor rinks, outdoor rinks and ball
fields utilizing extensive volunteer efforts and contributions from local businesses.
However, the recent establishment of the provincial Regional Service Act and the development of the
Southwest New Brunswick Service Commission has helped formulate an opportunity to establish a
regional approach for long-term recreation operations and management. The Eastern Charlotte Wellness
Ad Hoc Committee believes there is willingness in the region to support this approach, as there is
growing support in other jurisdictions for financing recreational services and facilities through property
tax levies.

SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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The Business Plan (2018) has proposed a framework
to encourage regional cooperation of overseeing
and paying for the operations of the facility and
programs, with the day to day operations being
overseen by a non-for-profit organization. The
non-for-profit organization would provide overall
governance and accountability to support SNBSC,
Eastern Charlotte County communities, the private
sector, and the Province.
The Business Plan (2018) indicates that a non-profit
organization, such as the YMCA, could provide
management to Blacks Harbour Patrick Connor
Recreational Complex so that the cost of the facility
could be further reduced, provided a contractual
relationship was developed.
SUSTAINABILITY
The Business Plan (2018) identifies the importance
of a sustainable financing model that meets the
needs of the facility and the tax payers of the
region. The Committee has also noted that best
practice financial models rely on support from a
variety of revenue streams, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

fair property taxation;
general revenue collected from memberships;
subscriptions to programs;
sponsorships; and
rental of space to sports teams and associations.

TA BL E 7: B usi ne ss Pl a n (2 0 1 8 ) - Pro po s e d Ta x Lev y Fo r m ula.
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Understanding that property taxation increase
(levy) is required to support the sustainable
development of the proposed facility, the
Committee has stated that various tax rate
increases have been examined. Table 7 displays
information taken from the Business Plan (2018),
which demonstrates potential scenarios of adding
$0.01 and $0.02 per $100 of assessment to the
property taxes of the LSDs, municipalities and
villages of Eastern Charlotte County Area. Applying
these or similar rates suggest that approximately
$68,000 (per $0.01 for $100 of assessment) per
year could be collected to support on-going
operations of the proposed facility and programs.
These monies, in addition to membership fees
and program revenue, could make the facility
sustainable. Furthermore, the Business Plan (2018)
states that Eastern Charlotte County communities
have been consulted about the proposed taxation
model and that discussions and communications of
the proposed facility are ongoing.

ECONOMIC IMPACT
The Business Plan (2018) displays that Eastern
Charlotte has maintained strong towns, villages

and communities, acting as a centre of government
services, business, industry and education. Recent
infrastructure improvements, such as the twinning
of Highway 1, has potentially made all communities
within Eastern Charlotte even more attractive
for new industry and residential growth. More
specifically, the Town of St. George has made many
steps to improve and maintain infrastructure, such
as the replacement of the Town’s water tower,
replacement of the Lower Bridge, private investment
in sustainable power generation at the Gorge Dam,
and the development of new medical offices.
Although improvements are being made, the ECRRA
has identified that indoor wellness and recreation
opportunities to service local residents are lacking. It
is indicated that there is a need to develop modern
year-round facilities to meet present expected
standards, which would further support the social,
cultural and business fabric of the region. The

Committee has identified that a number of tangible
benefits could be developed, some are, but not
limited to:
•

The creation of full-time and part-time jobs
in addition to construction jobs during the
construction of the facility;

•

The creation of top-notch licensed child care and
after school spaces, which support the education
of children and parents who want to get back
into the workforce; and

•

Social impacts to the local communities, such as:
Promoting healthy living; nurturing the potential
of kids; fostering a sense of social responsibility;
and delivering lasting personal and social
change.

Analysis - Gaps & Risks:
8A.

The Business Plan (2018) does not provide a detailed governance framework. There is no
consideration to who will manage the facility.

8B.

The Business Plan (2018) provides population information from the 2016 census and tax base
information from 2018. Information provided for the Parish of Saint George is incorrect, as the
population of this parish is much greater than 793 residents. In addition, the 2018 Tax Base
information provided is also incorrect.

8C.

The Business Plan (2018) indicates that discussions regarding Tax Levies with Eastern Charlotte;
County communities have been had and are in progress. No information has been provided
to prove this statement true. It is recommended that this information be removed from the
business plan in its entirety.

8D.

The Business Plan (2018) considers positive economic impacts for the creation of the proposed
facility but does not consider how the proposed facility will negatively impact existing facilities
and businesses within the area. An inventory and analysis of existing facilities and competitors
should have been developed to identify overlapping services and areas where future
partnerships could be developed.
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STR AT EGI C ALI GNM ENT
4.1 OVERVIEW

4.2 POLICY ALIGNMENT

When determining whether it is feasible to
develop and operate a new community facility
to serve a regional population within multiple
political boundaries, it is important to assess the
existing federal, provincial, local and regional
policies that may influence decision-making. In
this instance, local, regional, provincial and federal
perspectives have been reviewed to highlight key
policies and recommendations on future direction
of infrastructure, programs, major partners, and
respective roles within New Brunswick’s sport and
recreation system. The following section briefly
describes how the proposed ECWAC strategically
aligns with the various policies and perspectives
within Eastern Charlotte County.

Table 8 below identifies the policy and regulatory

Policy Context

Federal
Pathways to Wellbeing (2015)
Provincial
New Brunswick Wellness Strategy (2014)
NB Recreation and Sport Policy Framework (2017)
Local & Regional
Town of St. George – Municipal Plan (2011)
Village of Blacks Harbour – Rural Plan (2011)
Pennfield – Rural Plan (2010)
SNBSC Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018)

documents (plans, by-laws, and regulations)
reviewed to determine if the proposed ECWAC
strategically aligns with recommendations and
policy developed prior to this study.
Through this review, it was determined that the
ECWAC is strategically aligned with policies and
regulations provided by local, regional, provincial
and federal governments. Appendix B provides an
in-depth analysis and rationale for how the ECWAC
strategically aligns with each policy and regulatory
document. Findings from the recently completed
Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) indicate
there is a need and desire to enhance recreational
programming and services, work together as a
region and undertake a cost-sharing framework
for recreation funding, and to develop recreational
services within Eastern Charlotte County that are
accessible and cost efficient.

Meets Policy Intent & Objectives

TABL E 8: Pol i c y Contex t & R e v i e w.
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4.3 INDUSTRY TRENDS &
BEST PRACTICES
A number of communities and regions within
Canada have also pondered the question
of recreational facility feasibility and have
contemplated the idea of developing a regional
cost-sharing model. The following chapter will
examine general industry trends and best practices
for:
1. Engaging with Local Service Districts (LSDs);
2. Developing a regional cost-sharing model; and
3. Creating a governance structure that will
influence long-term sustainability of recreation
program service delivery for facilities within
these identified communities.

F IGU R E 15: YM C A

be easily set-up or removed depending on the
type of activity or event. This is exemplified in
the current YMCA in Saint John and the proposed
Field House for Saint John.

4.3.1 Industry Trends
M u lt i - Us e Spa ce s
• New multi-use recreation facilities are being
developed to accommodate a variety of
activities and facility components;
•

•

•
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Incorporating multi-use spaces within
recreational facilities offer additional
opportunities to create efficient and
sustainable operations, and have a greater
chance in attracting a wide spectrum of users;
Multi-use spaces provide opportunities for all
family members to participate simultaneously
in recreational programming at the same
location. Typically this concept increases
convenience and satisfaction for user groups;
Creating multi-use spaces within a recreational
facility is a growing trend, as it provides
more easily adaptable and re-configurable
options than a standard single-use facility.
Gymnasium spaces and field house facilities
are being designed with adjustable barriers,
walls, bleachers, and other amenities that can
FINAL REPORT - DILLON CONSULTING LIMITED

The I ntegratio n o f E nv iro nm ents
• A new concept in recreation infrastructure
planning is to ensure that the indoor recreation
environment can be integrated with the outdoor
recreation environments. This includes concepts
such as a connected indoor/outdoor walking
trails and playground areas;
•

There are a number of operational components
that need to be considered when developing an
indoor/outdoor environment (e.g. maintenance,
and controlled access). Integrated environments
should complement the site, nearby amenities,
as well as the existing community infrastructure;
and

•

Integrating indoor and outdoor environments is
also achieved by ensuring interiors have good
opportunities to view the outdoors.

E ns u r i ng Acce s s ibilit y
• New recreation facilities are putting a
significant focus on user experience and
comfort, including meeting accessibility
requirements and incorporating designs that
can accommodate various body types;

Financ ial S u s tainabil it y
• Facility operators are being required to find
creative and innovative ways to generate
revenue now more than ever. Revenue is
needed to both sustain current operations and
to fund future projects;

•

•

Generating sustainable revenues outside of
regular government contributions typically
increases the financial sustainability and
expand service levels of said facility. Lease
spaces provide such an opportunity;

•

Many facilities are creating new/adaptable
spaces or redeveloping existing areas of their
facility that can be leased to food and beverage
providers and other retail businesses. This
concept should be considered for the ECWAC;

•

Short-term rental spaces are another major
source of revenue for many facilities. Lobby
areas, board and program rooms, and event
spaces have the potential to be rented to the
private (corporate) sector for team building
activities, holiday parties, and other functions;
and

•

Advertising spaces, sponsorships agreements,
and naming rights for facilities or facility spaces
are also additional tactics used to generate
additional revenue.

•

•

Recreational Programming should be made
as accessible as possible, meeting barrier-free
requirements identified through the National
Building Code Act. This concept of accessibility
will provide the broadest appeal possible for all
preferences;
Meeting the needs of various user groups
is also an important aspect of accessibility.
Incorporating mobile technologies, rest
spaces, child-friendly spaces, crafts areas, and
educational multi-purpose rooms for classes
and performances is an emerging trend; and
Accessibility guideline, as well as an increased
understanding of the needs of different types of
visitors, is fueling this trend.

S o c ial Am enities
• The inclusion of social amenities provides the
opportunity to maximize the overall experience
for users, as well as the opportunity to attract
non-traditional patrons to a facility;
•

•

Examples of social amenities include attractive
lobby areas, common spaces, restaurants, day
care areas, spectator viewing areas, meeting
spaces, and adjacent outdoor parks or green
space. The Saint John YMCA is an example of
how social amenities can improve the general
vicinity of the area and increase memberships;
It is common that new facilities, business or

F IGURE 16: Acce ssi b i l i t y & Acce s s.
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recreational, provide public wireless Internet;
and
•

Another significant benefit of equipping
facilities with social amenities is the
opportunity to increase usage and visitation
to the facility during non-peak hours. Many
municipalities and nonprofit organizations,
such as the YMCA, have encouraged this nonpeak hour use.

along with increasing capacity for existing
services was identified within the Regional
Recreational Master Plan (2018) process; and
•

There is still a need for structured activities and
the stakeholder groups that provide them. This
trend suggests that planning for all community
members is as important as planning for
traditional structured recreational programs
and services.

Su p p or ti ve Env i ro n ment s fo r
Phys i c al Ac ti v i t y an d Welln ess
• The 2016 ParticipACTION Report Card on
Physical Activity for Children and Youth found
that only 9% of 5 to 17 year olds in Canada
meet the recommended levels for moderate to
vigorous physical activity;
•

Only 44% of Canadian youth aged 8 to 12 meet
or exceed the minimum level recommended for
physical competency;

•

The 2016 ParticipAction Report Card
recommends that a child should partake in
moderate to vigorous physical activity at least
60 minutes per day;

Uns t r uc ture d Spo nt an eo us Ac t ivit ies
• The Canadian Fitness & Lifestyle Research
Institute 2011 – 2012 Sport Monitor Report
identifies that the highest proportion of
Canadians prefer non-competitive sports or
activities (44%). This trend has also been noted
within the recently completed SNBSC Regional
Recreational Master Plan (2018) process;
•

While many structured or organized activities
remain important and well-driven in most
communities, there is an increasing demand for
more flexibility in timing and activity choice;

•

Now more than ever, people are seeking
individualized, informal services and
programming that can be done alone or in small
groups at flexible times. The concept of adding
new recreational services and programming,
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F IGU R E 17: NB R ec reat io n.

4.3.2 Best Practices
A significant part to understanding good practice is
to review how others in the past have undertaken
and overcome a challenge. The following section
will provide a brief review of communities that
have similarly engaged with funding and governing
recreation at multiple scales of government.
More specifically, examples and best practices of
engaging with local service districts, cost-sharing
frameworks and models, and governance models
have been developed to assist in determining the
most feasible and best-suited approach to manage
recreation facilities, programs and services.

ENGAGEMENT WITH
LO C A L S E R V I C E D I S T R I C T S
Most jurisdictions in New Brunswick are being
faced with funding capital and operations of
recreational services, including staffing, operations
and maintenance of existing facilities, and
developing new recreational facilities. Historically,
municipalities as primary service providers
contribute to recreational service provision
through generating operating budgets and capital
budgets; however, these expenses are derived
from municipal tax revenue, and in some cases,
user fees. Although municipalities are paying for
the provision of service delivery oftentimes users
are not limited to municipal tax payers and extend
beyond municipal boundaries into the region’s
many Local Service Districts. This statement is true
in the Eastern Charlotte context. As an example,
the Patrick Connors Arena in Blacks Harbour is
operated and maintained exclusively through small
user fees and municipal tax revenue; however, the
majority of users of the facility reside outside of the
municipality, thus not contributing to operations
through property taxes. As such, a recent trend
in New Brunswick has seen municipalities, in
their pursuit of increasing revenue for recreation
services, lobby surrounding Local Service Districts
for tax levies. Most recently, The Town of Hampton
and the Town of Hartland have gone through this
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process. This section outlines experiential best
practices when engaging Local Service Districts
through the tax levy and referendum process.
D ef ine a c l ear, pro bl em and s o l u tio n
In order for people to have a fulsome appreciation
of the circumstances behind a proposed tax levy,
it is important to develop a clear problem-based
solution. It must be articulated that the status
quo is unsustainable and there is a well-developed
proposed solution. Specifically for recreational
infrastructure, studies should be completed
that detail a long-term financial analysis, user
demographics, including geography, and a
need for recreational service provision must be
demonstrated.
A regio nal c ham pio n appro ac h
As was the case with Hampton and Hartland, it is
recommended to develop a committee made up
of service providers, local service district chairs,
municipal leaders, and industry experts. This
committee should be responsible for developing
a clear, fact-based needs assessment, as well as an
engagement strategy that outlines when to engage
communities ahead of a tax levy referendum, as
well as the messaging that needs to be conveyed
(i.e. the problem-based solution approach).
The committee should be prepared for public
opposition ahead of a referendum, similar to the
political campaign, there will be passionate groups
who will lobby for both “yes” and “no” votes to the
referendum.
R eferendu m s
The end of the engagement process is the
referendum. Local Service Managers will be
responsible for holding a tax levy referendum in
each jurisdiction, i.e. municipality and Local Service
District. In order for the tax levy to be supported, a
vote greater than 50% will be required.

| RECREATION COST-SHARING FEASIBILITY STUDY
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CO S T - S H A R I N G M O D E L S
What i s Cos t- s har in g?
Cost-sharing is a mechanism where two or more
communities (municipalities and/or local service
districts) jointly contribute to capital and/or
operating funds to have common access to some
benefit or service. In this case, the benefit or
service is recreational programming and services.
Contributions of capital and/or operating funds
from a cost-sharing mechanisms are accounted for
through grant funding, private sector sponsorships,
municipal budgeting, and Property Taxes.
What i s a Prope r t y Tax Lev y?
Property tax is the tax liability imposed on
homeowners for owning real estate. Just about
every community enforces property taxes on
residents, using the revenue to fund programs and
services for the entire community. The tax authority
sets a percentage rate for imposing taxes, called
a levy rate, which is then calculated against the
assessed value of each homeowner’s property ad
valorem (literally, “according to value”). The final
determination is the individual property tax levy for
that resident. Collectively, every resident’s tax levy
determines the total revenue of the municipality’s
property tax levy. Property taxes are one of the
primary (if not the only) ways for communities
(municipalities and LSDs) to raise revenue for
community services. The proceeds from levying
property taxes are used to fund the public school
system, law enforcement and emergency service
personnel wages; to install and maintain roadways
and traffic equipment (such as streetlights and road
signs); and to pay for trash pickup, snow removal
and other services that benefit the community. This
study is reviewing how much property taxes would
need to be increased in order to accommodate
enhanced recreational programming and services
to Eastern Charlotte County.
Property taxes can be levied and collected in many
ways, but most communities follow one of two
basic methods. The first is a yearly imposition, in
which residents receive notification of the coming
year’s tax levy in early spring. Residents then have
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between six and nine months to put aside the
money to pay their tax levies, which the municipal
tax authority collects once at the end of the year.
The second is a quarterly imposition, where the
tax authority divides each resident’s total annual
tax levy into four equal payments for the year.
Residents then pay one-quarter of their full levy for
the year every three months, reducing the financial
hardship of paying the larger sum all at one time.
Property tax levies are imposed on residents who
live in the municipality/LSD and own real property,
whether it is mortgaged or not. Renters who lease
their primary residence are not levied by the
municipality. However, the nonresident property
owners are levied. In some communities, vacation
or seasonal homes are exempt from property
taxes, or charged a reduced levy, especially if the
homeowner maintains primary residence within the
same community. Many municipalities also offer
additional exemptions to certain residents, such
as retired veterans, disabled senior citizens and
homeowners living below the poverty level. These
exemptions vary significantly from community
to community, however, each community is
responsible for making such a determination.
Pr inc ipl es o f Co s t-s har ing
When considering a cost-sharing approach to fund
community services, such as recreational programs
and services, the following principles should be
considered:
1. Agreeing on a method of sharing costs of a
regional service should be established prior to
the development of a shared service, including
the related infrastructure. The goal is agreeing
the share of costs that each participating town
or municipality should contribute;
2. Informally negotiating each party’s contribution
may increase the trust and future cooperation
between communities. In cases where the
service is more complex and costly, each
communities contribution can be calculated
using a variety of measures. Simple methods
rely on Population or Tax Base Assessment

measures, while complex formulas rely on
estimates of cost or usage for each region;
3. The choice of measurement to form the basis
of each participating community share should
be based on principles appropriate for the
shared service. For example, principles such as
the benefits received, ability to pay and cost of
delivering service to different areas could be
used;
4. Before choosing a method of dividing costs,
participants should agree on the principles that
should form the basis for that decision.
•

•

•

Transparency – the formula should
be easily understood by municipal
administrators and residents.
Fairness – the formula should
accurately capture who has access,
who benefits from the service and
ability to pay.
Stability – the formula should be
stable enough to prevent yearly
fluctuations, but flexible enough
that it accurately reflects changes
in demographics. Using a moving
average of any measure is a way of
reducing volatility.

Co st-s ha r i ng Compo n ent s to Co n sider
When considering a cost-sharing approach to fund
community services, such as recreational programs
and services, the following components should be
considered:
1. Surveys, Collecting Usage Data: these can
provide accurate estimates of where users
live. Survey format should be agreed upon
and stable enough to avoid large shifts in the
share. Usage data will depend on the service,
but identifying users should be done without
restricting access;
2. User fees: these fees are the most accurate way
of ensuring that those who benefit are paying,
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but they are restrictive;
3. Area: the ratio between the geographic areas
(km 2) OR an agreed upon catchment area can
be used as the basis for the ratio paid by each
municipality. Should be used if the costs of the
service are related to the size of the delivery
area;
4. Distance: if services are more expensive to
deliver from a central location, then the
complexity of equitably sharing costs increases.
A detailed economic analysis of costs would be
recommended in these cases; and
5. Mix of various measures: a weighted mix
of measures to determine the share of
contributions can be developed based on
information received by the public, local
stakeholders and community leaders.
M etho ds o f Co s t-S har ing
Typically, the following methods have been used
to support cost-sharing mechanisms within other
communities and jurisdictions:
1. Tax Lev y - Po pu l atio n As s es s m ent
The most common method of assigning the portion
of costs is on the basis of population. If people
in each participating Eastern Charlotte County
Area community have equal access to or benefit
from the service, population is an ideal basis for
dividing costs. Using population as the basis for
cost sharing, each participating community’s
share of the costs would be proportional to their
population.
Community Population / Study Area Population x
Net Costs = Town Share of Expenses
2. Tax Lev y - Tax B as e As s es s m ent
Community assessment base is (generally) a
reflection of a community’s revenue generating
capability. Tax Assessment Base can more
accurately reflect the ability to pay than dividing
costs on the basis of population. Residential,
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Commercial or Total Assessment base are available
options. For the purpose of this study, Total
Assessment has been utilized, as this method of
assessment provides a more equal cost framework
for groups benefiting from this service and
including both residential and commercial tax
bases in the ratio can help identify the external
benefits to this service that the commercial sector
benefits from.
3 . R e bate Programs
Rebate programs and services are another method
that communities have used to support costsharing initiatives. For example the Town of Sussex,
NB and other adjacent communities offer rebates
to recreational services that are cost-shared as
a whole. Typically rebate programs are more
strenuous on administrative staff and may require
additional administration efforts.
4 . U ti li z ati on R ates
Utilization of services and programming is
another common method communities can use to
determine portion of fees. For example, flat rate
fees to use specific services, such as creating or
joining a league may be applied. Table 9 , on the
following pages identify communities that have
used utilization rates to make up operational deficit
costing within their community.
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B e st Pra c ti ce Examp les o f Co st-sh ar in g M etho ds
Table 9 provides a brief list of communities across Canada, which have undertaken cost-sharing
mechanisms for recreational services and programming:

Location

Facility/
Agreement

Cost-sharing
Approach

Key Themes & Findings
•

•
City of
Fredericton,
NB

Fredericton
Recreation

•

Tax Base Levy
(50%)
Utilization
(50%)

•

•

•

•

Town of
Sussex,
NB

Sussex
Recreation
Rebate

•
•

Rebate
(Youth - 35%)
Rebate
(Adults - 30%)

•
•

In 2006, the City of Fredericton did an
assessment of their recreation facilities. It found
that the City needed to replace or refurbish
$60 million in recreation assets over the next
few years. Further investigation also found that
40% of their users are from outside the city.
Working with the surrounding communities
and provincial staff, the City created a service
agreement which offered recreation services
to non-residents either through property taxes
($0.03 per $100 assessed value) or through a flat
fee per person, per sport ($890 for ice-sports).
The City decided the fairest way to determine
an LSD’s contribution was to base it 50% on the
LSD’s total tax base and 50% on utilization of
the facility.
Utilization is surveyed every 5-years from sports
organizations that provide postal codes of their
participants.
The City of Fredericton decided to cap the
contribution at $0.03 per $100 of assessment, so
even if the formula determines a contribution
higher than $0.03, it will be rounded down to
$0.03. The City identified the cap was necessary
to get the LSDs on board with the service
agreement.
The Town of Sussex has used a rebate model at
the 8th Hussars Arena since 2013. In the first
year, youth minor hockey registration fees rose
by 36% and the number of players fell by 20%.
In the following years, the number of players
has almost fully recovered.
The Town of Sussex, Village of Sussex Corner
and Village of Norton offer a partial rebate for
the higher sports registration fees paid by their
residents. In Sussex, the rebate is 35% for youth
and 30% for adults. Surrounding LSDs chose not
to offer a rebate to their residents.

TABL E 9: B e st Pra c t i ce E x a m p l e s o f Co s t- s h a r i n g M o dels.
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Location

Facility/
Agreement

Cost-sharing
Approach

Key Themes & Findings
•

Town of
Sussex,
NB

Sussex Potash •
Civic Centre

Tax Base Levy
(100%)

•
•

•

Town of
Hampton,
NB

Regional
Multipurpose
Facility

•

Tax Base Levy
(100%)

TABL E 9: B e st Pra c t i ce E x a m p l e s o f Co s t- s h a r i n g M o dels.
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•

In 2017, the board of directors at the Potash
Civic Centre in Sussex announced their plans
to close the facility’s pool due to a significant
loss in revenue. The previous year, Potash
Corporation of Saskatchewan announced the
closure of their nearby mine operations. The
Potash Civic Centre said the job loses lead
to a 25% decrease in membership revenue
and $30,000 decrease in annual property tax
revenue provided by municipalities and local
service districts in the greater area. In order
to reopen the pool, the board of directors
requested an increase in property tax revenue
provided to the facility.
The Town of Sussex and villages of Norton and
Sussex Corner approved the increase.
Without a plebiscite, the Minister of
Environment and Local Government imposed
the increase in four surrounding local service
districts.
In 2009, the town had completed their
Recreation Master plan which encouraged
exploring regional partnerships for the
replacement of major recreation facilities.
Therefore, rather than investing $5 million in
the current arena, the town reached out to the
public, including nearby Local Service Districts
(LSDs), to investigate a new multipurpose
facility that could serve a greater area and other
purposes.
Once the project proposal was fully developed
and the public was consulted, neighbouring
LSDs held a vote to decide whether they would
contribute financially to help realize this
project. Four LSDs voted in favour of a tax levy
of $0.03 per $100 of assessed property value
to contribute to the construction and ongoing
operation cost of a regional multipurpose
facility.

Location

Facility/
Agreement

Cost-sharing
Approach

Key Themes & Findings
•

Town of
Oromocto,
NB

Recreation
Partnership
Agreement

•

Utilization
(100%)

•

•

Kent
Regional
Service
Commission,
NB

Regional
Recreation
Director
Service
Agreement
(2018 - 2038)

•
•

Tax base Levy
(100%)

The initial pilot agreement was developed
with a term of one (1) year. It was anticipated
to be reviewed and renewed thereafter for
consecutive terms, upon the same terms and
conditions.
The Town has indicated they are to invoice the
LSD prior to 1 October 2017 the total of the:
2016-2017 Arena ice sport registration amount
of $162.81 per Partner Resident; 2017 summer
field sport registration amount of $25.13
per Partner Resident; and 2016 (fall) - 2017
(summer) Recreation and Tourism Department
youth and adult 10% user fees.
The Town provides all the organizations and
the citizens of the communities indicated
with access to the services of the Director and
Coordinator that is equivalent to 40% of their
work time;
The amount that the property owners of an
individual Participating LSD and the Village
de Saint-Louis-de-Kent are assessed for a
year as a portion of their real property taxes
shall be the amount that would be raised by
imposing a maximum tax rate for the individual
Participating LSD and the Village of Saint-Louisde-Kent of two cents ($0.02) per One Hundred
Dollars ($100.00) of property tax assessment.

TABL E 9: B e st Pra c t i ce E x a m p l e s o f Co s t- s h a r i n g M o dels.
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GOVERNANCE & MANAGEMENT
MODELS
There are four basic operation models that
communities adopt to operate multi-purpose
facilities, which include:
1. Direct operation by municipality or region;
2. Operation by a non-profit incorporated group
specific to the facility;
3. Operation by a third party such as a YMCA; and
4. Operation by a for-profit business or
organization.
Each approach has been used with varying degrees
of success, largely dependent on matching the
appropriate operational approach to the specific
circumstances of that community.
D I R E C T O P E R AT I O N
Direct Operation constitutes operation by a
municipality or a region in the manner that the
Village of Blacks Harbour currently operates
the Patrick Connor Recreational Complex. This
approach - perhaps the most common - works best
where there is an existing recreation department
with operational and program capacity to operate a
facility, and where profit or break-even status is not
a driver.
O P E R AT I O N B Y A N O N - P R O F I T S P E C I F I C TO
T H E FA C I L I T Y
Operation by a Non-Profit Specific to the Facility
is used when two or more separate municipalities/
communities share equally in the development
of a facility. This model is currently used for the
Lunenburg Lifestyle Centre, which is jointly owned
by the Town of Bridgewater and Municipality of the
District of Lunenburg, in Nova Scotia.
The partner municipalities jointly own the asset
and contribute to capital and operating costs
including sharing the annual operating deficit, on
a per capita basis. The respective not-for-profit
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Boards for each municipality include representation
of elected officials of both municipalities. Staff
are members of the Board, not the municipalities,
when dealing with issues of the facility. This model
has been adopted where no established recreation
department exists and there is no desire to
establish one.
While it is clear why two or more municipalities,
or a single municipality without a recreation
department, might choose this approach,
removal from direct operation and influence by
a single elected body, such as Council or a Board
of Directors is not always clear and can cause
administrative issues.
O P E R AT I O N B Y A T H I R D PA R T Y
This model has typically been adopted by smaller
municipalities without large operating recreation
departments and by multiple municipalities similar
to the two examples in the previous paragraph.
There are numerous examples of YMCAs operating
multipurpose recreation facilities on behalf of
municipal units throughout Canada. In some cases,
these facilities are typical YMCAs and in other cases
they are public centres for which the YMCA is the
operator and the municipality(ies) is the official
owner.
YMCA - municipal partnerships for major recreation
facilities are quite common. The YMCA owns and
operates the facility but receives some municipal
support. This might include annual on-going
operating grants; exemptions from taxes or other
municipal service fees; municipal services at no
or low cost (e.g. snow clearance); support with
marketing and publicity, and other items identified
within an agreement. In some cases a municipality
also might make a one-time contribution to a
building fund, and in some cases this might be
done to secure a community benefit that would not
otherwise be offered.

O P E R AT I O N B Y A F O R - P R O F I T O P E R ATO R
This operating model was very popular throughout much of Canada in the late ‘80s and ‘90s. Various
orientations of this model were in place with some working reasonably well and others becoming fairly
significant failures. This model now seems most appropriate in situations where a profit is possible.
The most likely situation of a for profit operator is a multi-pad ice arena or similar larger sport venue
where the market can sustain rental rates charged equal to the cost of the facility operation. For example.
the four pad ice facility in Moncton is an example of this type of operation. Where municipalities have
looked to a private operator to operate a more community facility. Facilities that are not generating profit
or where the market is soft has not been a financially or service-successful approach through this type of
operation.
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BEST PRAC TICE EXAMPLES OF GOVERNANCE MODELS
Table 10 provides a list of communities that have undertaken governance models to undertake cost-

sharing mechanisms for recreational facilities, services, and programming:

Location/
Facility

Authority

Membership & Term
•
•

Village of
Harvey, NB
Harvey
Recreation &
Wellness
Centre

•

Harvey
Recreation
& Wellness
Council
•
•
•

Town of
Hampton, NB
Hampton
Regional
Multipurpose
Facility

•

Greater
Hampton
Regional
Leisure Services
Development
Committee

•
•

Village of
Harvey, NB
Harvey
Memorial
Community
Centre
Stony Plain,
Spruce Grove,
and Parkland
county, AB
The TransAlta
Tri-Leisure
Centre

•

•

Harvey
Memorial
Community
Centre Inc.

Part Nine
(Not-for-profit)
Company

•
•
•

•
•
•

Eight (8) Board Members
Member shall include one representative
from: Village of Harvey; Harvey Memorial
Community Centre; Harvey Community
Days; Harvey Community Hospital
Foundation; Harvey Elementary School ;
Harvey High School; LSD of Manners Sutton;
Community Developer; Ad hoc members
may be added as necessary for content
expertise or program delivery.
Members will serve for a two (2) year term
and membership is renewable indefinitely.
Six (6) Board Members
Member shall include one representative
from: the Government of New Brunswick
Departments of Wellness, Culture and Sport
and Local Government; Town of Hampton;
LSD of Hampton; LSD of Kingston; LSD
of Norton; LSD of Springfield; and LSD of
Upham
Provincial Government representatives are
ex-officio.
Term not identified
Five (5) Board Members
The property and business of the
corporation shall be managed by a Board of
Directors
Directors shall be elected for a term of two
years by the members at an annual meeting
of members.

Nine (9) Board Members
Facility owned by three municipalities and
are governed by a Part Nine Company Board
of Directors
Directors are representatives from each of
the municipalities in agreement

TABL E 10: B e st Pra c t i ce E x a m p l e s o f G ove r n a n ce M o dels.
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Decision Making
Process &
Functions

•

Quorum requires
four of the seven
voting members.

•

Quorum for
Meetings:
51% of voting
membership

•

No less than
three directors
shall constitute
a quorum for
meetings of the
board of directors.

•

Quorum for
Meetings:
51% of voting
membership

Location/
Facility

Authority

Membership & Term
•

Town of
Bridgewater, NS
Lunenburg
Lifestyle Centre

Town of
Bridgewater, NS
&
Municipality of
the District of
Lunenburg, NS

Fredericton
Junction, NB
Tri-County
Complex

Not-for-profit
organization

Town of Truro,
NS
Cougar Dome

Not-for-profit
organization

Decision Making
Process &
Functions

The respective not-for-profit boards include
representation of elected officials of both
owner municipalities and residents.
•
Staff are members of the Board, not the
municipalities.
The partner municipalities jointly own the
asset and contribute to capital and operating
costs including sharing the annual operating
deficit, on a per capita basis.

Quorum for
Meetings:
51% of voting
membership

•
•

Nine-teen (19) Board Members
Governed by a Board of Directors comprised
of residents and representatives from seven
communities

Quorum for
Meetings:
51% of voting
membership

•
•

Governed by a not-for-profit organization
Tennis and Multi-Sport Facility offering
tennis, turf field, track, golf and other
services.
Chignecto Central Regional School Board
Catchment Area

•
•

•

•

-

TABL E 10: B e st Pra c t i ce E x a m p l e s o f G ove r n a n ce M o dels.
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E N G AGEMENT & CO NSULTAT I O N
5.1 COMMUNITY
CONSULTATION &
ENGAGEMENT PROCESS
Consultation was a significant part of the
Eastern Charlotte Recreation Feasibility Study.
Public engagement efforts were three-fold, as:
1. Community leaders and recreation
providers/users were engaged through
phone interviews during March 2019 to
understand their preferences and direction
for recreation within Eastern Charlotte
County Area and throughout the region;
2. Local consultation occurred through four
(4) Public Meetings, which were held in
the Town of St. George, Village of Blacks
Harbour, Deer Island ( West Isles Parish) and
Pennfield (Parish) in April 2019; and
3. The public was engaged online, as a
community survey was conducted during
the month of April 2019.
Additionally, the process involved two key
informant meetings with the Recreation
Steering Committee, staff discussions, and
meetings with members of the Eastern
Charlotte Regional Recreation Association
(ECCRA).
A brief overview of each community
consultation and engagement session is
provided within the following pages of this
chapter. An in depth analysis of all public
engagement and consultation undertaken
throughout this study has been summarized
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

5.2 KEY INFORMANT MEETINGS
Three (3) key informant meetings were held with
the Project Steering Committee to further inform
the process. At the first key informant meeting, the
consultation work plan was discussed and improved.
Additionally, the meeting informed the study of the
process that has occurred to date.
At the second key informant meeting, the project
description and analysis were discussed. At this time
of the process, risks stemming from each section of
the ECRRA Business Plan (2019) were identified and
public engagement meetings were confirmed.
The third and final informant meeting with the
Project Steering Committee reviewed public
feedback on the project and recommendations
moving forward toward a feasible scenario for
development.
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11 Responses
5.3 STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT:
PHONE INTERVIEWS

90%

Community leaders and key stakeholders
(recreation operators and providers) were
interviewed over the phone to understand and
confirm their goals, objectives and thoughts
around recreation within Eastern Charlotte
County Area and more generally across the
southwest region of New Brunswick. More
specifically, questions on capacity building,
quality and location of service, facility
conditions, and opportunities for programming

70%

5.3.1 COMMUNITY LEADERS

45%

Community leaders, comprised of Town CAOs
and Mayors, LSD Chair Members, Provincial
Staff, and SNBSC Board of Director Members,
were asked 15 questions on recreation in
southwest NB and Eastern Charlotte County
Area. Findings from these interviews indicated
that local amenities & services, facilities
and cost are the primary factors hindering
recreational opportunities in Eastern Charlotte
County Area and southwest NB in general.
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63%

of lead er s ind ic ate d t h at
rec reat ional ser v i ce s
could b e im p rove d;
of lead er s would
p olit ic ally sup p or t t h e
d evelop m ent of a n i n do o r
rec reat ion fac ilit y ;
of lead er s ind ic ate d t h at
t heir communit y do e s n o t
have an ind oor re c re at i o n
fac ilit y ; and
of lead er s agreed t h e re
are rec reat ional s e r vi ce s
m issing in sout hwe s t N B.

9 Responses
5.3.2 RECREATION SERVICE
PROVIDERS & OPERATORS
Recreation service providers and operators,
comprised of technical directors, recreation
coordinators, teachers, and recreation
representatives, were asked 18 questions
regarding recreation facility operations and
services. Findings from these phone interviews
have identified that the majority of respondents
(60%) indicated that recreational activities
and/or services are at or near capacity. 55% of
respondents indicated that they have to contend
with other groups to book recreational facilities.
Findings from these interviews showcase
that programs are evenly spread throughout
Eastern Charlotte County and are offered in
local facilities (school or community centre).
55% of respondents indicated that recreational
facilities are easy to book, with the busiest days
being Monday through Wednesday. Majority of
the programming at these facilities is typically
offered 3-5 times a week or more.

66%
60%
60%
50%

of rec reat ion ser v i ce
p rovid er s t hat st ay l o c a l ;
of rec reat ional ac t i vi t i e s
and /or ser vices a re at o r
near c ap ac it y ;
of rec reat ion ser v i ce
p rovid er s are comp e t i n g
for sp ace; and
of p eop le were t u r n e d
away from rec reat i o n a l
ac t ivit ies/ser vice s du e to
age or sp ace avai l a b i l i t y.

Approximately 66% of respondents indicated
that facility rental fees (per hour) on average was
less than $50.
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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5.4 PUBLIC MEETINGS:

RECREATION NEEDS NOT BEING MET

Four (4) public meetings were held to gather
insights into how the public views recreation
within Southwest New Brunswick and Eastern
Charlotte County. A public meeting was held in
each of the four locations within the region:

Approximately 63% of all public meeting attendees
(61 community members) indicated that current
recreation facilities located within Eastern
Charlotte County Area were not meeting their
needs or the needs of their family. Community
members attending the Town of St. George public
meeting indicated the highest dissatisfaction
with recreational facilities, as not one community
member indicated their needs were being met.
Pennfield (Parish) was the only community that
indicated that their needs were being met.

•
•
•
•

Village of Blacks Harbour
Deer Island ( West Isles Parish)
Town of St. George, and
Pennfield (Parish).

Members of Eastern Charlotte County Area
communities were asked if current facilities
within the region were meeting their family’s
needs and whether or not they have trouble
accessing facilities. Furthermore each meeting
was held to gather insights to a preferred
solution or approach to further develop and
enhance recreation programming and services
within Eastern Charlotte County Area and
across the region. Approximately eight-one (81)
community members in total attended these
public meeting sessions.
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LACK OF RECREATION PROGRAMMING
The majority of community members attending the
public meetings indicated that following activities
were unavailable to them due to various barriers:
(1) Swimming; (2) Gym/Fitness; (3) Walking;
(4) Volleyball; (5) Basketball; (6) Skating; (7) Dance;
(8) Pickleball; (9) Bicycling; and (10) Track & Field.
Village of Blacks Harbour attendees were interested
in activities such as Swimming and Volleyball. The
Town of St. George attendees showed interest in
pursuing activities such as Gym/Fitness, Walking,
Volleyball & Basketball.

Furthermore, there was a desire for more access
from the senior community; this includes an
exercise program for seniors and a seniors
‘playground,’ and adult learning centres.

BARRIERS TO RECREATION FACILITIES
Community attendees indicated that the primary
barriers to accessing recreation facilities were:
(1) Facilities were not available; (2) Transportation
Barriers; and (3) Facilities were inadequate. Deer
Island’s barriers were primarily transportation
based in addition to having access to an
inadequate ball field. Blacks Harbour’s barriers
were not having access to a privately owned gym
or Fundy High School. The Town of St. George also
indicated having limited access to Fundy High
School among other facilities.

FUTURE SERVICES & PROGRAMMING
There was a common theme in all communities
surrounding the desire for health and recreation
facilities. Multipurpose gyms, indoor rinks,
indoor courts (basketball, volleyball, badminton,
etc.), pools and splash pads, and fitness centres
were the most common facilities recommended.
Additionally, the majority of communities
requested walking trails or tracks, ball hockey
courts, and baseball fields. Less common
recommendations included bowling alleys,
shuffleboard, an arcade, and Skyzone trampoline
park.
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

Another common recommendation was the
incorporation of a recreational director within
the community. This would allow for better
scheduling, more programming and exercise
classes, and after school, daycare, and summer
programs, all of which have been recommended
by the community.

OPTIONS & SOLUTIONS FOR
RECREATION PROGRAMMING &
SERVICES
One of the questions at each public meeting
asked attendees to indicate which option/
solution they would prefer, in order to improve
and enhance recreational services and
programming in Eastern Charlotte County Area.
The Majority of meeting attendee responses
(36%) indicated that they would like to see
investment into existing facilities. In addition,
approximately 33% of respondents wanted to see
a regional recreation director position developed
in Southwest NB to better manage recreation
affairs across the region. Both of these solutions
were received well across all communities. Only
20% of responses indicated building a new
facility as a solution, with the majority of votes
coming from St. George and Blacks Harbour. 5%
of respondents desired no changes to the current
recreation framework.
| RECREATION COST-SHARING FEASIBILITY STUDY
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155 Responses
5.5 ONLINE PUBLIC SURVEY
An online public survey was conducted over
two (2) weeks during the month of April 2019.
This survey was issued to gain further feedback
from the general public about their needs and
preferences on recreation within southwest New
Brunswick, more specifically Eastern Charlotte
County Area. The online survey received a total
of 155 responses. Majority of the responses
(61%) were collected from residents living
within the Town of St. George or just outside
the Town (Parish of Saint George). Pennfield was
the next largest contributor with 35 responses
(23%), followed by the Village of Blacks Harbour
with 12 responses (8%). The majority of survey
responses (72 responses) were collected from
local residents aged 35 to 54 (47%), however the
distribution of responses between all age groups
was well received.
Local residents indicated that Fundy High
School had issues of availability. Blacks Harbour
School and St. George Elementary School were
found to have similar results. Private Gyms and
the Magagudavic Place were found to be too
expensive.
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58%

43%

41%

of loc al resid ent s
ind ic ated t hat fac i l i t i e s
wit hin Easter n C ha r l o t te
Count y Area “ab s o l u te l y
not ” or “not really ” me e t
t he need s of t hem a n d
t heir families;
of loc al resid ent s
ind ic ated t hat inve s t me nt
into ex ist ing fac i l i t i e s
would b e t he b es t
solut ion for Easte r n
C har lot te Count y Are a ;
and
of loc al resid ent s
ind ic ated t hat a n e w co s tshared fac ilit y wou l d
b e t he b est op t ion fo r
Easter n C har lot te Co u nt y.

5.6 SUMMARY OF PUBLIC IMPRESSIONS & FEEDBACK
Consultation was a significant part of the Eastern Charlotte Recreation Feasibility Study. A summary of
public impressions and feedback ( Table 11 ) have been identified below:

Mechanism
Stakeholder
Interviews
Public Meetings
Online Survey

Participants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Leaders
Recreation Facility Operators
Recreation Service Providers
General Public
Local Businesses
Stakeholders
General Public
Local Businesses
Stakeholders

Responses

Fielding Date

20 Responses

March 10, 2019 to
March 17, 2019

81 Responses

April 2, 2019 to
April 9, 2019

155 Responses

April 10, 2019 to
April 26, 2019

TABL E 11: S um m a r y o f Pu b l i c E n g a g e m e nt.

5.6.1 KEY FINDINGS
STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK
• 90% of community leaders believed that recreational services could be improved;
• 70% of community leaders would politically support the development of an indoor recreation facility
in Eastern Charlotte County Area;
• 60% of recreation operators and service providers have indicated they are at or near capacity; and
• 50% of recreation service providers indicated they had to turn people away due to age and space
constraints.
PUBLIC FEEDBACK
• 63% of all public meeting attendees (61 community members) indicated that current recreation
facilities located within Eastern Charlotte County Area were not meeting their needs or the needs of
their family;
• Community attendees indicated that the primary barriers to accessing recreation facilities were:
(1) Facilities were not available; (2) Transportation Barriers; and (3) Facilities were inadequate; and
• Multipurpose gyms, indoor rinks, indoor courts (basketball, volleyball, badminton, etc.), pools and
splash pads, and fitness centres were the most common facilities recommended.
PUBLIC (ONLINE) SURVEY - RECREATION SOLUTION
• 43% of local residents believe that investment into existing facilities is the best option for Eastern
Charlotte County Area;
• 41% of local residents believe that a new, cost-shared facility is the best option for Eastern Charlotte
County Area;
• 33% of local residents believe that the development of a regional recreation director is the best
option for Eastern Charlotte County Area; and
• 33% of local residents believe that all of the above are best suited for Eastern Charlotte County Area.
• 5% of local residents believe that the existing recreation framework shouldn’t change.
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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MA RK E T JU S TI F I C AT I O N

In order to determine if the Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Ad Hoc Business Proposal (2018) is
feasible, the following components were examined
to determine if there was a need in the market to
take on a new indoor multi-purpose facility:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Market Overview
Location Rationale
Participation and Demand Indicators
Service Area Provisions
Design Concept

either the Parish of Saint George or the Town of
St. George.
•

The average age of residents living within the
Eastern Charlotte County Area is approximately
45 years old.

•

Eastern Charlotte County Area has a large
population in the 14 to 64 age category as
65.2% of residents are in this range.

•
Recommendations for each component have been
provided in this chapter to improve and enhance
the submitted Business Plan (2018).

Approximately one-seventh (13.6%) of Study
Area residents are under the age of 14.

•

Adults between the ages of 25 to 54 account for
37.7% of the Town’s population.

6.1 MARKET OVERVIEW

•

Adults over 65 years old make up 21.1% of the
Study Area’s population;

•

The average household has 2.2 residents per
dwelling;

•

Approximately 17% of residents living in Eastern
Charlotte County Area are renting their home.

•

In 2018, the Regional Recreational Master
Plan developed population projections for all
communities located within the southwest
region of New Brunswick. The municipalities
within the Eastern Charlotte County Area
are predicted to have a population of 7,833
residents by 2031.

The Study Area, located primarily within the
Eastern Charlotte County Area has a population
of 9,191 residents living in approximately 4,861
occupied dwellings (Census, 2016). Since 2011, the
population within the identified study area has
decreased by approximately 2% and is anticipated
to continue its decline. Eastern Charlotte County
Area as a portion of the region is anticipated to
experience similar rates of population decline.
Identified below are selected population
characteristics of the Study Area, as reflected in the
most recent Census (2016) ( Table 12 ):
•

Of the residents who are employed,
approximately just less than half (43%) work in
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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TA B LE 12: E a s te r n C h a r l o tte Co u nt y Are a - St at i st i c s (Census, 2016) .

Market Overview Recommendations
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•

Understanding that the total population of the Study Area is approximately 9,191, it should
be identified that young children and older adults might not be able to use these recreational
services. For this reason, the Business Plan (2018) should consider the percentage of
population who won’t be using the proposed facility;

•

The Business Plan (2018) should consider the average age and programs/facilities these people
will be using. The majority of residents are middle-aged, however, there is a significant senior
population, which is anticipated to increase in the near future;

•

The Business Plan (2018) should consider accessible design, activities and programming. No
mention to accessible needs was provided in the Business Plan. There is an opportunity to
obtain funding for accessible developments through government funding; and

•

The Business Plan (2018) should consider the number of residents working in each community
within Eastern Charlotte County Area, when developing a community funding strategy.
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6.2 LOCATION RATIONALE
A specific location for the proposed indoor
recreational facility has not been identified within
the Business Plan. The mention of the Town of St.
George and the Village of Blacks Harbour has been
identified as a possible and suitable location for
the proposed indoor recreational facility. There
are a number of factors that must be considered
to properly site an indoor recreational facility.
The Business Plan (2018) identifies that the social
environment, proximity and general ease of
access were considered during the approximate
location of the proposed facility. Although these
factors are important during the site assessment
process, there are other criterion that should be
considered. For the purposes of this study, we
recommend reviewing six (6) condition categories
when assessing an appropriate site for an indoor
recreational facility. These six condition categories
are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Policy and Regulation Conditions
Safety Conditions
Service & Utility Conditions
Connectivity & Access Conditions
Space Conditions
Building & Site Conditions
Sustainable & Economic Conditions

Location Rationale
Recommendations
•

Develop a weighted evaluation
criteria assessment to properly
identify a suitable site for the
proposed indoor facility;

•

Use the weighted evaluation criteria
assessment during the design
process of the proposed indoor
facility to identify a suitable site and
appropriate design; and

•

Based on preliminary review of the
identified criteria in Appendix D , the
Town of St. George is recommended
as the most strategic, economic and
sustainable option to develop the
indoor recreational facility, given
that the Town provides municipal
servicing, is easily accessible, meets
policy and regulations outlined
within the Town of St. George’s
Municipal Plan and Zoning By-law,
and generally complies with the
other identified criteria.

A detailed list of evaluation criteria related to the
conditions identified above has been included in
Appendix D and should be used when considering a
site assessment. The criteria identified in Appendix
D, along with other important criterion recognized
by ECRRA, should be used to build an appropriate
weighted evaluation system to meet the needs
and priorities of Eastern Charlotte County Area
residents.
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F IGURE 19: I nd oor R e cre ati o n Ac ti v i t y - Ba s k e tb all.

6.3 PARTICIPATION & DEMAND
INDICATORS
To determine the need for a new indoor
recreational facility located within Eastern
Charlotte County Area, a number of participation
and demand indicators need to be derived and
assessed. The following indicators were examined
to determine the need in relation to the market:
•
•
•
•
•
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Facility & Service Inventory
Direct/Indirect Competitors
Usage Data
Community Input; and
Policy Context;
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These inputs were used to derive service area
recommendations, which identify facility and
service inventory gaps.
Recreation usage data analyzed within this
Study was collected from user groups, including
stakeholders, community leaders and the general
public. In addition, data collected from the
Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) planning
process was also used.
Furthermore, preliminary Indoor facility service
area provisions were identified by analyzing other
communities in New Brunswick and abroad. Finally,
local and regional policy was analyzed for potential
conflicts or opportunities with local residents and
other communities of interest.

TABL E 13: Fa c i l i t y I nve nto r y.

6.3.1 FACILITY & SERVICE INVENTORY
An inventory of existing recreation and wellness
facilities compiled from the Silk Stevens Limited
Needs Assessment was analyzed to assess where
programming and service provision gaps within
the study area might exist ( Table 13 ). The inventory
of existing recreation and wellness facilities within
Eastern Charlotte County was also confirmed by
recreational facility operators and service providers
located within the Study Area, who provided input
into the availability and location of facilities.

Wellness Ad Hoc Committee to determine where
both public and private facilities are located and
what type of services are provided. Identifying
both public and private facilities will better support
the Business Plan (2018) and future recreation
programming schedule for the proposed ECRRA
facility. Furthermore, identifying these existing
facilities and services will help determine any direct
competitors might impact the future participation
rates of the proposed facility.

It must be noted that an in depth inventory of
facilities was not conducted within this study and
should be undertaken by the Eastern Charlotte

Confirmation of facilities and their operations
was conducted within this study to garner further
information from facility operators and service
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providers. The following information was retrieved
from key stakeholders during phone interviews:
•
•
•
•

services/programs provided,
available equipment;
capacity of services; and
approximate cost to rent space at their facility
for their services.

Initial findings identified in Table 13 indicate that
there are currently seven (7) indoor recreational
facilities, two (2) private gyms, and three (3)
licensed day care centres located within the study
area. These facilities have related services to the
proposed ECWAC facility. Similar services offered
include the use of a gymnasium, weight room,
fitness training, day care facilities, and after-school
recreational programming.

6.3.2 DIRECT/ INDIRECT COMPETITORS
D I R E C T COM PE T I TORS
Table 14 describes the seven indoor recreational
facilities that are direct competitors to the
proposed facility. These facilities were identified
through past and present public engagement
efforts with local stakeholders and the general
public.
When reviewing each facility and their relevant
services, it is apparent that the most direct
competitors offer the use of a gymnasium. In
addition to offering the use of a gymnasium, fitness
centres (weight rooms) are also provided in some
of these select facilities. Of all these facilities, it is
apparent that there are some issues of capacity and
obtaining access to these facilities. Furthermore,
most of the direct or local facilities are older and
could require upgrades in the near future.
I N D I R E C T CO M P E T I TO R S
When reviewing each facility and their services, it is
apparent that indirect competitor’s offer the use of
a fitness gym, an indoor field, and meeting space.
Of all these facilities, it is apparent that there are
barriers to access associated with transportation/
proximity and cost to these facilities, which might
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benefit the rationale for the proposed ECRRA
facility. Most of the indirect facilities, located in St.
Stephen, Saint John or Saint Andrews are newly
built. It is recommended that a more in-depth
analysis of direct/indirect competitors and their
services is developed to provide a feasible facility
and recreation programming schedule.

6.3.3 USAGE DATA
Findings from the recreation user survey conducted
as part of the 2018 Regional Recreational Master
Plan indicate that walking/jogging, hiking and
fitness had high rates of participation with over half
of residents reporting that they had participated
in these pursuits in the past year. Conclusions
from this study and the Regional Recreational
Master Plan (2018) process indicate that Indoor
recreation activities are highly participated. Highly
participated activities include: Walking, running,
yoga, soccer, Gym (fitness training), games,
basketball, and volleyball.

6.3.4 COMMUNITY INPUT
As outlined in Section 5.0 , a large portion of
respondents of the community survey (2019)
indicated that they would like to see a new indoor
recreational facility (41%) developed within the
Eastern Charlotte County Area. Respondents
indicated that a new facility is needed and
that current facilities do not meet the needs of
the community. A new facility should include
multi sport programming, a fitness centre and a
gymnasium, at a minimum.

6.3.5 POLICY CONTEXT
The local, regional, provincial and federal policy
context, as outlined in Section 4.0 , is strategically
aligned to support a new indoor recreational
facility in Eastern Charlotte County Area. More
specifically, regional policy identifies the need to
improve recreational programs and has identified
the need to build new facilities as an “extremely
important” priority (SNBSC - Regional Recreational
Master Plan, 2018).

TABL E 14: D i re c t Com pe ti to rs w i th E C WAC .
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6.4 SERVICE AREA PROVISIONS
The public survey and user group phone interviews
conducted during this study have determined that
recreation users and providers are geographically
static and do not travel outside Eastern Charlotte
County Area limits.
For the purposes of this study, the study area was
determined to include The Town of St. George,
the Parish of Saint George, the Village of Blacks
Harbour, Parish of Pennfield, Parish of Lepreau,
Parish of Saint Patrick, and Parish of West Isles.
Within the study area, there are five well-used
gymnasiums within the region, as indicated
from the Silk Stevens Report (2017). Given the
study area’s approximate population ( 9,191), this
represents an approximate service provision of
one gymnasia/indoor recreational facility for every
1,838 residents.

Participation & Demand
Recommendations
•

The Business Plan (2018) should
consider developing a more in
depth inventory and analysis
of direct/indirect competitors.
This would involve identifying
recreational facilities and services
within Eastern Charlotte County
Area and in adjacent regions;

•

The Business Plan (2018) should
consider further analysis around
adaptive re-use by means of
converting an under-utilized
recreational facility/structure;

•

The Business Plan (2018) should
consider reviewing service area
provisions for gymnasiums, indoor
turf fields and other relevant
services from communities in
Atlantic Canada to support the need
of the proposed facility; and

•

The Business Plan (2018) should
consider developing a facility plan
/ concept design to identify facility
components that will hold required
programming and services, as
desired by local residents within the
region.

In reviewing service provisions of indoor recreation
facilities in Atlantic Canada, it was determined that
the average service provision is one gymnasia for
every 2,400 persons, while indoor turf fields vary
( Table 15 ).

TABL E 1 5: S e r v i ce Are a Prov i s i o n s - Atl a nti c Ca n a d a .

6.5 DESIGN/FACILITY CONCEPT
A design concept for the proposed indoor facility
was not provided in the Business Plan (2018). It
is recommended that a design/facility concept
be developed, which identifies appropriately
sized spaces/facility components to hold required
recreation programming and services, as desired by
local residents and the needs of the region.
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F IGURE 20: St. G e org e, N B - Fl i ck r. co m .
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MA N AGEMENT ST R UC T UR E
7.1 MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
ANALYSIS
7.1.1 OVERVIEW
The following section describes the recommended
management approach, which complements
best practice findings and the operating cost
assumptions described within the Business
Plan (2018) submitted by ECRRA. Knowing this
management model might not necessarily be
adopted for the operation of the proposed ECWAC,
other options described briefly within the best
practices, could be considered.

7.1.2 RECOMMENDED
MANAGEMENT MODEL
It is recommended that:
The proposed Eastern Charlotte Wellness
and Activity Centre be owned through
a Joint Ownership/Service Agreement
of communities. Furthermore, that a
Sub-Regional Recreation Facility Board
representing all participating communities,
be created.
This Sub-Regional Recreation Facility Board
should be comprised of 10 to 13 Board Members,
made up of community representatives (LSDs and
Municipalities), a member of the SNBSC, a nonvoting member of Provincial Government, and a
local recreational organization member of Eastern
Charlotte County Area. Figure 21 on the following
page displays the recommended management
framework. It is recommended that the SubRegional Recreation facility Board be represented
according to each communities contribution,
as described similarly in the SNBSC Regional
Recreational Master Plan (2018, Section 5.4.1).
The total number of representatives should be selfSOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

determined by the Sub-Regional Recreation Facility
Board.
One of the first tasks of this board will be to
prepare usage and other operating policies. The
partnership ownership agreement should outline
major operating responsibilities (e.g., garbage
pick-up, snow clearing/parking lot maintenance,
artificial and natural field grooming, scheduling,
convenience building maintenance); and annual
operating cost contribution.
It is also recommended that ‘Operation by a Third
Party’, such as the YMCA, is the most appropriate
model for the proposed facility based on the
current understanding of its operation including:
•

There is an indication that the proposed facility
will be a joint initiative of two or more larger
communities (municipalities and Local Service
Districts);

•

The proposed facility could be an economic
attraction and recreational benefit for the entire
region;

•

The proposed facility will have significant
requirements for capital investment, risk
management, and equitable community access;

•

The Southwest New Brunswick Regional Service
Commission currently does not have a fully
operational recreation department including
staff and facilities that would be capable of
operating or maintaining the facility; and

•

The facility components and the significant
subsidy of use by the community do not lend
themselves to be a profit centre.
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SUB-REGIONAL RECREATION FACILITY
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
FACILITY OWNERS
# OF BOARD MEMBERS PER COMMUNITY
CONTRIBUTION IN AGREEMENT
SOUTHWEST SERVICE COMMISSION (SNBSC) BOARD MEMBER
(NON-VOTING MEMBER)
PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT BOARD MEMBER
(NON-VOTING MEMBER)

RECREATIONAL ORGANIZATION BOARD MEMBER

THIRD PARTY OPERATOR
(YMCA)
FACILITY OPERATORS

GENERAL MANAGER /SUPERVISOR

RECREATIONAL ORGANIZATION BOARD MEMBER(S)

FRONT DESK STAFF / FITNESS TRAINERS / CHILD CARE WORKERS
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F IGU R E 21: Pro p o sed M anagement Stru c tu re.

7.1.3 RESERVE FUND
It is anticipated that if all communities located
within the Eastern Charlotte County Study Area
opt-in to Joint Ownership/Service Agreement, that
a Reserve Fund will be set-up to draw funds from
to pay for expenses and potential net deficits for
operations of both the ECWAC and the PCRC.
Based on the facility life cycle and maintenance
schedule of both the Patrick Connor Recreational
Complex and the proposed ECWAC facility, It is
estimated that the reserve (conservation) fund
should hold and maintain approximately 23% of all
funds received over an annual term for contingency
purposes.
It is assumed that if the following Board is
developed, that ownership of both facilities will be
awarded to the Board, which would be stipulated
within the Joint Ownership/Service Agreement.
Careful consideration into the development of the
Joint Ownership/Service Agreement should be
considered. Furthermore a By-law of Operations, as
exemplified by the Harvey Memorial Community
Centre Inc., should be developed to confirm
administration and direction for the Board.

7.1.4 POSSIBLE BENEFITS OF A YMCA
PARTNERSHIP
Partnering with the YMCA, relative to municipally
owned and operated facilities, could include the
following benefits:
•

The YMCA is fully qualified and has a good
deal of experience locally and nationally with
the operation of a multi-purpose facility.
Particularly in situations where a community
is not currently operating specific recreation
programming, this is often seen as a benefit;

•

In addition to its experience as a facility
operator and programmer, the YMCA has been
actively involved in many initiatives locally
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and nationally that contribute to wellness and
healthy and active lifestyles;
•

The YMCA brings expertise and involvement
in a broad range of non-recreational, socially
focused programs (i.e., employment assistance,
youth-at-risk, and new Canadians); and

•

The YMCA may and could support capital
costing for the proposed ECWAC (typically,
this would only involve equipment, marketing,
education, and fundraising efforts).

It should also be noted that YMCA and municipal
partnerships, specifically formal agreements
whereby the YMCA operates municipally owned
facilities, are increasingly common across
Canada and have proven to be very successful
arrangements for many communities within
Atlantic Canada. This is, therefore, a proven model
with a number of established precedents.
If the proposed ECWAC is to be operated by the
YMCA, then the Sub-Regional Recreation Facility
Board should expect that the YMCA to do more
than simply operate the facility. A partnership
agreement should be developed to ensure that
the YMCA’s non-recreational programs are also
available to all communities within Eastern
Charlotte County Area.
In addition to the service and operating advantages
that the YMCA can bring to managing the proposed
facility, this proposed partnership could result
in lower operating costs than if the municipality
was the operator. The factors that contribute to
lower net operating costs vary somewhat among
communities. However, in most cases lower staff
wages, greater reliance on volunteers and access to
non-traditional revenue sources (such as donations,
ongoing fundraising, or revenue streams from
associated activities, such as child care) can be
factors that explain lower net operating costs.
Another significant consideration forming a
partnership with the YMCA is membership
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revenues. Typically, very few municipal operations
charge membership fees for access to multi
purpose programming. The YMCA operation model
puts greater emphasis on membership revenues,
which essentially assign a higher cost to the
user than if a municipally operated the facility.
Additionally, the YMCA has policies and terms of
references in place that ensure residents are not
turned away due to financial hardship. It should be
noted that the YMCA will not likely have access to
tax revenues and consequently, operating costs will
most likely be subsidized by the general tax payer.

7.1.5 YMCA - MUNICIPAL OPERATING
AGREEMENTS
From best practice examples, when the YMCA and
municipalities/communities develop facilities
together, formal agreements need to be in place,
establishing each partner’s financial and physical
responsibilities, obligations, and rights to service.
The purpose of an operating agreement is to
ensure that operations issues are anticipated and a
course of action is agreed upon in advance in order
to not jeopardize the success of the facility once it
is operating. A good operating agreement covers a
wide range of topics including many that will not
be relevant until many years in the future.
In Nova Scotia, the YMCA within the Town of
Bridgewater recently entered into a partnership
with the municipal owners of the new Lifestyles
Centre in a situation that is similar to that of what
is proposed for Eastern Charlotte County Area.
In this agreement all capital cost for the facility
were the responsibility of the municipalities. The
municipalities provided upfront funding for ice and
fitness equipment. However, these capital costs are
being recouped through a lease arrangement. The
YMCA contributes to operating costs based on its
share of the total square footage of the complex.
The revenues to offset these costs are secured
through membership fees and other sources,
typical for most YMCA operations.
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It should be emphasized that there is no standard
model for these types of agreements. The
agreement, therefore, must carefully reflect the
needs and characteristics of Eastern Charlotte
County Area, the proposed facility and all partners.
Obligations specified in partnership agreements
are negotiated on a case by case basis and vary.
The nature of the facilities, services, and market
typically vary and this results in very different
financial scenarios.

7.1.6 YMCA - RELEVANT OPERATING
ISSUES
The following issues would be relevant to a
partnership agreement with the YMCA for
operation of a community owned indoor multipurpose facility:
•

Each party’s contribution to capital and
operating costs;

•

Limits to contributions;

•

Availability of ongoing subsidy, access to
reserves and grants from levels of government,
ownership of surpluses, if any;

•

The ownership of the facility and long term
responsibilities for capital conservation and
facility/equipment renewal;

•

The establishment of an operating governance
board, the associated terms of reference, and
the reporting relationship to the owners and
funders;

•

Programming model, including the types of
programs offered and service priorities;

•

Agreement on key policy positions that will
affect the operation of the facility and its
financial performance;

•

Marketing protocols concerning the name of
the facility, signage, representation in ads;

•

Procedures for performance measurement and
ongoing service evaluation;

•

The financial arrangements that would govern a
party when abandoning the partnership;

•

Arrangements governing community access
both for YMCA members and non-members;

•

Market exclusions and restrictions – some
agreements specify that one party cannot
compete with another in a manner that would
restrict revenues (e.g., the local municipality
would not provide programs comparable to
those offered by the YMCA if this conflicted with
revenue streams necessary for the operation of
the facility); and

•

The role of the YMCA and the other partners in
fundraising and the ownership of fundraising
revenues, both prior to construction and on an
on-going basis.

Assuming everything is open to negotiation, the
YMCA will generally not participate in a significant
way to financing capital in these arrangements, as
exemplified from other community’s experiences.
However, the YMCA might contribute to some
portion of capital conservation costs, reflecting the
fact that YMCA members are contributing to the
“wear and tear” of building components and the
YMCA would typical represent these costs in their
membership fee structures.
The YMCA will participate in fundraising and
may make a sizeable capital contribution to the
purchase of equipment for the fitness facility.
However, all capital costs, after fund-raising
and grants from all levels of government would
typically fall to the owner’s (Sub-Regional
Recreational Facility Board) responsibility.
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In addition, as the building’s owner, the SubRegional Recreation Facility Board would likely be
expected to assume full responsibility for capital
conservation costs, including the repair and
replacement of all equipment and the maintenance
of built infrastructure and major building
components. However, as noted, these items vary
significantly from one agreement to the next and
are subject to negotiations with the YMCA.

7.1.7 OPERATING BOARD
REPRESENTATION
It is recommended that the following operating
board be represented as the following:
•
•
•
•
•

General Manager;
Supervisor;
Child Care Coordinator;
Program Coordinator; and
Regional Recreation Organization Member(s).

It is recommended that the committee, similarly
like the YMCA Charlotte County Advisory
Committee, operate with 8 to 10 members. It is
recommended that members commit to a one year
term, with the option of serving a consecutive
term for a maximum of three consecutive terms.
Members must be approved by the Sub-Regional
Recreational Facility Board.
Responsibilities and operating protocols shall align
with current standards of the Eastern Charlotte
County Advisory Committee for the YMCA.
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COST /B ENEFI T A NA LYSI S
8.0 METHODOLOGY
The following methodology was used to analyze
the finances of the proposed facility and the Blacks
Harbour Patrick Connor Recreational Complex
and to confirm the cost/benefit of operating both
facilities within the southwest Region:
1. Confirm the proposed capital costs and
operational net deficit or surplus of the Eastern
Charlotte Wellness and Activity Centre (ECWAC);
2. Confirm the current and future operational
net deficit or surplus of the Patrick Connor
Recreational Complex (PCRC) located in Blacks
Harbour; and
3. Compare the current financial operations of the
proposed ECWAC and PCRC and identify the
cost/benefit of operating both facilities.
Financials (capital cost life cycle and operating
financials) of both recreational facilities have been
examined, normalized and projected to reflect
the operations of both the new facility (ECWAC)
and the PCRC over the next 10 years based on
the anticipated average growth of expenses and
revenues for each facility. The financial projections
have been prepared based on budgets received
from the Village of Blacks Harbour and the ECWAC
Business Plan (2018).
F IGU R E 22: B lac ks Har b o ur, New B r unswic k - Flick r (2 0 1 9 ).

8.1 FINANCIAL REVIEW
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION
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The following financial assumptions have been
gathered while reviewing the existing operating financials for the Patrick Connor Recreation Complex
(PCRC) in Blacks Harbour and the proposed ECWAC
facility.

seems low. The capital budget provided for
‘Furniture and Fixtures’ accounts for under $15/
sqft.
•

The financial (Capital Cost) statement
projections, submitted within the Business
Plan (2018) assumes that financing for the
construction of the new facility will be secured;

•

The cost of construction for the ECWAC facility
is anticipated to be funded by the Federal and
Provincial Government, Private (Corporate)
Sponsorship, and Community Fund-raising.
Through discussions with ECRRA, it has yet to
be been determined where and how financing
will likely be broken down between each
anticipated partner;

•

The capital cost statements submitted within
the Business Plan (2018) for the proposed
ECWAC facility is subject to change, and thus
represents only a concept.

8.1.1 ECWAC - CAPITAL COST
STATEMENT ASSUMPTIONS &
ANALYSIS
The following section identifies capital cost
assumptions and gaps for the proposed ECWAC
facility:
•

•

•
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The capital cost statements, submitted within
the Business Plan (2018) are broken down and
detailed in Section 3.0 of this report. The cost
of building the proposed ECWAC facility is
projected to be $12,583,500;
The total estimated cost for the proposed
ECWAC facility appears to be underestimated.
The estimated cost of $160 sq/ft for the multipurpose indoor field seems appropriate, given
the field will be comprised of hardwood or some
other playing surface, such as turf. However, the
construction of the other facility components
(gymnasium, child care space, etc.) would be
much higher than $200/sqft (assuming $160/
sqft for the indoor field is reasonable). There
is simply more materials and systems that will
need to be constructed (walls, plumbing, and
architectural design) which would cost more
than the incremental $40 as compared to the
indoor field. It is recommended that an in-depth
analysis of construction costs be considered,
to determine an accurate Capital Cost for the
proposed ECWAC facility. In comparison, using
Altus’ Construction Manual (2018), a facility
of this proposed nature in Atlantic Canada is
estimated at $300 sq/ft.
Anticipated ‘Furniture and Fixtures’ capital
costs identified within the Business Plan
(2018) appear to be underestimated as well.
Considering the cost of gym, day care, and
office equipment, the cost per square footage
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8.1.2 ECWAC - OPERATING STATEMENT
ASSUMPTIONS & ANALYSIS
The following sections articulate the revenue and
expense assumptions and gaps, which have been
used to analyze the Operating Statements for the
proposed ECWAC facility and create future financial
projections based on these anticipated operating
results.

REVENUE
•

The Operational Statement of the Business
Plan (2018) provides an inadequate amount of
information for key assumptions and how some
of these financials were derived;

•

Typically when looking at an expenditure of
this size, it is common to include a sensitivity
analysis over the financial information to
demonstrate the impact on profitability, if key
assumptions fall short of expectations. Another
part of financial analysis at the feasibility stage
is to provide a detailed cash-flow projection.
Neither of these items were included within the

° ° Therefore their estimates here would
be reasonable, however, their is no
indication if their is anticipated need for
child-care or after school programming.
° ° The YMCA who has been proposed to
operate the facility, currently offer afterschool programming in Eastern Charlotte
County Area out of St. George. There
is no indication within the submitted
Business Plan (2018) that this service is
at capacity or there is a need to expand
services.

submitted Business Plan (2018) and should be
developed to support a sustainable financial
plan for the proposed ECWAC facility;
•

Profit is somewhat secondary in the first few
years and the cost of building and relatively
slow ramp up of operations cause massive
strains on cash and the need for financing. How
these issues will be met should be addressed
within the Business Plan (2018);

•

It is understood that the proposed ECWAC
facility will have three (3) main streams of
revenue:

•

The proposed operation statements for the
proposed ECWAC facility predict a fast ramp
-up to full utilization of the facilities. From
past experiences, this generally takes a
number of years and certainly is not as quick
as is presented. With this in mind, the ECWAC
facility’s deficits in the first few years would
likely be much greater. This sentiment should
be considered when developing a sustainable
financial model;

•

There is an opportunity for additional sources of
revenue with the construction of a new regional
community complex. Revenue from these
sources can be significant depending on how
much is taken on, and whether operating hours
are changed. For the purposes of this analysis,
these were not included as there is uncertainty
surrounding how much revenue, and the
incremental costs, would be generated.

1. Membership & Fitness:
° ° Assumes 500 people will obtain a
membership;
° ° The ECWAC facility is estimated to have
an average of $400,000 in revenues
each year. Based on these memberships
revenues, this would imply that a
monthly membership would cost
approximately $67.
2. Field House Operations:
° ° The ECWAC facility is estimated to have
an average of $210,000 in revenue. This
would imply a daily revenue would be
approximately $575 and an hourly rental
rate of $72 (assuming that operations for
rentable time would be 16 hours).
° ° A more detailed field schedule should be
produced to maximize revenues while
meeting local residents needs;
3. Child Care & After school:
° ° Assuming that 85 sports (40 spots for
child care and 45 sports for after school
programming) are developed and an
occupancy ratio of 85% is achieved, it is
can be further assumed that revenues
each year would be approximately
$640,000, given that a child care spot
would cost $1,000 per month and an
after school spot would cost $500 a
month.
SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

EXPENSES
It is understood that the proposed ECWAC facility
will have the following expenses:
1. Wages (Staff ) & Benefits:
° ° The ECWAC facility is anticipated to have 25
full time staff, which equivalents an average
annual wage of approximately $33,000.
The total expenses on average per year for
wages is anticipated to be approximately
$825,000.
2. Management Fee:
| RECREATION COST-SHARING FEASIBILITY STUDY
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TABL E 16: B usi ne ss Pl a n (2 0 1 8 ) Pro po s e d O p e ratio nal St atem ent.

° ° The ECWAC facility is anticipated to have
YMCA operate and manage the facility. The
cost to manage and operate a facility is
anticipated to be approximately $230,000
on average per year. This management fee
would cover services such as: accounting;
communications; HR and volunteer
support; IT support; program development;
advertising and branding; and fund-raising
support.
° ° There might be some opportunities to
review and limit overlap of services, where
such expenses exist.
3. Utilities, Insurance & Supplies
° ° The operations statement for the proposed
ECWAC facility has notable omissions, such
as insurance costs.
4. Depreciation
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° ° The anticipated deprecation of the proposed
ECWAC Facility is anticipated to be $109,000
per year on average. When considering
depreciation, all hard and soft costs of
the facility should be amortized over a 25
year period, equating to roughly a $503
annual amortization charge. More detailed
information should be provided to identify
how the anticipated depreciation debt is
calculated within the Business Plan (2018).
Table 16 indicates that over the next 5 years

the proposed ECWAC facility will operate with
an average yearly deficit of $157,074. Revenues
appear to be increasing by 3% over an annual
term, while operational expenses continue to rise
approximately 2% per year.

8.1.3 PATRICK CONNOR RECREATION COMPLEX - OPERATING STATEMENT
ASSUMPTIONS & ANALYSIS
REVENUES & EXPENSES
Table 17 below indicates the historical income statements from the past 5 years for the Blacks

Harbour Arena (Patrick Connor Recreation Complex - PCRC). The average yearly deficit for the Arena is
approximately $140,183. Revenues appear to be increasing by 4% over an annual term, while operational
expenses continue to rise approximately 7% per year.
The PCRC is anticipated to face intense deficits if current trends continue. Furthermore, the PCRC is in
need of $300,000 in capital expenditures over the next 5 years. These expenditures include:
° ° Acquiring a new zamboni ($100,000)
° ° Repairing and replacing sections of the roof ($100,000); and
° ° Groundwork/paving the front parking lot of the arena ($100,000).

TA BL E 17: Pat r i c k Co n n o r R e cre ati o n a l Co m p l ex ( B lac ks Har b o ur ) - Op erat ing St atem ent.
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8.2 OPERATING STATEMENT & CASH FLOW PROJECTIONS (2020 - 2029)
Operating statements for both the Patrick Connor Recreation Complex (PCRC) and Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity Centre (ECWAC) were analyzed and extrapolated to demonstrate the projected net surplus or deficit of
both facilities over the next ten (10) years (2019 - 2029). As a result, the following financial projections have been developed to reflect ongoing operations and omit non-operating accounting costs such as amortization and
interest.
Table 18 identifies the future projections for both facilities, providing an average net surplus/deficit scenario, based on anticipated growth trends of revenue and expenses. The average net surplus/deficit scenario indicates

that over the next 10 years both facilities would be operating with a deficit of approximately -$3,497,000. This amount would need to be generated to break-even in operating both facilities. This assumes that user charges for
ice at the PCRC and field house and fitness memberships at the ECWAC are in effect and maintain stagnant.

TABL E 18: O p e rat i ona l Pro je c ti o n s - Ave ra g e G rowt h S cenar i o ( 2020 - 2029) .

Table 19 identifies another future projection scenario for both facilities, where a low revenue, high expense growth scenario has been developed. The low net surplus/deficit scenario indicates that over the next 10 years both

facilities would be operating with a deficit approximately -$4,825,000. This amount would need to be generated to break-even in operating both facilities. This assumes that user charges for ice at the PCRC and field house and
fitness memberships at the ECWAC are in effect and maintain stagnant.

TABL E 1 9: O p e rat i ona l Pro je c ti o n s - Low G row th S cenar i o ( 2020 - 2029) .
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F I GU R E 2 3 : O pe rati o n a l Pro je c ti o n s ( Net D ef ic it / Sur p lus) fo r p ro p o sed EC WAC f ac i lit y and exis ting PCR C in Blacks Ha r bou r.

The proposed ECWAC is anticipated to net a deficit position directly after construction, with eventually achieving a surplus after its 7th year of operation ( Figure 23 ). This is assuming that all operational
calculations are estimated and maintained correctly. Operations for this facility are anticipated to be subsidized by revenues generated from memberships and rental fees, however these revenue
streams will for the most part not cover the full expense of operating the facility.
Similarly, the Patrick Connor’s Recreation Complex (PCRC) located in the Village of Blacks Harbour is also anticipated to continue to net a deficit position on an annual basis over the next 10 years. The
communal ice facility’s operations are currently subsidized in full by the municipality. As such, the purpose of these financial (operational) projections is not to illustrate a self-sustaining or profitable
operation, but rather to estimate how much Eastern Charlotte communities will need to generate to subsidize and operate the proposed ECWAC and the PCRC Operations on an annual basis.
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8.3 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS (“WHAT IF” ANALYSIS)
Based on the Financial Assumptions of the Business Plan (2018), described earlier in Section 3.0 of this
report, there are a number of components within the ECWAC Operation Statement which are particularly
sensitive to change. The following items require further description and analysis within the Business Plan
(2018) to justify their financial longevity:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Revenue - Fitness Center Memberships;
Revenue - Field House Operations;
Revenue - Child Care & After School Programming;
Expense - Wages & Benefits; and
Expense - Management Fee

In order to test and isolate the impacts of these factors both individually and collectively, various
scenarios will need to be simulated. Developing scenarios for each financial component will ultimately
highlight the impact each has on operating profit.
It is recommended that the following scenarios be developed after determining a stable facility
programming and services schedule that meets the needs of residents living within Eastern Charlotte
County Area:
•

Scenario 1 – Illustrates current revenues levels, current fitness membership and child care sales, and
25 staff required to operate the facility. This scenario has been developed in Section 9.0 of this Report;

•

Scenario 2 – Illustrates marginal revenue growth, marginal fitness membership sales, and 20 staff
required to operate the facility. This is considered the most conservative scenario;

•

Scenario 3 – Illustrates most reasonable revenue estimate for both the field house rentals and fitness
memberships, and the addition of 20 staff. This is considered the most realistic scenario;

•

Scenario 4 – Illustrates more aggressive revenue growth for both the field house rentals and fitness
memberships, and the addition of 25 staff. This is considered the most optimistic scenario; and

•

Scenario 5 – Illustrates current revenues levels, limited fitness membership or child care sales, and the
addition of 20 staff to operate the facility. This is considered the worst case scenario.
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8.4 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS & FEASIBILITY
Feasibility refers largely to financial feasibility. Financial feasibility implies that the “owner” has the
capacity to build and operate the facility and be financially sustainable over the long term. Some projects
are clearly feasible, while others clearly are not. Projects that are feasible typically hold traits that include
Situations of significant population growth, excess debt capacity, strong support from users to contribute
through higher fees or surcharges, and clear indications of demand that outstrips current supply.
Knowing the costs of a project is another aspect of feasibility, this includes revenue projections and
capital contribution to the project, which can be identified with some reliability.
The proposed construction of the Eastern Charlotte Wellness Activity Centre (ECWAC) shows improved
financial health in terms of operating deficits. To be more specific, the deficits that are projected over
the next ten (10) years are significantly lower than that of the current Patrick Connor Recreational
Complex facility located in Blacks Harbour. As such, the construction of the proposed ECWAC facility is
not anticipated to put additional strain on Eastern Charlotte County communities from an operating
and cash flow perspective. However, this is assuming that all operating statements are accurate and
reliable. Understanding there are many gaps and risks situated with the current Business Plan (2018), it is
recommended that:
The development of the Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity Centre should not
be pursued until further financial analysis is undertaken to address all ‘Business
Plan (2018) Risks and Gaps’ identified within this report.
The current study has identified information gaps that the Eastern Charlotte Wellness Ad Hoc Committee
needs to discuss with local communities to ascertain whether the ECWAC is supported by the community
and if it will be financially sustainable. It should be understood that the financial projections developed
within this report are based on a series of assumptions regarding usage, operating costs, staffing
complement, utility costs, size of facility, construction costs, fees and rates. This information is based on
data retrieved from the Business Plan (2018) and through discussions with the YMCA.

Financial Recommendations
•

The Business Plan (2018) should consider developing a more in-depth financial analysis of
both capital and operational statements. This would involve confirming all capital hard costs
(construction) and soft costs (legal, architectural, and planning services) and anticipated
operational revenues and expenses;

•

After confirming the accuracy of financial operations by developing a detailed receation
programming and service schedule, it is recommended that a sensitivity analysis of operational
components be undertaken to ensure financial sustainability; and

•

The development of the Eastern Charlotte Wellness and Activity Centre should not be pursued
until further financial analysis is undertaken to address all Business Plan (2018) Risks and Gaps
identified within this report.
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COST- S H ARING & R ESO UR CI NG
9.1 COST SHARING APPROACH
Section 4.0 of this report identified four (4) cost-

sharing approaches that communities have taken
to help fund recreational facilities, programs and
services. These cost-sharing models were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tax Levy - Population Assessment
Tax Levy - Tax Base Assessment
Utilization Surcharges
Rebate Programs

Each cost-sharing model has its own merits.
However, a preferred cost-sharing model has been
identified and should be further considered to
cost-share and resource the development and
operation of the Eastern Charlotte Wellness Activity
Centre (ECWAC) the operation of Blacks Harbour
Patrick Connor Recreational Complex (PCRC).
The preferred model that should be pursued is the
Tax Levy - Tax Base Assessment approach. This
approach has been chosen because this model
is based on Tax Base budgeting and it provides a
more equal displacement of expenses between all
communities within Eastern Charlotte County Area.
This means that communities with larger tax bases
will need to pay more for recreational services than
smaller tax base communities. This method ensures
that all communities contribute according to their
tax base in an equal fashion.

SOUTHWEST NEW BRUNSWICK SERVICE COMMISSION

Other cost-sharing models, such as the Tax Levy Population Assessment, Utilization and Rebate are
less beneficial because ultimately these models
would not be evenly distribute costs and in some
cases would require residents to pay more for
recreational services.
Table 20 displays that the Total Tax Base for all

communities located within the Study Area is
approximately $794 million dollars. Table 20 also
displays the percentage of the total tax base and
population for each community located within the
study area.

Table 21 displays the difference between the ‘Tax

Levy - Population Assessment’ and ‘Tax Levy - Tax
Base Assessment Model’ for communities located
in the Study Area, if the current (2019) Tax Base
was to remain stagnant for the next 10 years. Table
21 also indicates the amount (share) of recreation
expenses that each Eastern Charlotte County Area
community would be required to provide or pay
over an annual term and a ten (10) year term, in
order to meet the operational expense deficit
(approximately $3,497,000) for both the ECWAC and
the PCRC.
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TABL E 20: Tot a l Ta x B a s e fo r co m m u n i ti e s l o cate d wi t hin Easter n Char lo t te Co unt y Area ( St udy Area) .

TABL E 2 1: Va r i at i ons be t we e n Ta x Le v y Po pu l ati on and Tax B ase Assessm ent s.
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9.2 COST-SHARING
COMPONENTS
The preferred Tax Levy - Tax Base Assessment
approach uses two (2) key components to
determine an appropriate Tax Levy for communities
within the Study area. These two key components
are the following:

1. Future Tax Base of all communities within
the Study Area; and

2. How many communities within the
Study Area opt-in to the concept of
cost-sharing , supporting and funding
the operations of both the Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Activity Centre and Blacks Harbour
Patrick Connor Recreation Complex.
The following sections will identify analyses that
were undertaken to support and determine various
Tax Levy scenarios based on different Tax Base
growth and partnerships within the Study Area
(Eastern Charlotte County Area).

F I G U R E 24: Tot a l Ta x Ba s e - H i s to r i ca l An a l ysi s.
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9.2.1 TAX BASE ANALYSIS (2000-2019)
Understanding that the Tax Base for all
communities located within the Study Area (Eastern
Charlotte County Area) is anticipated to change
over the next ten years, a historical analysis of Tax
base growth/decline from the year 2000 to 2019
for all communities was undertaken to determine
the average and low growth scenario for Tax Base
located within the Study Area.
Figure 24 below displays the Total Tax Base growth

for all communities located within the Study Area
from the year 2000 to 2019. Key findings from the
analysis concluded that:

• The average increase/decrease
of Total Tax Base for communities
located within the Study Area was
+ 4.34%.
• The lowest increase/decrease of Total
Tax Base for communities located
within the Study Area was + 0.47%.
Analysis has concluded that the Total Tax Base of
the Study Area showed positive growth each year
for the past 20 years.
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9.2.2 TAX BASE GROW TH PROJECTIONS

9.3 COST-SHARING SCENARIOS

Understanding that the Total Tax Base of the Study
Area is anticipated to continue to grow from 2019
though to 2029, the following Tax Base Growth
Projections were developed:

Developing Total Tax Base Growth Projections for
Eastern Charlotte County Area communities has
helped determine the future tax base of the Study
Area. However, it must be considered that not all
communities located within the Study Area will
want to opt into an agreement for cost-sharing
Three (3) cost-sharing options/scenarios have been
developed to identify the required Tax Levy (Tax
Base Assessment), which would fund the operations
of both facilities. The three Cost-Sharing Scenarios
are as follows:

1. Average Tax Base Growth Projection:
Total Tax Base (Study Area) X 4.34%
for each ongoing year; and
2. Lowest Tax Base Growth Projection:
Total Tax Base (Study Area) X 0.47%
for each ongoing year.
Using these two tax base growth projections will
help determine the worst (lowest) and average
projections for the Total Tax Base of the Study Area,
which will in turn affect how much money each
community would be required to cost-share to
operate the ECWAC and PCRC.

1. All Study Area communities opt into a
cost-sharing agreement;
2. All Study Area communities except
West Isles and Lepreau Local Service
Districts opt into a cost-sharing
agreement; and
3. All Study Area communities except
West Isles, Lepreau, and Saint Patrick
Local Service Districts opt into a costsharing agreement.
These scenarios have been developed with
understanding that these communities (LSDs)
are located on the periphery of Eastern Charlotte
County Area and may have additional barriers
such as access and transportation, which would
limit local residents from financially supporting
recreation facilities. Furthermore, these
communities are located closer to other city/town
centres that offer similar services, which might be
used more frequently and at no extra cost.
Figure 25 on the following page provides the

Average Tax Base Growth Projections for all
three cost-sharing scenarios. Option 1 with all
communities has the largest Tax base available, as
this option has the most communities contributing
to share or amount of recreational expenses of
both the ECWAC and the PCRC. Option 2 and 3 have
incrementally less Tax Base as each option has less
communities contributing to the total share.
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FIG U RE 2 5 : Ave ra g e To ta l Tax B ase Growt h S cenar i o s.
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9.3.1 COST- SHARING SCENARIO
OPTION 1 (ALL COMMUNITIES) TAX LEVY SCENARIO
In Section 8.0 , it was determined that in order to operate both the proposed ECWAC and Blacks Harbour
Recreational Regional Complex over the next 10 years, approximately $3,497,000 would need to be raised
to break-even. Understanding that this is an estimate, a contingency of 15% should be placed on-top
this total to ensure a feasible approach to operating both facilities. With a 15% contingency considered,
approximately $4,020,000 would need to be raised through a Tax Levy over a 10 year term.
Figure 26 displays two Tax Base Growth Projections for the Study Area from the year 2019 to 2029. The

Blue projection is the Average Total Tax Base Growth Projection, while the red is the Lowest Tax Base
Growth Projection over this term. This graph indicates that a $0.04 Tax Levy would be required in order
meet the amount required to operate both facilities, provided an average Tax Base Growth Scenario occur.
Furthermore, this graph also indicates that a $0.06 Tax Levy would be required in order to achieve the
amount needed to operate both facilities, provided a low Tax Base Growth Scenario occur.
Taking a conservative approach, it is recommended that a $0.05 Tax Levy be pursued if all communities
opt into a cost-sharing agreement. This approach will ensure that if a below average tax base growth
scenario occurs, enough funds will be available to operate both facilities.

FIGURE 26: Cost-sha r in g S ce n a r i o - O p ti o n 1 .

$0.05 Tax Levy Recommended
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9.3.2 COST- SHARING SCENARIO
OPTION 2 (WITHOUT WEST ISLES & LEPREAU) TAX LEVY SCENARIO
Figure 27 displays two Tax Base Growth Projections for the Study Area from the year 2019 to 2029. The

Blue projection is the Average Total Tax Base Growth Projection, while the red is the Lowest Tax Base
Growth Projection over this term. This graph indicates that a $0.05 Tax Levy would be required in order
meet the amount required to operate both facilities, provided an Average Tax Base Growth Scenario
occur. Furthermore, this graph also indicates that a $0.07 Tax Levy would be required in order to achieve
the amount needed to operate both facilities, provided a Low Tax Base Growth Scenario occur.
Taking a conservative approach, it is recommended that a $0.06 Tax Levy be pursued if all communities
but West Isles and Lepreau opt into a cost-sharing agreement. This approach will ensure that if a below
average tax base growth scenario occurs, enough funds will be available to operate both facilities.

FIGURE 2 7: Cost-sha r i n g S ce n a r i o - O pti o n 2 .

$0.06 Tax Levy Recommended
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9.3.3 COST- SHARING SCENARIO
OPTION 3 (WITHOUT WEST ISLES, LEPREAU, & SAINT PATRICK) TAX LEVY
SCENARIO
Figure 28 displays two Tax Base Growth Projections for the Study Area from the year 2019 to 2029. The

Blue projection is the Average Total Tax Base Growth Projection, while the red is the Lowest Tax Base
Growth Projection over this term. This graph indicates that a $0.06 Tax Levy would be required in order
meet the amount required to operate both facilities, provided an average Tax Base Growth Scenario occur.
Furthermore, this graph also indicates that a $0.08 Tax Levy would be required in order to achieve the
amount needed to operate both facilities, provided a low Tax Base Growth Scenario occur.
Taking a conservative approach, it is recommended that a $0.07 Tax Levy be pursued if all communities
but West Isles, Lepreau, and Saint Patrick opt into a cost-sharing agreement. This approach will ensure
that if a below average tax base growth scenario occurs, enough funds will be available to operate both
facilities.

FIGURE 28: Cost-sha r in g S ce n a r i o - O p ti o n 3 .

$0.07 Tax Levy Recommended
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9.4 RESOURCING
OPPORTUNITIES
The following section outlines funding
opportunities for a future Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Activity Centre Wellness Centre in
southwest New Brunswick. The following
opportunities have been identified from desk-top
research conducted similar recreational facilities,
such as the Saint John Field House and experiences
of other communities with respect to fundraising.

9.4.1 CAPITAL FUNDING OPTIONS
There are various funding options for facilities such
as the envisioned ECWAC, including:
•
•
•
•

Local Capital Resources;
Government Funding;
Community Fundraising; and
Corporate Sponsors.

The following provides a brief overview of the
current state of available financial resources, or in
the case of local fundraising, approaches taken by
other similar communities to fund these projects.

LO C A L C A P I TA L R E S O U R C E S
Municipal capital resources fall into three
categories – capital reserves, debt financing and
infrastructure surcharges.
1. Capital Reserve Funds
A reserve for capital projects can be created for
either a specific project / type of project or capital
projects in general. Reserves are formed by a
current year allocation from the operating budget
– an annual allocation generated through the local
taxpayer and allowed to build year over year; or
from or for a more specific source e.g., cash-in-lieu
generated through development. Capital funds
generated through the annual budget typically
have more flexibility in their use than funds from
other sources.

Municipalities who wish to contribute to the capital
costs of the ECWAC might consider using Parkland
Reserves, if developed, with funding coming from
cash-in-lieu of land dedication related to residential
development. Funds from this type of reserve are
intended for park development including small
infrastructure e.g., playground equipment, splash
pads, trail development, etc. While Parkland
Reserve funds could be allocated for ancillary
outdoor space and infrastructure associated with
the ECWAC, they would not typically be available to
develop major infrastructure of the ECWAC.
The second reserve fund that could be considered
is a general reserve that has been in place for a
number of years. General capital reserves may
be used to assist in financing a wide variety
of infrastructure including roads, water lines,
recreation and administrative buildings.
2. Debt Financing
Ultimately all local financing, whether for current
annual expenses or to cover borrowing costs,
comes from the local taxpayer through annual
tax revenue, fees and charges. Municipalities in
New Brunswick (and most if not all of Canada) are
allowed to borrow funds at a rate not to exceed
20% annually of their annual gross expenditures.
As information is generated, including a better
sense of the relative priority of Capital Projects
in the current “long list of possible capital
projects” decisions will be made to establish the
relative priority of this and other projects within
communities.
3. Surcharge on User Groups
Surcharges on user groups are an approach some
municipalities have taken to secure funds for
facilities strongly desired by specific user groups.
From other communities experience, this is most
often undertaken with groups such as ice and field
users where specific demand and easily identified
groups (rather than individuals) become partners in
development.
In other communities a small charge has been
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added to all hourly and individual fees and
contributed to a capital reserve. In this way the
users of a facility are paying somewhat more
toward the building and operation of a facility than
the general taxpayer who is not a user.

GOVERNMENT FUNDING
There are two major forms of grants or other
government-level funding that can be used to
fund municipal projects, including the ECWAC.
The first is an ongoing, more secure funding
known generically as the “Gas Tax”. The Canadian
Federal Government Gas Tax Program is designed
to provide stable and predictable funding to build
and revitalize municipal infrastructure. The second
funding sources from other levels of government
are more project or time sensitive.
1. Gas Tax Program
The federal Gas Tax Fund (GTF) is a permanent
source of funding provided to local governments
biannually per the formula in the Canada-New
Brunswick agreement. This funding program is for
the construction, renewal or material enhancement
of infrastructure in our communities. Municipalities
can pool, bank and borrow against this funding,
providing significant financial flexibility. Funding is
also provided for projects in unincorporated areas.
This infrastructure funding program started in
2005-06 with the signing of the Canada-New
Brunswick Agreement on the Transfer of Federal
Gas Tax Revenues under the New Deal for Cities
and Communities 2005-2015. In 2011, the federal
government announced that the GTF would
become a permanent annual investment of $2
billion beyond 2014, across Canada. On May 20,
2014 the Administrative Agreement on the Federal
Gas Tax Fund (2014-2024) was signed between
Canada and New Brunswick. From 2019 - 2023, the
Federal Government of Canada is providing $233.6
million to communities in New Brunswick over a
five-year period. Theoretically, communities of
Eastern Charlotte County Area could direct gas tax
funding toward the future ECWAC, if so desired.
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2. Green Municipal Fund
The Federation of Canadian Municipalities manages
the Green Municipal Fund designed to
“…offer below-market loans, usually in
combination with grants, to implement capital
projects. Funding is provided for up to 80% of
eligible project costs. The loan maximum is $10
million, and the grant amount is set at up to 20%
of the loan to a maximum of $1 million.”
While the Green Municipal Fund does not fund
recreation facilities per se, there are examples of
such projects that have accessed these funds to
support components of development related to
energy efficiency, and wastewater management.
3. The Innovative Communities Fund (ICF)
The ICF is delivered through Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency (ACOA) and designed
to benefit the economic development of a
community in a manner that is consistent with
the challenges and objectives of that community.
Projects must be sustainable, of a fixed duration
and must demonstrate adequate managerial,
financial and technical capability to conduct the
proposed activity. Eligible recipients include noncommercial / not-for-profit organizations such as
local development associations, municipalities
and their agencies, business or technology
institutes, industry/sector associations, economic
development associations, local co-operatives,
universities and educational institutions.
4. Recreation Infrastructure Grants
The Small Communities Fund, a component of
the federal New Building Canada Fund, provides
funding for smaller communities to build projects
that deliver on local needs. Projects are cost-shared
equally between federal, provincial and municipal
governments, for a total investment of more than
$117 million. Over $28 million in combined federal,
provincial, and municipal funding remains to be
allocated to eligible projects.

New Brunswick municipalities, rural communities,
local service districts, regional service commissions,
water and wastewater commissions, band councils
and the private sector whose application is
supported by a resolution from a local government
are eligible to apply. Recreation has been identified
as one of the various funding categories for this
specific grant.

6. Public recognition of donors throughout the
process is very important. This should be done
through local initiatives as well as on the
websites of the project;

CO M M U N I T Y F U N D R A I S I N G

8. Communities working with the YMCA, such
as Bridgewater and the Municipality of the
District of Lunenburg have identified that it
is important to have a range of opportunities
for donors from very large naming rights to
small opportunities open to everyone in the
community. Because those responsible for
community level fund-raising are the most likely
to find this a challenge, having a product such
as “Name the Seat” or “Place a Plaque” made the
process much easier than a simple request for
donations.

Through best practice review and research, the
following points have been identified as key
objectives of community fundraising:
1. An assessment of the amount of community
fund-raising that can be generated from the
community is crucial, particularly if other
concurrent or recent community fund-raising
initiatives might compete for community
resources;
2. A fundraising professional on a longer term
(approximately a year) contract could provide
valuable assistance, particularly in the early part
of the campaign where policies and projects are
being developed;
3. A clear vision of the proposed project is
essential to a fund-raising campaign;
4. A fundraising team led by well connected,
respected, knowledgeable community
individuals with strong leadership skills is
essential to a fundraising campaign;
5. Best practice examples and literature suggest
that the “ask” must come from community
volunteers, not a professional fundraiser.
Volunteers must be comfortable with making
an “ask”, and should seek training (from the
fundraising professional) if needed. It is advised
that those who are not willing or comfortable
with this task should not form part of the
fundraising committee;
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7. Projects should have their own website. The
benefits of current, attractive, informative
websites cannot be underestimated;

CO R P O R AT E S P O N S O R S H I P
Corporate sponsorship is a business relationship
in which two entities exchange things of value,
including a public display of support. This value can
be financial, in-kind, or benefits related to visibility/
exposure, publicity or market reach. It should not
be confused with donations (philanthropy), with
advertising, or with innovative approaches to
purchasing goods and services.
Corporate sponsorship is an extremely competitive
domain. Typically, larger companies are
overwhelmed with sponsorship proposals from
various organizations. Corporations must be
approached with a strong business case and in a
professional manner. Conversely, if sponsorship is
not pursued properly, opportunities are missed,
deals can be broken, and potential long-term
relationships can end quickly.
Logical Process
Like any other goal-oriented activity, there is a
rational or logical process that underlies successful
pursuit of sponsorship relationships. The six steps
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proposed here are similar to others in the literature:
1. Set Partnership Objectives, Parameters &
Guidelines
Ensure that the parameters and guidelines are
realistic in terms of the interests, capacities
and practices of corporate sponsors and other
stakeholders.
2. Identify Partnership Opportunities & Exchange
Values
What kinds of values can corporations offer to
facilities and programs? Use this answers as the
basis for selecting partners and negotiating
relationships.

facility for a period of time. Sponsorships are
most frequently used to fund various parks and
recreation programs, but some jurisdictions are
exploring naming rights as a potential revenue
source.
This section provides examples of policies and
marketing information that could be pursued by
the SNBSC:
Recreation Facility Name Opportunities
• Company name on the marquee sign of facility;
•

Company name as a prefix to the facility name
on all print materials associated with the
recreation component of the property including
facility brochures, posters, tournament and
event promotional flyers;

•

Company name as a prefix to the facility name
on all electronic channels associated with the
recreation component of the property including
websites, social media and online ads;

•

Company name on print ads promoting facility
recreation activities;

5. Manage the Relationship
Strive for healthy management through clarity,
concreteness, respect, trust and communication.

•

Company name on the interior entrance to the
facility. Display opportunity in the foyer of the
complex.

6. Monitor Progress and Measure Success
Begin with concrete expectations set out in
clear, measurable terms. Monitor the delivery of
promised results and the quality of the relationship
to permit mid-course improvements, so that all
parties are fully satisfied.

•

Company name/logo and/or ad on score clocks.

•

Rotating ad (year round) on digital TV screens
strategically positioned throughout the facility.

•

Company name as a prefix to the facility name
on all incoming/outgoing phone calls for the
recreation component.

•

Full-page ad in the Live & Play recreation guide
once a year (Fall/Winter, Spring or Summer).

•

Complimentary use of the facility for
community events or corporate functions
(subject to availability).

3. Seek and Select Partners
Target particular companies after working out some
criteria for a good match and after researching
various companies’ characteristics
4. Develop and Negotiate Agreements
Ensure that negotiation with a willing sponsor
covers the needs of the sponsor and the property;
the opportunities or benefits offered by each; and
the agreed values of what will be exchanged.

Naming Rights
Many jurisdictions have used corporate
partnerships to sponsor community recreation
programs and facilities as part of their business
plans for funding. Corporate support may range
from fund raising activities such as selling pavers,
corporate sponsorship of an event or sports team,
and/or the purchase of naming rights for a public
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•

Company name on news releases and media
activities associated with the recreation
component of the facility.

•

Recognition and involvement at the official
opening of the facility. (Subject to timing.
Opening event)

•

Company name mentioned in print, radio and
TV coverage of facility recreation activities.

•

Other opportunities are available to enhance
your visibility.

Cost-Sharing & Resourcing
Recommendations
•

A Tax Levy of at least $0.05 over the
next 10 years should be pursued to
support the operation of the ECWAC
and the Blacks Harbour PCRC, provided
all Study Area communities opt-in to a
cost-sharing Service Agreement;

•

It is recommended that Capital
Fund-raising be pursued from local,
provincial, federal, and private
sponsors; and

•

A Fundraising Committee should be
developed to ensure that appropriate
messaging and targets are being hit to
support the development of the ECWAC.

•

Once and if a Fundraising Committee
is developed, all fundraising options
should be explored to ensure the
greatest opportunity for community
partnership and funding is explored.
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K E Y RI S K S &
M ITIG ATION S T R AT EGI ES
10.0 KEY RISKS & IMPACTS
Potential risk is inherent with any project of
this magnitude. Understanding these risks and
identifying mitigation strategies are crucial to
manage these sensitivities and position the project
for success.
Outlined in the chart below ( Table 21 ) are potential
risks, along with mitigation strategies that have
been identified for each. For each potential risk, the
probability and impact have been estimated using
the following guidelines.

10.1 PROBABILITY OF RISK
•
•
•

10.2 IMPACT OF RISK
•
•
•
•

Description of Risk
Inability to secure capital
funding for the project
Inability to operate the
ECWAC and PCRC
facilities
Lack of utilization
Other projects in the
Region which may
duplicate components/
amenities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High: Identifies that the event/situation is
highly likely to occur.
Medium: Identifies that the event/ situation is
likely to occur.
Low: Identifies that the event is not likely to
occur.

High: Identifies that the event/ situation has a
significant impact to the project.
Medium: Identifies that the event/situation will
impact the project.
Low: Identifies that the impact is relatively
minor to the project.
None: No impact to the project.

Mitigation Strategies
Probability
Phased approach
Ongoing discussions and dialogue with Low to Medium
regional partners
Development of a business case with
operating projections
Continue to explore other sources
Low to Medium
of revenue such as leased space or
program sponsorship
2018 Regional Recreation Master Plan
undertaken to verify need/demand
Low
Ongoing dialogue with user groups
Region is formally engaged in the
project
Ongoing dialogue with regional
Medium
partners
Community participation in recreation
planning

Impact
High

High

High

Medium

TA BL E 22: Pote nt i a l r i s k s a n d m i ti g ati o n s trate gies.
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10.2 OPERATIONAL IMPACTS
The project will impact the aforementioned stakeholders in a variety of different ways. The following
chart ( Table 23 ) outlines these potential impacts and provides an associated magnitude rating for each.
•
•
•
•

High: The magnitude of impact is significant and stakeholder support and preparation is critical.
Medium: There is a manageable impact to the stakeholder.
Low: The impact to the stakeholder is minor.
None: Stakeholder will not be impacted

Impact & Description

Magnitude

Municipality / Village / LSD
The project enables Eastern Charlotte County Area to sustain indoor field provision and
plan for future growth and indoor field demand.

High

The project enables Eastern Charlotte County Area to expand and broaden recreational
opportunities; a key strategic priority.

High

The project has a significant expense which may limit the Area’s ability to undertake other
capital projects or initiatives.

High

The project is likely to strengthen the Area’s ability to attract and retain residents and
businesses.

Medium

Southwest New Brunswick Service Commission
The project will provide a regional “hub” facility that can serve a large catchment area
within Eastern Charlotte County Area.

High

Community support for the facility will be required in order for the project to proceed.

High

The project will help the Eastern Charlotte County Area meet outcomes, strategies and
actions identified within the Regional Recreation Master Plan (2018).

Medium

Regional municipalities (including Town of St. George and Village of Blacks Harbour)
support for the facility will be required in order for the project to proceed.

Medium

Community Sport and Recreation Organizations
The project will provide indoor sport groups (e.g. soccer, basketball, volleyball) with a
significantly enhanced program space to accommodate current and future needs.
Tournament and event hosting capabilities for local sport groups will be enhanced.

High
Medium

Local and Regional Business Community
The facility is likely to bring increased visitors and non-local spending to the community.

Medium

The business community will be asked to support the facility through sponsorships,
advocacy, promotions, and other partnerships.

Medium

Local and Regional Residents
TABLE 23: Pote nt i a l I m pa c ts to Sta k e h o l d e rs.
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10.3 ALTERNATIVES TO IMPROVING RECREATION
The following alternative approaches have been identified through discussions with Staff from the
Southwest New Brunswick Service Commission, YMCA representatives, local Stakeholders, Community
Leaders, and the general public. These approaches should be further analyzed and considered when
developing the a feasible approach to enhance recreation programming and services within Eastern
Charlotte County Area:

FACILITY PHASING
The option to phase the proposed indoor multipurpose facility is something the Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Ad Hoc Committee may wish to consider if they are to pursue their original proposal. In
considering the option to phase a development, the Committee will need to weigh financing capacity if
the facility as a single “built-at-one-time” entity against paying for the facility component by component.
Phasing costs will always be higher over not phasing. However, phasing may sometimes be the best
or only approach depending on the specific need to replace a particular facility component or if full
financing is not available in a timely manner.

NEW SERVICE AGREEMENT WITH LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
A feasible and sustainable option to improve capacity and accessibility for indoor programming would
be to meet with the Local School District(s) to initiate a new service agreement for extended operational
services. Undertaking a new service agreement will provide more available gym time for local residents.

HIRE A REGIONAL RECREATIONAL DIRECTOR TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY
The Regional Recreational Master Plan (2018) indicated a need to hire a Regional Recreation Director to
improve recreation capacity, programming and overall efficiency for the region. This note was also highly
suggested through public engagement sessions within this study.

DEVELOP AN ONLINE REGIONAL RECREATIONAL DIRECTORY AND BOOKING
SYSTEM
To address issues of capacity, cost, and availability, an online recreational directory and booking
system for the region could further assist residents in acquiring gym or meeting times, as needed. It is
anticipated that this online booking system would be situated on the SNBSC website page.

REVIEW CONCEPT OF ADAPTIVE RE-USE OR CONVERSION OF AN EXISTING
FACILITY WITHIN EASTERN CHARLOT TE COUNTY AREA
The Business Plan (2018) did not offer an alternative approach for building the proposed ECWAC facility.
The option of adaptive re-use or converting an existing building should be explored to see if leasing or
purchasing options are possible for a facility of this proposed nature.

COST-SHARING PROVIDED FOR ONLY BLACKS HARBOUR ARENA
The Business Plan (2018) offers a sustainable approach for building the proposed facility through a Tax
Levy. Considering the Business Plan (2018) will need further work, a sustainable approach would be to
provide cost-sharing for the Blacks Harbour Arena in the meantime. It is anticipated that a $0.04 Tax Levy
would be required for all Study Area communities over the next 10 years to help support the operation of
the Blacks Harbour Arena.
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O P TIONS , CONCLUSI O NS &
R ECO M MENDAT I O NS
11.1 FINANCIAL OPTIONS
Table 24 below identifies three (3) options that

could be pursued if there is a desire from Eastern
Charlotte County Area communities to move
forward with discussions for funding both the
proposed Eastern Charlotte Wellness Activity
Centre (ECWAC) and Patrick Connor Recreation
Complex (PCRC) located in Blacks Harbour.
Option 1 indicates the Status Quo, where no Tax
Levy is introduced to support the operations of the
ECWAC and the PCRC. This option would constitute
a combined net deficit of approximately $350,000
per year. This option would require increases in
revenue, most likely occurring from user-surcharges
or additional programming/services.
Option 2 indicates a 100% Tax Levy, where a
Option

1

2

3

Description

• Status Quo

• 100% Tax Levy
*Recommended

• 50% Tax Levy
• 50% Utilization

Net Surplus/Deficit (10 Year Term)

-$3,497,817

$1,035,430

-$1,596,198

$0.05 Tax Levy would occur to support the
operations of the ECWAC and the PCRC, provided
all communities agree to a cost-sharing service
agreement. This option would provide a net surplus
of approximately $100,000, which could be used for
additional recreational program funding across the
region or act as contingency for the proposed SubRegional Facility Board of Directors.
Option 3 indicates a 50% Tax Levy and 50%
Utilization Surcharge, where a $0.025 Tax Levy
would occur along with additional user surcharges
to support the operations of the ECWAC and the
PCRC. This option would provide a net deficit of
approximately $159,000.
It is recommended that a 100% Tax Levy approach
be pursued to fund both facilities, as this approach
will provide the greatest benefit and least amount
of financial risk.
Net Surplus/Deficit
(Per Year)

Assumptions

-$349,782

• No Tax Levy
• Must Increase Revenues /
User Surcharges

$103,543

• $0.05 Tax Levy, provided all
communities agree
• Surplus for Enhancements /
Contingency / Programming
• ~$75 increase in taxes to
property of $150,000

-$159,620

• $0.025 Tax Levy, provided all
communities agree
• Must Increase Revenues /
User Surcharges
• ~$37.50 increase in taxes to
property of $150,000

TA BL E 24: O p t i ons fo r a fu n d i n g th e E C WAC & PCR C .
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11.2 CONCLUSIONS
Findings from the 2018 Regional Recreation Master
Plan and Public Engagement efforts carried out
through this study, confirm that there is a high
level of demand for new recreational opportunities
in Eastern Charlotte County Area. However
like many communities across Canada, Eastern
Charlotte County Area is also faced with aging
existing facilities that require major upgrades or
replacement to improve capacity and accessibility
for its residents.
The proposed Eastern Charlotte Wellness Activity
centre, as presented in the Business Plan (2018)
and analyzed within this study, will operate at a
net deficit unless financial support, such as a Tax
Levy) is provided. The Capital and Operational
Statements provided within the Business Plan
(2018) requires further analysis, as outlined through
gaps and assumptions in Section 3.0 of this report.
Public engagement and consultation throughout
this study managed to confer with over 200
residents comprised of Community Leaders,
Local Stakeholders and the general public. Mixed
feedback on developing a new facility was gathered
throughout these public consultations. Further
conversations with stakeholders organizational
groups and their needs will need to be made to
confirm a recreational programming and service
schedule that will meet the needs of residents and
offer a feasible and sustainable operating model.

11.3 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations have been
developed after careful consideration and analysis
of the findings found in this report:
1. The SNBSC Board of Directors should not
proceed with the current Business Proposal
(2018) provided by the Eastern Charlotte
Wellness Ad Hoc Committee (ECWAC), as this
proposal is unsustainable in its current form;
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2. A Sub-Regional Recreation Facility Board should
be developed to manage and oversee ongoing
and future discussions for governance and costsharing of facilities within Eastern Charlotte
County Area.
This action should proceed regardless if a new
or revised business plan is developed, to ensure
that discussions for existing facilities and other
proposals may be pursued.
3. A need to enhance recreation services and
programming in Eastern Charlotte County Area
has been identified. Commission Staff, led by
the Implementation Manager, shall support
the Sub-Regional Recreation Facility Board to
undertake an in depth inventory and analysis
of:
• Recreational facility competitors,
within Eastern Charlotte County Area;
• The market (New build potential and
adaptive re-use of facilities by means
of conversion or renovation); and
• Service area provisions (i.e. 1: 9,000),
which will ensure that recreational
programs and services will support
and meet the level of need from local
residents and user groups.
Undertaking this additional analysis will confirm
whether a new facility is needed.
4. Regardless that a new facility, adaptive re-use
of an existing facility, or extending services/
programs of an existing facility(ies) is warranted
after analyzing the local market, competitors,
and service provisions, the Sub-Regional
Recreation Facility Board shall collaborate
with regional recreational organizations and
Commission Staff to address other identified
‘Gaps and Risks’ within the Business Plan (2018)
to develop a new or revised business plan that
offers a sustainable and feasible approach to
enhance recreation services and programs in
Eastern Charlotte County Area.

11.4 NEXT STEPS
Figure 29 found below, along with the associated tables (Table 25-26) on the following pages, illustrate

next steps that should be considered to pursue the development of the ECWAC and a cost-sharing
approach to help fund and operate the proposed ECWAC and the existing Blacks Harbour Arena. Three
primary phases should be considered during the next steps of this project, assuming a new facility or
adaptive re-use of an existing structure is warranted.
The steps that have been developed are very general and illustrate a rapid development process. It
should be understood that at each step in this process may slow down the entire process in its entirety.
For example, confirming the site may change based on formal negotiations with property owners and
abutting neighbours. Similarly, the manner in which the facility will be financed will require assessment
and discussion, which may push the development well beyond the suggested time-frame. Numerous
decisions are required through this outlined process, which will require consultation with and between
Municipal Councils, Local Service Districts, Commission’s Staff and Board of Directors, as well as local
residents. Other steps where approvals will be needed include policies that will guide future operations,
decisions on operational and administrative roles, and of course the tendering and construction process if
and when the project gets to such a point.

PHASE 1: MARKET/SITE ANALYSIS
ADAPTIVE RE-USE
(Table 25)

NEW FACILITY
(Table 24)

PHASE 2: GOVERNANCE & COMMUNICATIONS

PHASE 3: IMPLEMENTATION/MONITORING
F IGURE 29: N ex t Ste ps - Wo r k S ch e d u l e.
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PHASE

Phase 1

WORK SCHEDULE: DEVELOPING NEW FACILITY
STEPS
RESPONSIBILITY TIMELINE
1. Establish Interim Sub-Regional
Recreation Facility Board

•

SNBSC

October 2019

2. Fill gaps and risks within Business Plan
(2018)
• Facility competitors
• Market / Service area provisions

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

November 2019

3. Confirm Site and Facility Design
(Includes site assessments as required)

•
•

ECRRA
Contractor / Consultant

January 2020

4. Seek Grants from other Levels of
Government

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

January 2020

5. Finalize Business Plan

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

March 2020

•

SNBSC

May 2020

•

Board of Directors

September 2020

8. Establish Policies for Use, Fees, Risk
Management, and maintenance

•

Board of Directors

November 2020

9. Confirm Ownership and Capital
Financing/Grants

•

Board of Directors

December 2020

10. Confirm Operating Board through
Agreement(s)

•
•

Board of Directors
Operating Board

January 2021

11. Establish Community Fundraising Team
and Confirm Financial Target for Capital
Fundraising

•

Board of Directors

March 2021

12. Establish Communication Process

•

Board of Directors

June 2021

13. Identify Project Manager and Outline
Duties

•

Board of Directors

June 2021

14. Prepare & Issue Tender

•

Board of Directors

December 2021

15. Construction

•

Contractor

16. Official Opening

•

Board of Directors

17. Use and Monitoring Operations

•

Operating Board

6. Establish Public Engagement Meeting(s)
for Cost Sharing Model with Eastern
Charlotte County communities
7. Establish Final Sub-Regional
Recreation Facility Board & By-laws
(Board of Directors)

Phase 2

Phase 3

TABL E 25: Wor k S c he d u l e : D e ve l o pi n g N e w Fa ci l it y ( EC WAC ) .
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March 2022
September 2023
Ongoing

WORK SCHEDULE: ADAPTIVE RE-USE OF STRUCTURE
PHASE
STEPS
RESPONSIBILITY TIMELINE

Phase 1

1. Establish Interim Sub-Regional Recreation
•
Facility Board

SNBSC

October 2019

2. Fill gaps and risks within Business Plan
(2018)
• Facility competitors
• Market / Service area provisions

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

November 2019

3. Confirm Site and Design
(Includes site assessments as required)

•
•

ECRRA
Contractor / Consultant

March 2020

4. Seek Grants from other Levels of
Government

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

March 2020

5. Finalize Business Plan

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

April 2020

•
•

ECRRA
SNBSC

May 2020

•

Board of Directors

September 2020

8. Establish Policies for Use, Fees, Risk
Management, and maintenance

•

Board of Directors

November 2020

9. Confirm Ownership and Capital
Financing/Grants

•

Board of Directors

December 2020

10. Confirm Operating Board through
Agreement(s)

•
•

Board of Directors
Operating Board

January 2021

11. Establish Community Fundraising Team
and Confirm Financial Target for Capital
Fundraising

•

Board of Directors

March 2021

12. Establish Communication Process

•

Board of Directors

May 2021

13. Identify Project Manager and Outline
Duties

•

Board of Directors

May 2021

14. Prepare & Issue Tender

•

Board of Directors

September 2021

15. Construction/Conversion

•

Contractor

16. Official Opening

•

Board of Directors

17. Use and Monitoring Operations

•

Operating Board

6. Establish Public Engagement Meeting(s)
for Cost Sharing Model with Eastern
Charlotte County communities
7. Establish Final Sub-Regional
Recreation Facility Board & By-laws
(Board of Directors)

Phase 2

Phase 3

March 2022
September 2022
Ongoing

TABL E 26: Wor k S c he d u l e : Ad a pti ve R e - u s e o f Struc t ure ( EC WAC ) .
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX B - POLICY REVIEW
Policy Context

FEDERAL POLICY CONTEXT
The Canadian Parks and Recreation Association
developed the Pathways to Wellbeing (2015) report
in order to provide a revision for recreation service
provision in Canada, namely increasing recreation
capacity at all levels of government to achieve a
greater collective wellbeing. The strategy outlines
recreation’s integral link to healthcare through its
ability to address societal increases in sedentary
lifestyles, obesity, diabetes, and inequalities that
limit recreation access to some populations.
The Paths to Wellbeing (2015) framework offers a
renewed definition of recreation in Canada:
“Recreation is the experience that results from
the freely chosen participation in physical, social,
intellectual, creative and spiritual pursuits that
enhance individual and community wellbeing”.
This framework plays a key role in the decision
making frame of the recently completed Southwest
New Brunswick Service Commission Regional
Recreation Recreational Master Plan, which is
described in more detail below. Furthermore,
this national framework is a call to action for
recreation service providers across various fields to
collaborate on shared recreation priorities, while
respecting individuality and unique communities
across the country.

PROVINCIAL POLICY CONTEXT
N E W B R U N S W I C K W E L L N E S S S T R AT E G Y
(2014)
The New Brunswick Wellness Strategy (2014)
provides a provincial framework with the goal
of increasing the number of New Brunswicker’s
with capacity to support health development and
wellness to ultimately provide an enhanced quality
of life for all. The strategy identifies a number
of wellness-related service providers, such as
individuals, families, communities, organizations,

health and social service providers, educators, the
private sector, and governments and first nations
and is a call to action for their contribution towards
seven identified dimensions of wellness (emotional,
mental/ intellectual, physical, social, spiritual,
environmental, and occupational). Through
increased opportunities for recreation and wellness
the strategy aims to build capacity for a more
healthy and resilient New Brunswick to improve the
social determinants of health.

N B R E C R E AT I O N A N D S P O R T P O L I C Y
F R A M E W O R K ( 2017 )
In 2017, New Brunswick adopted a new Recreation
and Sport Policy Framework to guide the
development of recreation services within the
province. The purpose of this policy framework is
to:
•

CLARIFY what we, the recreation and sport
delivery system partners and stakeholders are
trying to achieve, how we are going to get
there, and what the roles and responsibilities of
the different players ought to be.
• COORDINATE roles within the recreation and
sport delivery system, to harmonize work
between system partners and stakeholders, and
to help ensure that there is policy alignment
and consistency.
• INFLUENCE AND GUIDE the work of recreation
and sport delivery system partners to improve
the lives of New Brunswickers, and to PROVIDE
DIRECTION to planning and decision making.
(NB Recreation and Sport Policy Framework, 2017,5 )
The new framework was explicitly developed within
the national framework referenced above and
provides future directions (goals and principles
of the recreation and sport delivery program),
programs and identifies various partners and
stakeholders within the Province. Pursuant to this
document, the document identified the following
principles:

1. Recreation and sport is for the public good.
2. Recreation and sport promote community
development and social change.
3. The recreation and sport delivery system is
accessible and inclusive.
4. The recreation and sport delivery system is
technically sound.
5. The recreation and sport delivery system
is sustained through collaboration and
partnership.
6. The recreation and sport delivery system is
environmentally sustainable.
7. Responsibility for funding is shared fairly.
8. The recreation and sport delivery system is
committed to continuous improvement.
All of these principles are relevant to the mandate
of the Regional Recreational Master Plan and to
the service delivery of recreational facilities within
southwest New Brunswick. However, Principles
5 and 6 echo critical points that the recreation
and sport delivery system is sustained through
collaboration and partnership and should be
environmentally sustainable.

LOCAL & REGIONAL POLICY CONTEXT
S N B S C R E G I O N A L R E C R E AT I O N A L M A S T E R
P L A N ( 2018 )
Overview
The ultimate goal of the SNBSC Regional
Recreational Master Plan is to enhance the wellness
of Southwest New Brunswick residents and their
communities. The means is to build a regional
approach by strengthening the RSC to overcome
the barriers to collaboration that currently inhibit
recreation development within the towns, villages,
municipalities, and LSDs comprising the Southwest
New Brunswick region.
This Recreation Master Plan was funded under the
Province’s investment program for recreation. Its

objectives included inventorying and evaluating
existing recreation infrastructure in the Southwest
New Brunswick region; interviewing recreation
service providers and volunteers concerning the
challenges they face and the opportunities they
would like to see pursued; and consulting the
public on their present needs and expectations.
Public & Stakeholder Feedback
The consultants who developed the Regional
Recreational Master Plan conducted three
consultation initiatives in the first two phases
of the Recreation Master Plan project. The
consultants interviewed 20 stakeholders in the
region, held two public meetings that attracted
close to 100 participants, and conducted an online
questionnaire survey that collected 332 responses.
In addition to these engagement initiatives, a
‘Community Idea Wall,’ was developed to submit
additional comments and feedback on the project
through an online-website. Furthermore, the SNBSC
followed up the consultants’ round of consultation
with two additional meetings, one in Pennfield
and the other in St. Andrews, which gave residents
accessible opportunities to express their opinions
on recreation needs and issues.
Public engagement and consultation revealed
that facility development was not the highest
priority of residents within the region. It was
identified through the online questionnaire survey
that building new facilities was ranked 7 out of
8 possible priority areas under consideration.
Furthermore, renovating existing facilities was
ranked 5 out of 8 through the online questionnaire
and was deemed more of a priority for the region.
Activities that were focused towards outdoor
recreation, such as walking, hiking, bicycling and
running were likely to see increase as the local
population ages. Notwithstanding low support
for construction of new facilities across the region
as a whole, the Regional Recreational Master
Plan identified that there is a strong interest

from eastern charlotte residents in developing a
multi-purpose facility to serve the local area. An
emphasis on upgrading programming was also
identified as a priority (#1 priority) within the
region, given the local difficulties to establish
local program offerings. The Regional Recreational
Master Plan indicates that recreation staffing
within the region is limited outside of the Town
of St. Stephen. Furthermore, respondents to the
public survey did not strongly support the hiring of
additional recreation employees.
Proposed Cost Sharing Approach
The SNBSC Regional Recreational Master Plan
(2018) indicates that recreational governance
issues are apparent throughout southwest New
Brunswick. These issues become most apparent
when facilities service multiple local government
areas. A solution proposed for this specific issue
within the Regional Recreational Master Plan
(2018) was cost-sharing. The cost-sharing approach
proposed that equitable contributions from all
municipalities and LSDs seeking to develop a
new facility share construction, operation and
management costs. This cost-sharing approach
was recommended to minimize the need to
charge facility users directly. Specific policies on
regionalization and cost-sharing in the Regional
Recreational Master Plan (2018) include:
• Policy 4-1 The Commission shall provide a
forum within which its members shall discuss,
debate, and resolve regional recreation issues.
• Policy 4-1-1 With the support of its members,
the Commission shall seek to build the capacity
to provide regional recreation services to its
membership as a whole.
• Policy 4-1-2 The Commission shall support
collaborative initiatives between Commission
members.
• Policy 4-2 The Commission and its members
shall adopt or develop a framework of districts
encompassing all areas of the Southwest New
Brunswick Region that reflect communities
of interest within which access to recreation
facilities and programs is commonly shared.

• Policy 4-2-1 The Commission and its members
in consultation with the Province of New
Brunswick shall work to develop equitable
methods of cost-sharing for recreation services
within districts defined pursuant to Policy 4.2.
• Policy 4-2-2 The Commission and its members
may establish district recreation subcommittees involving representatives of all
incorporated and unincorporated areas within
each district created pursuant to Policy 4.2.
• Policy 4-3 Any municipality or LSD seeking
the involvement of other SNBSC members
in the development and operation of a new
recreation facility shall require the approval of
the recreation sub-committee representing the
district in which it is proposed to be located.
• Policy 4-3-1 Should a district recreation subcommittee approve a facility proposal to
proceed, all participating units (municipalities
and LSDs) within the district developing a
facility shall contribute to its capital costs based
on the proportion of the district’s total property
tax assessment in each unit at the close of the
year preceding the year in which the facility is
proposed.
• Policy 4-3-2 Should the operator of a facility
approved under Policy 4-2 incur a deficit in
any year of operation following its completion
and commissioning, all taxpayers within the
foregoing participating units shall share said
deficit, less the share assignable to other units
within the RSC pursuant to Policy 4-3-3, based
on the proportion of the district’s total property
tax assessment measured at the close of the
year preceding the year in which the deficit was
incurred.
• Policy 4-3-3 The facility operator will be
compensated by other participating units
within the SNBSC based on the share of any
operating deficit generated by a facility
component or program corresponding to
the proportion of all use attributable to each
outside unit, based on records of use by outside
residents to be maintained by the facility
operator, recognizing that any users not duly
recorded will be assumed to be residents of the

hosting unit.
• Policy 4-3-3 Should an outside unit be
unwilling to participate in the foregoing
arrangement, the facility operator may impose
different rates of its own choosing on residents
of such a unit or, if the application of such rates
is deemed unmanageable by the operator,
may exclude such residents from access to
the facility and/or programs provided by the
operator within the facility.
• Policy 4-3-4 Any facility seeking to share costs
through the foregoing mechanism shall create a
facility board on which units agreeing to costshare shall be permitted at least one member
each or no more than 20% of board members,
whichever is greater.
• Policy 4-4 Nothing in foregoing Policies 4-1
through 4-3 shall preclude the proponent of
a facility from seeking the agreement of units
outside its district to share capital costs or
operating deficits.
These policies within the Regional Recreational
Master Plan (2019) are presented as a
framework and do not offer a detailed model of
implementation. However, this framework does
help guide the decisions towards an approach that
could be undertaken by the SNBSC.
Recommended Governance Approach to Regional
Cost Sharing
The SNBSC Regional Recreational Master Plan
(2018) envisions the formation of a “District
Framework” that is represented by a set number
of district committees. The number of proposed
district committees would be determined by
catchment areas, which would bring together
the primary communities in which those facilities
would serve, recognizing that additional
communities outside the districts will typically
provide a secondary market. These district
committees in theory would formulate and approve
policy, and coordinate cost-sharing for each facility
with support from RSC recreation staff. These
district committees will also be the primary forum
for vetting proposals for new regional facilities. A

regional director/recreation coordinator with the
SNBSC would help support each district committee
conducting research and analysis ensuring each
committee functions effectively.
In addition to district committees, facility
committees have been proposed to provide
recreation facility management and refer
recommendations to their local District Committees
within the region. The Regional Recreational Master
Plan proposed that boards for each facility should
meet similar parameters to the district committees
with three to eight representatives drawn from
jurisdictions sharing capital and operating costs. It
was identified that each contributing entity should
have one representative on the facility board,
while the hosting jurisdiction might be assigned
additional representatives.
The Regional Recreational Master Plan did not
identify a recommended or clear governance style,
however it states that facility committees can be
built and managed using a variety of models. A
few facility management models were identified
as responsible approaches, some of which
included operational governance by: non-forprofit organizations; self-developed organizations;
and local owner municipal staff. Although these
were identified as responsible approaches, the
consultants anticipated that recreation facility
management in the region will continue to
involve a mix of both municipal and not for profit
management.

S T. G E O R G E – M U N I C I PA L P L A N ( 2 0 1 1 )
The Town of St. George’s Municipal Plan lays
out the framework for where specific land uses
are allowed within the Town’s boundary. When
considering developing a new facility, such as
the Easter Charlotte Health and Wellness Centre,
it is recommended that such a facility would be
identified as an institutional use. The Town of St.
George identifies institutional uses as:

Institutional development generally consists
of uses such as schools, places of worship,
community centres as well as Municipal,
Provincial and Federal offices. These uses
are typically excellent long-term employers
and the Town will need to work hard in
encouraging various levels of government to
locate any new facilities within Town limits.
It is important to consider that certain institutional
uses can have less than desirable impacts on
adjacent property owners due to the increased
levels of noise and traffic that are often associated
with uses such as places of worship and schools.
Additional buffering, landscaping and screening
should be considered where there is a potential
land use conflict. Where there is a concern of
the impacts of a specific use on the surrounding
roadway network Council and Staff should begin
requiring Traffic Impact Studies or Traffic Impact
Statements to determine the level of impact and
any mitigation measures that should be in place.
Additionally, the Town of St. George has identified
the following policy goals and objectives:
GOAL
To promote the development of institutional uses
within the Town while mitigating potential land use
conflicts.
OBJECTIVE: 9.3.1 Encourage the development of
institutional uses in the appropriate locations of
the Town.
(1) It shall be a policy of Council to establish
the Institutional Designation. The intent of this
designation is to direct the development of
institutional uses to the appropriate locations
of town. Permitted uses within this designation
include for example cemeteries, conservation uses,
cultural uses, government uses, institutional uses,
facilities for health services, facilities for social
services, long-term care facilities, places of worship,
private clubs and recreational uses.

OBJECTIVE: 9. 3.2 To minimize any potential
negative impacts of Institutional uses on adjacent
land uses.

Polices:
(1) Within the Zoning By-law, it shall be a policy
of Council to encourage institutional uses and
establish requirements aimed at mitigating
potential land use conflicts such as buffering,
screening and landscaping.
(2)
Council proposes not to prezone any
additional institutional uses and permit new
uses through the rezoning process. In assessing
proposed institutional uses, Council shall have
specific regard for:
(a)
adjacent zones;
(b)
buffering between the proposed use and
adjacent properties;
(c)
lighting;
(d)
the hours of operation of the proposed use;
(e)
traffic generated by the proposed use; and
(f )
visibility of the operation, outdoor storage,
garbage storage and parking areas.
(3)
Where there is concern over the impact of
a proposed institutional use on the surrounding
traffic network, Council or Staff may require the
developer to submit a Traffic Impact Study or Traffic
Impact Statements that has been prepared by an
Engineer Registered or Licensed in New Brunswick.
Municipal Planning Policy states that within the
Town of St. George, institutional uses are permitted
through the rezoning process, with specific regards
for certain physical conditions of the proposed use
or development.

TO W N O F S T. G E O R G E - ZO N I N G B Y - L AW
( 2011 )
The Town of St. George’s Zoning By-law describes
institutional and recreational uses as follows:

“ Institutional use ” The use of land, buildings, or
structures for religious, educational, health, indoor
recreational facilities, community centre, hospital,
nursing homes, group homes or residential care
facilities.

“ Recreation use ” The use of land, buildings and
structures for tennis courts, lawn bowling greens,
indoor skating rinks, outdoor skating rinks, curling
rinks, athletic fields, golf courses, boat and yacht
clubs, picnic areas and swimming pools, and similar
uses to the foregoing, together with necessary and
accessory buildings and structures, but does not
include commercial camping grounds nor a track
for the racing of any form of motorized vehicles, or
any animals.
Within St.George’s Zoning By-law, Institutional
uses are permitted in the institutional (INST ) Zone
(s. 7.1.1), residential zones (R) (s. 4.1.18), subject
commercial zones (C-1 (s.5.2.2), C-3 (5.4.1, and C-4
(s. 5.51)), and within the Agriculture, Rural, and
Commercial (AR-1 (8.1.2) and AR-2 (8.3.2)) Zone.
Other than the Institutional Zone, institutional uses
are permitted, subject to conditions provided by
the Town’s Planning Advisory Committee.
In addition to zoning standards, setbacks
and conditions for institutional uses, parking
requirements exist and are identified within Table
3.30 in the Town’s Zoning By-law. The Parking
Standard states institutional uses must maintain:
The greater of 1 space per 4 seats where there are
fixed seats, or 1 space per 10 m2 (107.6 ft 2) of gross
floor area where there are no fixed seats.
When considering where to develop a new facility,
Municipal Planning Policy must be adhered to and
Regulations stated within any Zoning By-law must
be met.

VILLAGE OF BLACKS HARBOUR – RURAL
P L A N ( 2011 )
GOAL:
To provide adequate community facilities and
public buildings to serve the residents of Blacks
Harbour.

8.2 Policies / Proposals
Policy
(1) It is a policy to recognize the importance of

institutional land uses for community services,
heritage preservation, sense of community and
quality of life.
(2) It is a policy to encourage the use of public
buildings and facilities such as sport fields,
gymnasiums and classrooms for adult education
classes, group meetings and other community
activities.
Proposal
(1) To establish an Institutional Zone that would
permit only institutional uses such as schools,
places of worship, government buildings,
community halls and clinics.’’
(2) As per the zoning provisions of the Rural Plan,
it is proposed that some institutional uses be
permitted in the Rural Zone ’‘RR’.’’
(3) It is proposed that unless otherwise permitted
in the Rural Zone ’‘RR’,’ all institutional uses shall be
directed to an Institutional Zone ‘Inst’.
(4) It is proposed that the rezoning of lands for
institutional uses shall be based on consideration
of the following:
(a) that the site is located on, or has convenient
access to, an arterial or collector street;
(b) that adequate provisions for any required
pedestrian access has been incorporated;
(c)that an adequate buffer as required by the
zoning provisions be provided adjacent to any
neighbouring residential uses; and
(d) that off street parking has been provided in
accordance with the parking provisions of section
18.7.
(5) Council will work with local community
organizations, businesses, youth and the
Federal and Provincial governments to explore the
feasibility of developing a youth centre facility.
Permitted in Commercial and Institutional Zones.

P E N N F I E L D – R U R A L P L A N ( 2010 )
“Institutional use” means the use of land, buildings
or structures for a public or nonprofit purpose
such as a community centre, school or religious
institution;
Institutional Uses
Policies
It is a policy to encourage the provision of
institutional uses of land that serve the cultural,
religious, social, and educational needs of the local
community.

It is a policy to permit institutional uses in
appropriate locations to minimize potential
incompatibility with surrounding land uses.
e) Recreational Facilities and Public Open Spaces
Policies
It is a policy to encourage a range of recreational
uses that meet the needs of the population,
encourage the interaction of residents, and foster a
strong sense of community identity.
It is a policy to preserve, enhance and protect
natural areas within the rural landscape by
encouraging the preservation of public open
space and minimizing disturbance to the natural
environment.
It is a policy to permit recreational uses in
appropriate locations to minimize potential
incompatibility with surrounding land uses.
4.1 In a Mixed Use Zone, any land, building or
structure may be used for the purpose of, and for
no other purpose than:
vi. an institutional use, subject to such terms and
conditions as may be applied by the Commission;
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APPENDIX C - PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT SURVEY FINDINGS

The Public’s Opinions
Stakeholder Survey – Phone Interviews
Community leaders and key stakeholders were interviewed for the recreational feasibility study for
Eastern Charlotte County. The results from the interviews with community leaders are outlined below.
Community Leaders
Each leader was asked about their position/role and which community they represent.

What is your position/role?
President and CEO

1

Teach At the Elementary School PE

1

Retired, Coach of Volleyball

1

Community School Coordinator

1

President of the Fundy Minor Basketball Association

1

Chairman of Beaver harbor athletic association

1

Seniors federation board treasure out of moncton

1

Deer Island Recreation Council

1

Technical director of soccer club

1
0

1

2

The communities represented were:

What community do you represent?
Administaror for the Whole Region

1

West Isles

1

Pennfield LSD

1

Harvey

1

Town of Saint George

2

Fundy Bay

1

St Patrick

1

Blacks Harbour

2

Sussex to St Stephen

1
0

1

2

To get a sense of what is currently available in the community, community leaders were asked if their
community offered primarily indoor or outdoor recreational activities and services. They were then
asked if their community had an indoor recreational facility and if there are any recreational activities
and/or services missing.

Does your community offer primarily indoor or
outdoor recreational activities and services?
they do not offer any activities, they
are support to the organization
9%

indoor recreational activities

9%

18%

18%

outdoor recreational activities
fire hall for meetings, use to be a
building

9%

no services
37%

not specified for him as is he
involved with the whole region

Does your community have indoor recreational
facility?
no

9%

yes
27%
64%

not specified for him as is he
involved with the whole
region

In your opinion, are there any recreational activities
and/or services missing in Eastern Charlotte County
Area?
yes
9%
unsure

9%
46%

9%

no indoor services
yes, skate park for the kids, trails, biking
lanes, no crosswalks

9%
18%

there are no payed positions as a
recreational director
not specified for him as is he involved
with the whole region

Community leaders were asked to identify what programs are offered in their community. Programs
offered included ice skating, hockey, volleyball, Zumba, dance classes, and badminton. It was also noted
that there is a curling club that is used for walking for seniors and employees and a meeting area,
however the meeting area is not used for recreational activities.
It was also asked what community leaders think is hindering people from using recreational
opportunities and if they have received any negative feedback about recreational services or activities in
the last year.

What do you think is hindering people from using recreational
opportunities?
Not Specific for him as he is involved with the whole region

1

Transportation, getting to and from as such a wide spread…

1

Indoor facilities, lack there of indoor facilities

1

Leadership

1

Time

1

Cost

4

Facilities

4

Amenities & Services

5

Proximity

2
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Have you recieved any negative feedback about recreational
activities/services in the last year?
Much complaint about lack of service, no walking track, no…

1

Not Specific for him as he is involved with the whole region

1

The want more services but dont want to pay

1

quality of arena surface, lots of traveling with hockey

1

there is a lack of facilities and services

2

No

3

Yes

1

the ability to acess schools, booked, costing (cant afford to…
0

1
1

2

Community leaders were then asked if the recreational facility and services in their community could be
improved, and if so, how they thought this should happen.

3

Do you think recreational facilities and services
could be improved within Eastern Charlotte
County Area?
yes

9%

not specified for him as is he
involved with the whole
region
91%

Comments about how this could happen included:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings getting old, lack of leadership and planning
Better promotion of recreational activities, more financial contribution from outside the
community who use the facility regularly and more cost sharing. Money should be used for
recreational activities
Need people to be willing to do the work and recreational directors
More facilities
Address the cost of the arena
Having centralized place for people to do their thing
Improved access
Pool, indoor trampoline park, workout gym, walking track, splash pad, trails

They were also asked if they thought Eastern Charlotte County needs a new recreational facility and if
the county could support a new indoor recreational facility.

Do you think the county needs a new indoor
recreational facility?
Believes that St George needs something…
Not Specific for him as he is involved with…
No
No comment as he doesn't use or no of the…
unsure, always nice to have a new facility…
Yes
does not no if the area would benefit from…
Maybe
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

3

3.5

Do you think the county could support a new
indoor recreational facility?
As long as they went out to the people and…
Not Specific for him as he is involved with…
No
No comment as he feels like he is not in…
depend on fees, location and programs
Yes
not sure if the tax base is strong enough to…
maybe
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Finally, community leaders were asked if their community would support new development of an indoor
facility within the county and to provide any additional comments and/or ideas for improvements to
recreational facility features, services, or programming.

Would your community support the development of an
indoor facility in the county?
Not Specific for him as he is involved with the whole
region

1

Yes - Likely political support

5

no the dont want to spend any money towards a new
facility not until they get help with there arena

1

Unsure

2

Unsure, Yes if they could review a business plan and
with stertegic plan and potential stipulations in place.…

1

Yes - Likely financial support

4
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Additional comments included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

There is a need, just need to determine size and what is wanted
More access to better located facilities
The arena needs work done on it; ball fields that used to be available aren’t anymore; other
fields are too far away
Unsure if the area needs a new facility but needs better guidance and organization in allowing
better access to existing buildings and creation of recreational master plan
Make better use of existing facility
A shared recreational coordinator dedicated to a couple days a week in the area; Blacks Harbour
doesn’t want to pay until it gets help with the arena

Key Stakeholders
Each stakeholder was asked about their position/role within the community. Positions and roles
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Technical director of the soccer club
Deer Island recreational council
Seniors federation board treasurer our of Moncton
Chairman of Beaver Harbour Athletic Association
President of the Fundy Minor Basketball Association
Community school coordinator
Volleyball coach
Elementary school PE teacher
President and CEO

Stakeholders were asked if they were recreational facility operators, special program coordinators, or
general service providers.

Are you a general service provider, specialized program
coordinator, or facility operator?

20%
General Service Provider (i.e.
Volleyball, Yoga, basketball)
Specialized Program Coordinator
(i.e. Seniors Programs)
20%

60%

Facility Operator

They were also asked what recreational and/or services they offer and if their recreational activities
and/or services are at capacity. Recreational and/or services offered include:
•
•
•

Ten week summer program, May to July outdoor soccer
Adult – basketball, volleyball; youth – soccer, basketball, baseball
Independent clubs across the province, such as dancing and cards

•
•
•
•

Used to offer baseball; interest in soccer and youth group service
Coordinates kids programs, such as homework help, cooking class, literacy night
Programs for all ages
Basketball, volleyball

Are your activities/services at capacity?

14%
Yes
43%

Sometimes
No

29%

no services offered right now trying to
get interest and cost to fix up field.

14%

Next, stakeholders were asked which facility they usually provide for recreational activities and services
and how often they were used. Stakeholders were also asked if they provide other facilities for
recreational services and activities. Facilities provided include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NBCC Saint Andrews
Macey’s Bay club
Black’s Harbour town hall
Saint George uses granite town facility and legion
Schools associated in places (Blacks Harbour School, Saint Stephen Elementary, etc.)
Regional YMCA
Community Centres

How often are recreational facilities used?

11%

Weekly (1-2 times a week)

11%

Weekly (3-5 times a week)

11%

Monthly
When it was used it was 6 times a week
however no services offered now.

11%
45%

Every Day Monday - Friday

11%
Depends on facility but typically 7
days/week

Do you provide other facilities for recreational activities and
services?

33%
No
Yes

67%

Stakeholders were then asked if recreational facilities have the necessary equipment and amenities to
properly hold activities and/or services, the ease of schedule or book the facility, the approximate cost
of renting the facility, and whether or not they feel safe while at the facility.

Does your facility have the necessary equipment?

11%

Transports own Soccer nets and balls to NBCC, In
Saint Stephen use hockey nets

11%

Yes

11%

No

22%

45%

Summer program, use 3 rooms 19 kids per room
at one time 40kids in total so a little trick breaking
the kids up.
Takes Own Basketballs with them

Is the facility easy to schedule or book?

11%

Yes
Most of the time once in a while have to
book 4 months in advance

22%
56%

No
Have to book 10 days in advance

11%

What is the cost of renting your facility?

23%

22%

$0
$0 to $25
$25 to $50

11%

$200 or More
22%

Unsure

22%

Do you feel safe at your facility?
0%

Yes

No

100%

Stakeholders were asked to rate the condition of their recreational facility on a scale of 1 through 5.

Rate the condition of your facility

3

3

2

2

2

1

1

0

1

1

2

3

4

5

Finally, stakeholders were asked which day of the week are the busiest at their usual recreational
facility. Additionally, they were asked if there were any instances where people had to be turned away
who were looking to participate in recreational facilities and/or services, and if they have to contend
with other groups at the facility.

Which days of the week are busiest at your
facility?
Sunday

2

Saturday

3

Friday

4

Thursday

5

Wednesday

6

Tuesday

6

Monday

7
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Are there any instances when you had to turn
people away from activities/services?
Coach a rep team only have space for 12 kids

1

not enough space, not enough Coaches

1

Yes in the Summer Months as not enough…

1

Unavailability of the facility

1

Turned adults away as they were trying to…

1

No

3

Yes

1
0

1

2

3

Do you have to contend with any other groups to
use the recreational facility?
11%
Yes
No
33%

56%

Sometimes

Additional comments and ideas for improvements to the facilities from each stakeholder were also
provided:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They need outdoor turf fields
Easy access, good parking area
More access for seniors (lesser fee, easy way to get them there and back, etc.)
Health and wellness center in the community
Need another gym
Need help with the financial aspect to get the field and maintain the field
Facility in Charlotte County with multiple programming space options, allowing for more
programming for families and those currently isolated

Four (4) Public Meetings
Four (4) public meetings were held to gather insights into how the public views recreation within
Southwest New Brunswick and Eastern Charlotte County. A public meeting was held in each of the four
locations within the region: Village of Blacks Harbour, Deer Island (West Isles Parish), Town of St.
George, and Pennfield (Parish). Members of the community were asked if current facilities within the
region were meeting their family’s needs and whether or not they have trouble accessing facilities.
Furthermore each meeting was held to gather insights to a preferred solution or approach to further
develop and enhance recreation programming and services within Eastern Charlotte County Area and
across the region.
Table 1: Are current facilities meeting your family's needs?

B
D
P
S
Total

Absolutely

Mostly

Somewhat

Not Really

Absolutely Not

0
0
4
0
4

2
1
0
0
3

5
5
1
12
23

9
0
0
8
17

2
11
0
21
34

Table 2: What facilities are you having trouble accessing and why?

Facility

Magaguadavic
Place

Too
Expensive
B D P S
5
1 1

Patrick
Connors
Recreation
Complex

4

Fundy High
School
Blacks Harbour
School

2

4

Not Available
B D
3

P
1

S
8

3

1

7

1 12

5

1

5

Facility
Inadequate
B D P S
3

1

2

Transportation Challenges
Barriers
Booking
B D P S B D P S
7
1

Ot (Explain)
B
-More geared
towards seniors
and town
functions,
doesn’t seem
open to others
-not
recreational
sports
-Not enough
public skating
times.
-Heating
needed.
-Not centrally
located

2

5

1

6

1

4

3 -Not large

enough court
space for
groups over 1012 yrs
-Scheduling

Deer Island
Community
School
St George
Elementary
School

Thompson
Field
(Magaguadavic
Place)
Tennis Courts
St George
Beaver
Harbour
Memorial Field
Dr. AMA
McLean
Memorial Field

2

1

3

2

1

4

St Marks
Anglican
Church
Presbyterian

1

3

1

6

1

2

5

2

5

3

3

1

4

St George
Royal
Canadian
Legion
St George
Masonic Hall
Privately
owned gyms

2

1

2

1

6

1

11

2

2

2
1

2

-Is this even
maintained?

1

-not knowing
contact person
(x2)
-Great job
blacks Harbour
is maintaining
the field

1

Not a
recreational
facility. Good
for meetings
-Not large
enough space
- No drop-in
times (x2)

2

1

8

almost
impossible
-floor lines not
appropriate
-N/A for
mainlanders
-floor is in poor
condition
-No viewing
space/seating
that is
accessible for
seniors
-not large
enough court
space
-Rental fees too
high

Church Hall
Bonny River
Ball Field
St George
Curling Club
St George
Baptist Church
Deer Island
Ball Field
Fundy Middle
School Ball
Field
Catholic
Church
Canal Beach
Total
TOTAL

1
1

2

1

1

1

10
1

1

3

1

Doesn’t
exist(seeded in
field)

1

19 1 1
30

9

32 4

3

40

79

1
25 10 0
42

7

2

Table 3: What do you not participate in because it is not available?

Activity

B

D

S

Total

Yoga

1

5

2

8

Volleyball

9

1

12

22

Tennis

2

3

5

Tai Chi

2

3

5

3

4

6

17

2

2

3

4

Soccer

1

Skating

5

6

Martial Arts

P

Ball Hockey

1

Hockey (ice)

4

6

10

Gymnastics

1

1

2

Gym/ Fitness
training

6

5

Football

3

14

25

1

1

61 0
65

2

3

0

0
8

5

Dance

1

4

8

13

Cards and/or Games

3

2

2

7

5

4

9

Bowling
Basketball

8

2

10

20

Pickleball

1

2

8

11

Baseball / Softball

1

3

4

Running (trail)

4

1

5

Kayaking

3

Fishing

2

2

Canoeing

1

1

Walking

5

Track and Field

2

Swimming

10

Snowshoeing

1

Cross Country Skiing

1

1

5

14

5

Skate boarding
ATVing

2

Snow mobiling

2

23

8

10

13

37

1

2

2

8

1

1
4
2

1
1

1

Hiking

1

8

Golf

3

4

1
2

1

Horseback Riding

Lacrosse

13

2

Ringette
Hunting

4

2

3

1

10
7

1

1

3

Curling

3

Rock Climbing

1

Bird Watching

1

Bicycling

5

4

2

11

Archery/ Shooting

1

1

6

8

1

1

2

8

7

1

Squash/ Racquetball

If there are new facilities in the future or existing facility was repurposed, what would you like to see in
it?
Each community was asked what new facilities or upgrades to existing facilities they would like to see in
the future. There was a common theme in all communities surrounding the desire for health and
recreation facilities. Multipurpose gyms, indoor rinks, indoor courts (basketball, volleyball, badminton,
etc.), pools and splash pads, and fitness centres were the most common facilities recommended.
Additionally, the majority of communities requested walking trails or tracks, ball hockey courts, and
baseball fields. Less common recommendations included bowling alleys, shuffleboard, an arcade, and
Skyzone trampoline park. Finally, there was a desire for more access for the senior community; this
includes an exercise program for seniors and a seniors ‘playground,’ and adult learning centres.
Another common recommendation was the incorporation of a recreational director within the
community. This would allow for better scheduling, more programming and exercise classes, and
afterschool, daycare, and summer programs, all of which have been recommended by the community.
Finally, there were several recommendations on upgrades to existing facilities. For example, Blacks
Harbour recommended a new boathouse be build, as well as a larger multipurpose room for community
use. Deer Island recommended a boardwalk, a fence around the school field, new ceilings and back
doors in the gym, and fresh water at the campground. St. George recommended a library and a granite
museum.
Table 4: What recreation options would be best?

Option

New Facility
Investment into existing
facilities
Recreation Director
All of the above
Status Quo/ none of the
above

10
14

B

D

1
14

P
0
1

12
12

S

Total

12
0
0

12
1
0

2
0
2

12
10
0

38
11
2

23
41

Community Online Survey
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